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Executive Summary
The evolution of the air transportation system to a ―mature‖ industrial sector has
resulted in cost differentiation as a primary means of competitive advantage for airlines,
Air Traffic Control, and other enterprises in the supply chain. Enterprises have adapted
by developing alternate business models (e.g. low cost carriers, outsourcing) and by
managing the supply chain to reduce installation costs and operations costs (e.g.
training, operational efficiency, and safety).
In recent years, Human-Automation Interaction (HAI) has emerged as one of the
ways to cut costs by streamlining training (e.g. flightcrew training) and increasing
operational efficiency (e.g. cockpit, flow management, maintenance). The advent of
NextGen (Federal Aviation Administration 2009) and SESAR (EUROCONTROL 2008),
creates opportunities to provide robust HAI to reduce costs through the design process.
Meeting the requirements for robust HAI may not necessarily be achieved
through ―best practices‖ in traditional software design and development processes
without explicit intervention. For example, the tipping-point in pilot confidence in the
―glass cockpit’ automation introduced in the 1980’s was not achieved for two decades
after the initial introduction. Unless the design and/or certification process is modified,
there is little evidence to indicate that the pattern of misuse, disuse, and abuse will not
be repeated.
The landscape for HAI Engineering has changed radically over the last decade.
Advances in ―affordable‖ operator performance models have enabled the development
7
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of a new breed of tools for automated analysis of proposed automation designs. These
tools have the potential to automate the evaluation of automation design, reducing the
costs and improving the accuracy and reliability of evaluation.
This report describes the results of foundational research to develop the
underlying theoretical methods to enable the development of this new class of
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for the design and evaluation of Human
Automation Interaction (HAI). These tools, compatible with the software design process,
will yield robust human operator performance by taking into account the limitations of
human operators in performing mission tasks using the automation under design.
The foundational research was organized around the architecture shown on the
figure bellow. The designer of the domain, Subject-Matter-Expert, defines the task and
the properties of the user-interface using a ―modeling language.‖ The task and the userinterface properties are stored in a data-base. This task definition can be reused,
modified, are adapted in a configuration managed environment.

8
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The task definition also provides the basis for the predictions of operator
performance. Operator performance models ―execute‖ the task and generate
predictions of operator performance (e.g. probability of failure to-complete, time-toproficiency) which are displayed for the designer/SME. The Operator Performance
Models draw on data and models of human performance that are supported by a database. One of the key sets of data is the semantic similarity/familiarity between task
steps and the available user-interface cues (i.e. labels). This data is derived from an
Aviation Knowledge Corpus and the Aviation Semantic-Space that contains lists of
multi-word technical terms and the semantic ―distance‖ between these terms.
The results of this research are highlighted below:
(1) Aviation Knowledge Corpus and its Semantic-Space
A knowledge corpus based on aviation regulations, flightdeck user-manuals, and
airline training material, and was developed using Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA). The resulting aviation semantic-space passed preliminary acceptance
testing. For example, the semantic space scored a passing grade (70%) on the
pilot ―ground school‖ test. The aviation semantic space has been configured and
made available on a publicly-accessible website.
(2) Operator Performance Models
Several operator performance models were developed and tested:
a. Action Models are used for predicting the expert time-on-task and
probability of failure-to-complete a task (in a prescribed time-window) for
9
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frequently performed tasks. Action Models were developed using
Keystroke-Level-Model (KLM) and SanLab
b. Attention Management and Action Planning Models are used for predicting
the probability of failure-to-complete for novice users, or for expert users
on infrequently performed tasks. Attention Management and Action
Planning Models developed and tested include: (i) Explorer (plug-in to
CogTool), (ii) HCIPA Empirical Models (implemented in the eHCIPA tool).
These models are inspired by the CoLiDes two stage process: (1) select
the region and (2) then select the action. Explorer uses the satisficing
problem-solving mechanism of SNIF-ACT (Fu & Pirolli, 2007). HCIPA
uses a subject-matter-expert semantic assessment for labels on the userinterface.
c. List Models are used for predicting the days and trials-to-mastery. List
models developed and tested: Ebbinghaus List Learning Model, and the
ACT-R List Learning Model.
(3) Affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation Tools
Aviation Semantic-space and the Operator Performance Models, described above,
were integrated into prototype Automation Interaction Design and Evaluation (AIDE)
Tools:
a. Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) is a web-based tool for analysis of
MCDU/FMS tasks. Computes predicted mean actions, probability-of10
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failure-to-complete a task, and identifies which steps of the task cause
problems. Operator Performance Model used is Aviation Semantic-Space.
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~mattkoch/index.php
b. Cog Tool Explorer is an application for the analysis of a user-interface that
computes an estimate of expert time-on-task, trials/days-to-mastery, and
probability-of-failure to complete a task. Operator Performance Models
include: KLM, ACT-R, SNIF-ACT 2.0 (Process Model), and the Aviation
Semantic Space. http://cogtool.hcii.cs.cmu.edu/
c. eHCIPA is a web-based tool based on the 6 step Human-Computer

Interaction Process (HCIP). This tool computes probability-of-failure to
complete a task and trials/days-to-mastery
http://catsr.ite.gmu.edu/HCIPA_4x/

11
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SECTION I
Introduction
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1

Introduction
The evolution of the air transportation system to a ―mature‖ industrial sector has

resulted in cost differentiation as a primary means of competitive advantage for airlines,
Air Traffic Control, and other enterprises in the supply chain. This has resulted in new
business models (e.g. low cost carriers, outsourcing) and incentives for the supply chain
vendors to reduce installation costs and operations costs (e.g. training, operational
efficiency, and safety).
In recent years, Human-Automation Interaction (HAI) has emerged as one of the
ways to streamline training (e.g. flightcrew training) as well as increase the efficiency
(e.g. cockpit, flow management, maintenance). With the advent of NextGen (Federal
Aviation Administration, 2009) and SESAR (EUROCONTROL, 2008), the impetus for
improved HAI will increase.
Meeting this implicit requirement for robust human-computer interaction is not
guaranteed. During the 1980’s additional functions, colloquially known as ―glass cockpit‖
functions, were added to the airline flightdeck. The tipping-point in pilot confidence in
the automation and pilot proficiency was not achieved for two decades after the initial
introduction. Researchers extensively documented the issues with the pilot training,
certification, and use (or lack of use) of the glass-cockpit in revenue service operations
in the in the 1980’s and 1990’s (Billings, 1996; FAA Human Factors Team, 1996; Feary
et al., 1999; Flight Safety Foundation, 1999; Wiener, Nagel, Carterette, & Friedman,
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1989). Unless the design and/or certification process is modified, there is little evidence
to indicate that the pattern of misuse, disuse, and abuse will not be repeated.
The landscape for HCI Engineering has changed radically over the last decade.
Advances in ―affordable‖ operator performance models (Blackmon, Kitajima, & P.G.
Polson, 2005; Matessa & P. Polson, 2005; Teo & John, 2008) have enabled the
development of a new breed of tools for automated analysis of proposed automation
designs (Feary, 2007; Grammenos, Savidis, & Stephanidis, 2007; John & Salvucci,
2005; Lard, Landragin, Grisvard, & Faure, 2008; Ockerman & Pritchett, 2004; PérezMedina, Dupuy-Chessa, & Front, 2010). These tools have the potential to automate the
evaluation of automation design reducing the costs, improving the accuracy and
reliability of evaluation, to reduce training costs and improve operational efficiency.

1.1

Objectives of the Research

The objective of this research is to conduct foundational research to develop the
underlying theoretical methods to enable the development of a new class of ComputerAided Design (CAD) tools for the design and evaluation of Human Automation
Interaction that yield robust human operator performance in the presence of limitations
of human operators.
Specifically, the theoretical methods developed in this project shall:
(1) provide human performance metrics required by the aviation industry to estimate
training efficiency (i.e. time-to-competence for a task, probability of failure to
17
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meet proficiency in a specific calendar time window), and operational efficiency
(i.e. probability of failure-to-complete-task in a prescribed time window, time-ontask distribution)
(2) Automate the portion of the HAI process that is subject to the issues with interrater reliability. Several techniques have been developed to analyze the usability
of automation; however, these methods exhibit poor inter-rater reliability
(Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003) due to differences in granularities of the task
definition and the differences in the subjective ratings.
(3) Enable non-human factors specialists (e.g. software/hardware/system engineers)
to conduct human factors analysis during the engineering development process
(4) Seamlessly integrate into industry/regulatory development processes (e.g. DO178B) and generate results applicable to the Human Factors regulatory
requirements
For the purpose of this research, the concept of task proficiency will be used as a
measure of the robustness human operator performance. The target of this objective is
the automation to be developed for NextGen.
The direct benefit of this project is to provide the foundational research to enable
the development of a new class of CAD tools that enable non-human factors specialists
or people who are not specialists in human factors (such as software engineers) to
develop user-interfaces for the avionics systems that take into account human
performance characteristics. The improvement in design of fielded systems will: (i)
18
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enable system development organization to fulfill the requirements of the FAA Human
Factors Certification requirements, (ii) significantly reduce operator training time (e.g.
airline pilot training), and (iii) improve flightdeck and air traffic controller efficiency
leading to reduced operator workload and improved safety.
1.2

Research Approach
Previous research has demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of applying

straightforward human factors methods to the design and evaluation of cockpit, UAV
ground station, and command-and-control automation (John, Prevas, Salvucci, &
Koedinger, 2004; P. Polson & Smith, 1999; Sherry, Fennell, Feary, & P. Polson, 2006;
Sherry, P. Polson, & Feary, 2002). The major problems experienced with these
methods were: (i) the absence of metrics related to this performance at the enterprise
such training and operational efficiency metrics (not time-on-task), and (ii) inter-rater
reliability of task definition and assessment of difficulty of individual task steps. In
parallel, other research funded by ONR and NASA have developed the foundational
capability and demonstrated the feasibility of automating estimation of human
performance prediction (i.e. time-on-task for expert users) using ACT-R (Anderson,
Matessa, & Lebiere, 1997).
The goal of this research is to (i) develop the fundamental science to enable
objective usability analysis using ―affordable human performance models,‖ and (ii)
integrate the fundamental scientific capabilities into a complete industry-ready toolset.

19
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The components of the AIDEM tool set are described in Figure 1-1. The designer, a
Subject-Matter-Expert (not a Human Factors expert), defines the mission tasks and the
properties of the user-interface using a ―modeling language.‖ The task specification and
the user-interface properties are stored in a data-base. This task definition can be
reused, modified, are adapted in a configuration managed environment.
The task definition also provides the basis for the predictions of operator
performance. Operator performance models ―execute‖ the task and generate
predictions of operator performance (e.g. probability of failure to-complete, time-toproficiency) which are displayed for the designer/SME. The Operator Performance
Models draw on data of human performance. Some of this data is embedded in the
Operator Performance Model, other data must be queried from a data-base. One of the
key sets of data is the semantic similarity and familiarity between task steps and the
available user-interface cues. This data is derived from an Aviation Knowledge Corpus
and the Aviation Semantic-Space.

20
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Figure 1-1 AIDEM Tools

1.3

Research Results
The results of this research are summarized in as follows:
(4) Operator Performance Models
(5) Affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation Tools
The results are summarized below.

1.3.1 Operator Performance Models
The OPM’s described in this report this report include three categories:
21
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(1) Action Models
(2) Attention Management and Action Planning Models
(3) List Learning Models
Table 1-1 provides an overview of the OPMs developed and modified for the
purpose of this research.
Action Models are used for predicting Time-on-Task and Probability of Failure-toComplete a task for frequently performed tasks. Action Models include Keystroke-LevelModel (KLM) (John & Kieras, 1996) and SanLab (Patton, Gray, & Schoelles, 2009).
KLM is used in CogTool. CogTool results are used in SanLab.
Attention Management and Action Planning Models are used for predicting the
Probability of Failure-to-Complete for novice users or for expert users of infrequently
performed tasks. Attention Management and Action Planning Models include: (i)
Explorer (plug-in to CogTool), (ii) CoLiDes (basis for Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough
Tool) and (iii) HCIPA Empirical Models (implemented in the eHCIPA tool). Explorer and
CoLiDes share the assumptions that the cognition is a two stage process: (1) select the
region and (2) then select the action. Explorer uses the satisficing problem-solving
mechanism of SNIF-ACT (Fu & Pirolli, 2007). CoLiDes uses straightforward semantic
matching across all the regions of the user-interface.
List Models are used for predicting the Days and Trials-to-Mastery. List models
include the Ebbinghaus List Learning Model, and the ACT-R List Learning Model. These
OPMs are used in CogTool and eHCIPA.
22
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Each OPM is described in more detail in the sections that follow. The tools that
incorporate the OPM are described in Section 5.
Table 1-1 Operator Performance Models
Categories

Action
Models (for
Frequent
Tasks)

Operator
Performance
Model
KLM

Sectio
n 4.1

SanLAB

Description

The Keystroke Level
Model tasks that use
a small number of
sequenced
operations such as
key presses, pointing,
hand switches
between mouse and
keyboard, mental
acts, system
response times.
Prediction times are
the sum of the
execution times of
the individual
operations.
SANLab-CM is a
model embedded in a
tool for cognitive
modelers to rapidly
create CPM-GOMS
models in order to
predict time-on-task.
The model includes
variability as part of
its core paradigm
predicting a range of
execution times.

23

Operator
Performance
Metric
Expert Timeon-Task

Distribution of
Time-on-Task
Probability of
Failure to
Complete a
Task

Tool

Integrated in
CogTool

Proof-ofconcept
integration in
CogTool
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Categories

Operator
Performance
Model
Attention
HCIPA
Management Empirical
and Action
Models
Planning
Models (for
Infrequent
Tasks)
Sectio
n 4.2

CoLiDes

Goal-directed
Userinterface
Exploration
(CogToolExplorer)

Description

Operator
Performance
Metric
A sequential model of Probability of
operator actions to
Failure-tocomplete a task. The Complete a
model captures both
Task
the decision-making
actions as well as the
physical actions (e.g.
button push).
Predictions are based
on the salience of
cue to prompt to the
next operator action
ComprehensionProbability of
based Linked model
Failure-toof Deliberate Search Complete a
(CoLiDeS) is a theory Task
of attention
management and
action planning.
A model of goaldirected userinterface exploration
used to generate
predictions of novice
exploration behavior
as well as skilled
execution time
Includes a
Information Foraging
Theory model/SNIFACT a minimal model
of visual search and
is combined with
Latent Semantic
Analysis to calculate
semantic relatedness
metrics to feed to
SNIF-ACT, ACT-R
24

Probability of
Failure to
Complete a
Task

Tool

e-HCIPA

Cognitive
Walkthrough
for the Web
(CWW),
Aviation
Cognitive
Walkthrough
(ACW)
CogTool
Explorer
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Categories

List
Learning
Models

Operator
Performance
Model
Ebbinghaus
Table List
Learning

Sectio
n 4.3

Calibrated
List Model
table
ACT-R List
Model

Description

Provides predictions
for training times
based on the number
of steps in a
procedure.
Same as Table List
Models but replacing
values based on new
findings
Provides predictions
for training times
based on the number
of steps in a
procedure. ACT-R
includes a subsymbolic level of
representation where
facts have an
activation attribute
which influences their
probability of retrieval
and the time it takes
to retrieve them.

Operator
Performance
Metric
Days and
Trials-toMastery

Tool

CogTool
e-HCIPA

Days and
Trials-toMastery

CogTool
e-HCIPA

Days and
Trials-toMastery

CogTool
e-HCIPA

Several OPM require assessment to semantic-similarity.

Semantic Spaces

provide values for the semantic similarity between two phrases or words. To make
access to the semantic space simpler, a web-based and software interface has been
designed.

25
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1.3.2 Affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation Tools
Table 1-2 summarizes the tools that have been developed that capture and store the
automation user-interface design and generate predictions based on Operator
Performance Models.
The Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) predicts pilot actions on CDU
tasks
CogTool predicts Time-on-Tasks of skilled user. Using the results of CogTool
on SanLab allows to predict trails-days to mastery.
CogTool explorer: Feature integrated in CogTool that predicts probability of
failure to complete a task
eHCIPA predicts probability of failure to complete and trails/days to mastery.
Table 1-2 AIDEM Tools Summary

Tool

Descrip
tion

Target
users

Webbased
interface
A
that
viation
makes it
Cognitiv
possible Researc
e
for
hers
Walkthro
aviation
ugh
research
(ACW)
ers
to
predict
pilot

Operator
Perform
ance
Models
Aviation
Knowled
ge
Corpus,
Aviation
Semantic
Space
(e.g
LSA),
CoLiDes

Outputs
Task
(Human
Specificatio Performance
n Language Measuremen
ts)
Labels,
Predicted
Headings
Mean Actions
and Tasks, Probability-ofplus
Failure
to
Elaborated
Complete a
Tasks Steps Task
and
Elaborated
Predicting
Labels
for pilots’
action in a behavior
task. Entries performing
are made in cockpit tasks
26
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Tool

Cog
Tool

Cog
Tool
Explorer

Outputs
(Human
Descrip Target
Reference
Performance
tion
users
Papers
Measuremen
ts)
actions
form
identifying
while
representing which steps
doing
the
user- of the task
CDU
interface.
cause
tasks
Note:
problems.
Elaborated
Task Steps
can
be
captured
using HCIPA
structure.
Images for
Frames,
See list at:
Widgets and
http://cogto
Desk top
properties on
ol.hcii.cs.cm
userUI
elements of Expert Time- u.edu/resea
KLM,
interface designer
Frame
on-Task
rch/researc
ACT-R,
for
s with a
Images,
hSanLabcreating graphics
Links
Trails/Dayspublications
CM
prototyp design
between
to-Mastery
es.
Frames,
http://cogto
User Actions
ol.hcii.cs.cm
for
each
u.edu/
task.
See list at:
KLM,
A webpage
http://cogto
ACT-R,
rendered
ol.hcii.cs.cm
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Organization of this Report
This report is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a set of requirements for the

Affordable Automation Interaction Design and Evaluation (A-AIDEM) tool set. Section 3
describes the Aviation Knowledge Corpus and Semantic-Space. Section 4 described
the Operator Performance Models. Section 5 describes the Affordable AutomationInteraction Design and Evaluation Tools. Section 6 provides conclusions and future
work.
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2 Requirements for the Affordable Automation Interaction Design
and Evaluation (A-AIDE) Methods and Tools
A definition of Human-Automation Interaction (HAI) is described on Section 2.1.
Section 2.2 describes the economic and social forces shaping the need for HAI in
design and certification of flight-deck automation. Section 2.3 provides a set of
requirements for Affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation (AIDE)
Methods and Tools
2.1

A Definition of Human-Automation Interaction (HAI)
To execute the commercial transportation gate-to-gate mission, hundreds of

tasks will be completed by the flight-crew. These tasks, in response to Air Traffic
Control, checklists, caution/warning messages etc., are conducted with the assistance
of the flight-deck automation.

Human-Automation Interaction is the cyclical process in which the operator
responds to automation cues through the automation input-devices, resulting in
changes in the automation and further response by the operator. Each of these cycles
involves an Execution and Evaluation stage (see Norman, 1988).

2.1.1 Mission Tasks
Interaction between the human operator and automation on the flightdeck of a
commercial airliner occurs when the flightcrew use the automation to complete mission
tasks. Mission tasks are the explicit set of tasks required to conduct the mission.
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Mission tasks include actions such as: executing ATC instructions, performing checklist
or procedure items, and responding to caution/warning messages. Airlines have
historically provided detailed instructions on how to respond to scenarios in all of these
categories in the form of proprietary Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) that
embed the rules and regulations of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) and
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM).
The mission tasks, initiated by voice communication, aural alerting, visual cues, or
prospective memory, are performed using flightdeck automation such as the Flight
Control Computer and its Mode Control Panel (MCP) or the Flight Management System
(FMS) and its Multi-Function Control and Display Unit (MCDU). Table 2-1 provides a
sample of mission tasks performed using the MCP and MCDU.
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Mission Tasks triggered by ATC:

Mission Tasks triggered by Procedures or

Mission Tasks triggered by FMS Error

Checklist

Messages:

Set Altimeter markers to Min Cleanup

Diagnose a mismatch in fuel sensors

Altitude with BARO selected

triggered

―Climb maintain FL 2-2-0‖

―Proceed direct to waypoint XXX‖

by

message

FUEL

DISAGREE – PROG 2/2

Set Engine displays to compact format
―Intercept course 0-1-4 degrees from

Diagnose error in automated procedure

present position‖

tuning triggered by message NAV
Checked & Verbalized Rwy and Final

INVALID – TUNE XXXX –

clear
―For weather, you are cleared to offset
your current route 20 nautical miles
right.

Report

when

clear

of

the

weather‖

Diagnose
PM crosschecks altimeters and makes
callout: "Crosschecked"

problems

flightcrew
triggered

data
by

entry

messages:

INVALID ENTRY, NOT IN DATABASE,
and INVALID DELETE

―Fly heading 180, join the Gordonsville
060 degree radial, track the radial

Re-enter data required before takeoff

inbound to Gordonsville‖

triggered

by

message:

TAKEOFF

SPEEDS DELETED –
‖Hold west of Boiler on the 270O radial.
Right turns. 10 mile legs. Expect
further clearance at 0830‖

Table 2-1 Sample of Mission Tasks
Some mission tasks are generated by ATC, other mission tasks are generated by
checklists and error/caution/warning messages.
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When a task is triggered, the flightcrew must correctly identify the task and its
associated parameters, and then determine which function of the automation to use. For
example, to execute the ATC instruction to perform a Hold at a waypoint, the flightcrew
should use the FMS ―LNAV Hold‖ function which is explicitly designed to automate the
task of flying holding patterns with an accuracy that cannot be achieved flying manually
or by using the MCP (especially in the presence of a crosswind). In some cases,
mental math is required to convert parameters from the ATC instruction to data that can
be entered into the automation (e.g. reciprocal of course).
After deciding which function to use, the flightcrew must access the function. In the
case of the MCDU this may involve several button-pushes to locate the correct page.
Then the flightcrew must enter the appropriate data or make the appropriate selections.
In most cases, the entry/selection must be ―cross-checked‖ with the other pilot and then
―executed‖ by an additional operator action (e.g. EXECute key on the MCDU). For many
tasks, especially those associated with following the flightplan, the airplane trajectory
must be monitored closely.
A summary of the operator actions for the task ―Hold west of Boiler on the 270 O
radial. Right turns. 10 mile legs. Expect further clearance at 0830‖ is shown in Figure
2-1. For more information on canonical models of human-computer interaction see
Sherry et.al (2004; 2008)
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MCDU page displays data and
accepts inserted data

1) Id Task as Hold task
2) Decide to use the FMS ―LNAV Hold: function
3) Press HOLD Function/Mode Key
4) Press LSK 6L, if a holding pattern is already in the route.
5) Line select waypoint identifier for ―Boiler‖ to scratchpad.
6) Press LSK 6L.
7) Enter the quadrant and the radial into the scratchpad, W/270.
8) Press LSK 2L.
9) Enter the turn direction into the scratchpad, R.
10) Press LSK 3L.
11) Enter the leg distance into the scratchpad,10.
12) Press LSK 5L.
13) Enter expect further clearance time into the scratchpad, 0830.
14) Press LSK 3R.
15) Verify the resulting holding pattern on the ND
16) Press EXECUTE
17) Monitor trajectory for entry and following the Holding pattern

Line Select Keys
insert data typed
into Scratchpad
into data field
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/

CLR
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Figure 2-1 Example interaction with MCDU required to execute task for Hold west of Boiler
VOR on 270 degree radial.

2.1.2 Task Proficiency
The ability to complete mission tasks within the required time window is known as
Proficiency. An operator is considered to be proficient when they have demonstrated
their ability
Analysis of airline operations has identified two measures of proficiency:
(1) Probability-of-Failure to Complete a Task in the operational environment (within
the time-window available in the operational tempo), and
(2) Probability-of-Failure to Achieve Proficiency in the training environment (within
the time-window available before the proficiency test).
Note: the inverse of these two metrics above is (1) the frequency of occurrence
required to maintain proficiency (e.g. recurrent training) and (2) the duration of training
(e.g. trials-to-matery).
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2.1.2.1 Measuring Task Proficiency: Probability of Failure-to-Complete a Task

Task proficiency is the ability to complete a task, such as the ―Hold‖ task shown in
Figure 2-1, within the allowable time window. Different pilots performing the task in
various situations will exhibit different times to complete the task.
A typical distribution for time-on-task for a given task is shown in Figure 3. The
distribution exhibits a long right-tail. The percentage of subjects that were able to
complete the task within the allowable time window is considered proficient. The
subjects that were unable to complete the task within the allowable time window are
considered to be not proficient. The tail of the distribution in excess of the allowable time
window defines the Probability of Failure-to-Complete (PFtC) for the task.
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# Pilots

% Pilots that do NOT
Complete Task in
Allowable Time Window
= Probability of Failureto-Complete (PFtC)

% Pilots
Complete Task
in Allowable
Time Window

Time
Allowable Time Window to
Complete the Task

Figure 2-2 Distribution of Time-to-Complete a Task
The shaded region represents the percentage of pilots that did not meet the
Proficiency standard. This defines the Probability of Failure-to-Complete the task.

Task Proficiency, or its inverse, the Probability of Failure-to-Complete a Task, for a
given task can be determined through usability testing. Operators selected randomly
from a population of operators perform a series of tasks under the workload ranges
expected in revenue service. This process can be time and cost prohibitive for the
schedule and budget of a typical avionics development program.
To overcome the cost and time constraints, alternative analytical methods have
been developed. For example, the Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR) model (G.W
Hannaman, Spurgin, & Lukic, 1985; G.W. Hannaman & Worledge, 1988) provides an
estimate of Non-response Probability based on the type of cognitive processing (i.e.
reflexive, rule-based, or knowledge-based). Another approach, the Success Likelihood
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Index Method (SLIM) organizes expert judgments on several categories of factors
including: environment, task complexity, training, and individual skills to derive
estimates of probability of failure to complete (Vestrucci, 1988). Application of these
models for the purpose of NextGen-type design and certification require deep domain
knowledge and some expertise in psychology.
Recent developments in the area of ―affordable cognitive models‖ have made
feasible the implementation of estimates for expert time-on-task in easy to use tools for
software developers and system engineers (Sherry et al., 2008). Other recent research
in the aviation domain has duplicated research result on the performance of procedures
in the military domain where ―the rate of forgetting is predominantly a function of the
number of steps … [and] what tended to be forgotten most were the steps not cues by
the equipment or by preceding steps.‖ A simple, first order model, based on empirical
data captures the relationship between the number of memorized actions required to
complete all the decision-making actions and physical actions (e.g. button pushes) in a
task, and the Probability of Failure-to-Complete.
2.1.2.2 Measuring Proficiency: Time-to-Proficiency
Time-to-Proficiency is the time required to become proficient in a task. Time-toProficiency is measured in units of days. Proficiency is defined as the ability to complete
a task more than a specified threshold (e.g. seven) days from the day of mastery.
Figure 2-3 illustrates a histogram of Time-to-Proficiency for a task for a group of
operators.
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Figure 2-3 Time-to-Proficiency

Figure 1-3 Time-to-Proficiency

2.2

Economic and Social Forces Shaping the Need for Affordable HumanAutomation Interaction Design and Evaluation (AIDE) Methods and Tools
The ability to address to design, test and field NextGen automation (airborne as

well as ground-based) is subject to several economic and social factors. These factors,
summarized in Figure 2-4, are described in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 2-4 Factors on Human-Automation Interaction

2.2.1 NextGen: A Paradigm Shift in Operations
Concepts-of–operations proposed for the Next Generation Air Transportation
System (NextGen) are designed to increase the effective airspace and airport capacity
(JPDO, 2008; SESAR Consortium, 2008). Increased capacity will be achieved by more
efficient use of the existing infrastructure through trajectory-based operations, and
through reduced separation in high-density airspace.
Explicit in these concepts-of-operations are requirements for increased
navigation performance. Flights without the capability to meet the navigation
performance requirements will be excluded from the airspace.
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Implicit in these concepts-of-operations are requirements for maneuver accuracy
and responsiveness. The ability to meet these requirements is linked to the proficiency
of the flight crew in performing the required maneuvers in a timely and robust manner.
The current air traffic control paradigm is lenient with regard to flights that do not
respond in a timely manner. First, the airspace surrounding flight trajectories is ―blocked
out‖ to account for ambiguities in aircraft trajectory. Second, the tempo of operations is
set at an equilibrium based on the lowest common denominator in air traffic and cockpit
operations. Third, in the event of off-nominal response by an aircraft, the aircraft is given
priority and following flights are slowed to provide maneuvering room.
In the NextGen concepts of operations (e.g. super-density operations), flights
that cannot respond to off-nominal situations in a timely manner will be shifted to
downgraded airspace and experience flight delays and/or extended distance routing
(JPDO, 2008) . First, airspace blocking will be based on more accurate aircraft
performance and trajectory prediction and will be limited to the flight trajectories.
Second, the tempo in super-density operations will be much faster. Third, the nature of
the super-dense operations will necessitate vectoring non-cooperative flights out of the
flow.
The net-effect of NextGen operations is that pilots will need to complete routine
as well as infrequent tasks within a reasonable time-window. This time-window will be
shorter than the current time window. There will be less tolerance for slow or no
cooperation.
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2.2.2 Low Cost Carrier Training Requirements
Airline training is one of the enterprise processes that faces cost pressure. Airline
training is continuously required to adapt (Boorman & Mumaw, 2007). Airlines have
migrated from a student:teacher ratio of 2:1 in recurrent training, to 20-30 student
classrooms. Further cost saving measures such as distance- learning are imminent.
HAI plays a significant role in training time. Automation that directly supports
mission tasks does not require workarounds and sub-tasking. User-interfaces with
labels and cues with semantics that prompt the next correct action enable rapid
learning. See section 4 for models on the impact of cueing on labels.
2.2.3 Program Management Perceptions of Human Factors
There are three main roadblocks to the widespread deployment of emerging HCI
Engineering tools for NextGen/SESAR. First, the benefits are accrued by one
stakeholder (i.e. the airlines), while the burden of the expenses is shouldered by other
stakeholders (i.e. aircraft manufacturers and avionics vendors).
Second, quantifiable benefits of HCI Engineering are confounded with the
performance of the overall enterprise including airline operations, airline training, and
even air traffic congestion and weather.
Third, there is widespread skepticism concerning the benefits of HCI Engineering
in the development community. This skepticism is best described as the ―Cold Water
and Empty Guns‖ syndrome documented by Rouse (1986) in a seminal paper on the
value-added of human factors. Rouse determined that the managers of large, complex
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development programs perceived the contributions of human factors specialists to be:
(i) ―throwing cold water‖ on design proposals due to concerns for the human factors
and, (ii) being unable to mitigate these concerns with alternate design proposals (i.e.
―empty guns‖).
The landscape for HCI Engineering has changed radically over the last decade.
First, increasing airline cost pressures and low-cost business models have reached a
tipping-point that has incentivized manufacturers to invest in HCI Engineering during
product development (G.W Hannaman et al., 1985; Sherry, Fennell, & P. Polson, 2006)
Second, advances in ―affordable‖ operator performance models (Bhavnani, Peck, &
Reif, 2008; Boorman & Mumaw, 2007; Embrey, 1984; Fennell, Sherry, & Roberts, 2004)
have enabled the development of a new breed of tools for automated analysis of
proposed automation . These tools will overcome the ―cold water, empty guns‖
reservations. However, the missing piece of the puzzle is a means to quantify the direct
benefits of HCI engineering for the stakeholders in a way that decouples the effects of
efficiency in human-computer interaction from the overall enterprise operations.
2.2.4 Shortage of Human Factors workforce relative NextGen Design Demand
It is estimated that the additional functions to be the added to the flightdeck to
support NextGen/SESAR will be roughly equivalent in magnitude to the upgrade to
flightdeck automation that occurred with the introduction of Flight Management Systems
(FMS) during the 1980’s.
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During the development of these ―glass cockpit‖ functions, the Human Factors work
force was about 1% of the total workforce. An estimated 10% of the functionality was
evaluated by the Human Factors experts.
By analogy the Human Factors workforce would need to grow by 10X to meet the
demand. Conversely, the productivity of the existing human factors workforce would
need to improve by 10X.
2.2.5 Shortcomings of Traditional Design Methods
Figure 2-1 shows a sample Proficiency histogram for a sample of 20 abnormal tasks.
The magenta bar illustrates the regulatory standard – 100% of operators can perform all
20 abnormal tasks within the allotted time window. By definition, 100% proficiency is
also the goal of the training of the department.
The blue bars show the proficiency of a sample of operators on these 20 abnormal
tasks. Although 10% of the operators demonstrated proficiency in completing 18 of the
20 tasks, the majority of the operators completed in the 6 to 12 task range.
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Figure 2-5 Proficiency Histogram for a Sample of 20 Abnormal Tasks

Meeting the target 100% proficiency for robust human-computer interaction is not
guaranteed. During the 1980’s additional functions, colloquially known as ―glass cockpit‖
functions, were added to the airline flightdeck. These functions were demonstrated to
meet the minimum regulatory requirements and were subsequently certified by the
regulatory authorities for safe operation. The tipping-point in pilot confidence in the
automation and pilot proficiency was not achieved for two decades after the initial
introduction. Researchers extensively documented the issues with the pilot training,
certification, and use (or lack of use) of the glass-cockpit in revenue service operations
in the in the 1980’s and 1990’s.
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Unless the design and/or certification process is modified, there is little evidence to
indicate that the pattern of misuse, disuse, and abuse (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997) will
not be repeated.
A fundamental irony is that the current design and certification processes for
avionics, aircraft and pilots require specification, analysis and testing of the reliability
and performance accuracy of the ―deterministic‖ automation functions. These processes
do not apply the same level of rigor to the reliability of the inherently ―non-deterministic‖
human operator. Yet in many mission scenarios, the operator is required to recognize
an emerging situation (e.g. windshear, fuel leak, optimum altitudes) and select the
correct automation function. See Figure 2-6
Flightdeck
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Figure 2-6 "Deterministic" flightdeck development process
“Deterministic” flightdeck automation is designed, tested and certified to
higher standards, than the inherently “stochastic” pilots that are type-rated to respond
to emerging situations by executing the appropriate tasks using the correct
automation functions.
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An example of documented probability of failure to complete in the flightdeck and the
role it played in reduced safety margins is described in the analysis of the American
Airlines Flight 965 accident at Cali, Columbia (Ladkin, 1995).

There were several

phenomena and circumstances that contributed to the accident, but as Ladkin
documented, the flightcrew spent an inordinate amount of precious time heads-down
trying to manipulate the FMS to perform an infrequent task which is not well supported
by the interface (underlined text below).
―Confusion about the FMS presentation, as is true for use of any
computer, is often resolved after persistent interaction with it. Thus it is likely that
the Captain believed that the confusion he was encountering was related to his
use of the FMS, and that continued interaction with it would ultimately clarify the
situation.‖

―He could not be expected to recognize, because it rarely occurs in regular
operations, that the fix he was attempting to locate (Tulua VOR) was by this time
behind him, and the FMS generated display did not provide sufficient information
to the flightcrew that the fix was behind the airplane.‖

―… because of the lack of time, the need to perform multiple tasks in the
limited time, … his attention thus narrowed to further repeated unsuccessful
attempts to locate ULQ [Tulua VOR] through the FMS.‖
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The Flight 965 anecdote points to two main factors that determine flightcrew
performance in completing mission tasks: frequency of occurrence, and the availability
of salient visual cues on the user-interface. Analysis of human-computer interaction of
mission tasks in commercial airline flightdecks identified that mission tasks that are
performed frequently tend to be properly completed in a timely manner. The frequent
repetition of these tasks ensures that flightcrews will remember the required mental
math or sequence of button-pushes to complete the tasks.
As the frequency of use drops-off, the performance of flightcrews is determined by a
second factor – the degree of available visual cues that guide the flightcrew to perform
the next action. A flightcrew’s ability to complete mission tasks for low frequency and
rare tasks that are not supported by prompts or visual cues relies entirely on the recall
of memorized action sequences. Recall of long action sequences from memory is not
reliable (Norman, 2002; Wickens & Hollands, 1999)
The phenomenon of persistent interaction experienced by flightcrews can be
reduced significantly by the explicit design of mission tasks and the labels and prompts
that guide operator actions to complete the task (Sherry & Feary, 2004). This is the
intervention in the NextGen/SESAR development process that is required to eliminate
HCI persistent interaction.
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2.2.5.1 Poor Inter-rater Reliability
Another problem with existing design tools and methods is poor-inter-rater reliability.
Hertzum and Jacobsen (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2003) have pointed to ―chilling‖ evidence
of the unreliability of manual usability evaluations due to a very large evaluator effect.
They found strikingly low levels of inter-rater agreement among any two evaluators
when making manual, subjective assessments required for usability evaluation, such as
judging semantic similarity. This phenomenon is true even for the most widely used
methods of usability evaluation, e.g., cognitive walkthrough, heuristic evaluation, and
thinking-out-loud protocols.
The problem of poor inter-rater reliability can be addressed by automation to provide
reliable objective judgments for evaluator’s subjective judgments. Blackmon, Polson,
and collaborators (M. Blackmon, P.G. Polson, Kitajima, & Lewis, 2002) have
successfully overcome the evaluator problem in the process of developing an
automated Cognitive Walkthrough of the Web (CWW) that employs machine-based
objective estimates of human judgments of semantic similarity and familiarity, and uses
these machine-based objective judgments to accurately predict human website
navigation performance. Semantic similarity controls attention and action planning in
many different domains of human-computer interaction where people perform tasks by
exploration. Such domains include users searching for information on the World Wide
Web and, in earlier research, users performing tasks on Microsoft Office (M. Blackmon
et al., 2002; M. H. Blackmon, Kitajima, Mandalia, & P. G. Polson, 2007; M.H. Blackmon,
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Kitajima, & P.G. Polson, 2005; M. Blackmon, Kitajima, & P.G. Polson, 2003; Kitajima &
P.G Polson, 1997; Kitajima & P.G. Polson, 1995)
2.3

Requirements for Affordable AIDE Methods and Tools
Methods and tools for affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation

(AIDE) shall provide the following functionality:
1. User-interface for user entry of operator actions for task
2. User-interface for user entry of user-interface properties
a. Location of input devices
b. Location of output displays
c. Labels/cues for input devices and output displays
3. Data-base or other storage mechanism for operator actions for task and
user-interface properties
4. Configuration managements for data-base or storage mechanism
5. Operator performance models
6. Data-base and/or data required for performance model (e.g. aviation
semantic-space)
7. User-interface for display of predicted HAI metrics
Methods and tools for affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation
(AIDE) shall exhibit the following performance requirements:
1. Predictions shall be computed within 3 seconds of user request
2. All data shall be stored indefinitely.
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SECTION III
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assessment of
semantic similarity
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3 Automation for Assessment of Semantic Similarity Between Cues
and Task steps
This section describes the method developed for the assessment of semantic
similarity and familiarity between cues and the task steps. For example, the method
generates the likelihood of a pilot selecting the mode key labeled ―F-PLN‖ in response
to the ATC task ―Direct To Gordonsville.‖
Assessment of semantic similarity and familiarity is made possible by an Aviation
Knowledge Corpus and its associated Semantic Space. Values for semantic similarity
and familiarity between two terms (e.g. ATC command and mode key label) are
provided to the Operator Performance Model via a software or web-based interface (see
Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1 The Role Aviation Knowledge Corpus and Semantic Space on the Affordable
Automation for Task/Usability Analysis
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Aviation Knowledge Corpus and Semantic Space provides the Operator Performance
Model values for semantic similarity and familiarity for two phrases (e.g. ATC instruction and
labels on automation user-interface)

The Aviation Knowledge Corpus is a comprehensive electronic representation of
all knowledge about aviation that pilots are apt to have stored in memory. By design it
accurately represents the documents that expert pilots have actually read and
comprehended during their entire aviation training.
The electronic representation enables the generation of statistics, such as word
or phrase frequency, from the Knowledge Corpus. In addition, the electronic
representation enables the construction of a Semantic Space. A Semantic Space is built
from the Knowledge Corpus using techniques such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
Semantic Spaces provide values for the semantic similarity between two phrases or
words. To make access to the semantic space simpler, a web-based and software
interface has been designed.
This section is organized as follows: Section 3-1 describes the motivation for
assessment of semantic similarity and familiarity. Section 3-2 describes the Aviation
Knowledge Corpus. Section 3.3 describes the creation of a Semantic Space from the
Aviation Knowledge Corpus using Latent Semantic Analysis. Section 3.3 describes the
software and web-based interfaces for accessing the semantic similarity and familiarity.
3.1

Motivation for a Knowledge Corpus and its Semantic Space
Hertzum & Jacobsen (2003) have pointed to ―chilling‖ evidence of the unreliability of

manual usability evaluations due to a very large evaluator effect. They found strikingly
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low levels of inter-rater agreement among any two evaluators when making manual,
subjective assessments required for usability evaluation, such as judging semantic
similarity. This phenomenon is true even for the most widely used methods of usability
evaluation, e.g., cognitive walkthrough, heuristic evaluation, and thinking-out-loud
protocols.
To overcome the problem of poor inter-rater reliability, the solution is to substitute
reliable objective judgments for evaluator’s subjective judgments. Blackmon, Polson,
and collaborators (2007; 2005) have successfully overcome the evaluator problem in
the process of developing an automated Cognitive Walkthrough of the Web (CWW) that
employs machine-based objective estimates of human judgments of semantic similarity
and familiarity, and uses these machine-based objective judgments to accurately predict
human website navigation performance. Semantic similarity controls attention and
action planning in many different domains of human-computer interaction where people
perform tasks by exploration. Such domains include users searching for information on
the World Wide Web and, in earlier research, users performing tasks on Microsoft Office
(Blackmon et al. 2002, 2003, 2005, 2007; Kitajima, Blackmon & Polson, 2000; Kitajima
& Polson, 1995, 1997).
The same solution applies to estimating expert pilot judgments of semantic similarity
and familiarity for cases where pilots perform tasks by exploration. To predict pilots’
actions in the cockpit we apply machine-learning techniques to a corpus of documents
that accurately represents the documents expert pilots have read in order to become
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expert pilots and then use automated, computational assessments of semantic similarity
and familiarity.
In many cases pilots have well-practiced, explicit procedural knowledge of what
action or action sequence to perform. Pilots often do not have explicit knowledge of
how to perform a mission task, particularly tasks that are infrequently performed. In the
absence of explicit knowledge of what action to perform, pilots rely on comprehension
processes and judgments of similarity of meaning between the goal and available
actions in order to select the particular action to perform. Comprehension processes
depend on adequate background knowledge, so pilots are liable to ignore labels or
display prompts with low familiarity, a situation that raises the probability-of-failure-tocomplete-task, so it is crucial to use machine learning estimates of both judgments of
similarity and familiarity.
Attention management is another major issue for theories of performing by
exploration. For the theoretical foundations used for our research, performing selecting
actions is a two-phase process. For pilots, attention is first attracted to a region of
cockpit displays and controls judged to be similar in meaning to the pilot’s current goal.
Once a pilot’s attention has focused on a particular region, the pilot will select an action
whose description is judged to be the one that is most similar in meaning to the goal.
In sum, the objectives of the Aviation Corpus project were to provide the tools and
methods for automated assessment of semantic similarity and familiarity judgments
made by expert pilots.
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3.2

Aviation Corpus for Objectively Predicting Human Pilots’ Judgments of
Semantic Similarity
The Aviation Knowledge Corpus is an electronic representation that accurately

simulates a compilation of all the knowledge that a pilot has acquired during aviation
training spread over several years of training.
The Aviation Knowledge Corpus is a single, very large, unformatted text file that
has been segmented into coherent paragraph-length units.

To create this file we

collected a lot of print materials, .html files, .pdf files, .csv files, and .txt files – simulating
all materials that pilots were apt to have read during their entire aviation training in order
to become expert pilots. Print documents were scanned with optical character
recognition software to eliminate images and extract the text as unformatted electronic
.txt files. Similarly, all .html and .pdf documents were stripped of images, formatting,
and html tags, preserving just the unformatted text.
All the unformatted text was then assembled to create the single very long
unformatted text file segmented into paragraphs or paragraph-length texts that can
validly be considered coherently meaningful units. All paragraph-length texts were
separated from the previous and subsequent texts by a single blank line (double
CR/LF). The coherence of these segmented paragraph-long units is important, because
co-occurrence implies that the words within each unit are semantically related. Machine
learning techniques therefore store information about co-occurrence of words within
these coherent units of text, but the order in which the paragraph-length texts appear in
the .txt file is irrelevant for and ignored by machine learning techniques. The paragraph66
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length units of unformatted text have no identifying information to indicate their source
and paragraph-length units could potentially be scrambled to appear in random order to
protect proprietary interests and copyrights.
3.2.1 Aviation Corpus, list of multi-word expert technical terms, word frequency list, test
of psychological validity of the corpus
Figure 3-2 shows a few of the .pdf files that were converted to unformatted text for
inclusion in the Aviation Knowledge Corpus.

Figure 3-2 Sample of document contained in the full aviation corpus

The Aviation Knowledge Corpus (Version 1.) was created by obtaining .pdf and .html
files available on the FAA website, aviation portals, and websites that pilots read. Care
was taken to select documents for the corpus that pilots actually have read and
documents that covered all areas of knowledge and all levels of knowledge within those
areas. Our subject matter expert — employed as a consultant for this grant — is
employed with a major U.S. airline as a Boeing 777 First Officer, a pilot instructor in the
777 fleet, and a certified FAA examiner. We relied on his judgment is to evaluate what
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expert pilots were likely to have actually read as they progressed through levels of
increasing expertise from learning to fly a private plane up to passing the ATPL. We
also supplemented the subject matter expert’s list of documents, where necessary, by
including in the corpus all the sources cited by the study and preparation guides for the
FAA Knowledge Tests (Spanitz, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2009d), because pilots would be
likely to have read these cited sources as a curriculum while studying to pass these
tests. The guiding goal was to obtain documents that were genuinely representative of
the texts pilots would have read as they climbed the ladder to becoming fully expert
pilots.
The ExpertPilot Corpus is an alternate name for the Aviation Knowledge Corpus,
because the Aviation Knowledge Corpus was intended to accurately represent the
knowledge of an expert pilot. Below is a selected sample of original .html, .pdf, .csv, and
.txt files that were converted to unformatted .txt files and segmented into paragraphlength texts for inclusion in the Aviation Knowledge Corpus:
Aeronautical Information Manual (FAA)
Aeronautical Information Publication (FAA)
Airport Codes
Air Traffic Control, Order JO 7110.65S, February 14, 2008, and subsequent
changes
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Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs), Part 61, sections 1-217, Part 67, section 1415, Part 71, sections 1-901, Part 73, sections 1-85, Part 91, sections 1-327,
Part 95, sections 1-8001, Part 97, sections 1-20, Part 121, most sections
IATA Standards Manual
Regulatory and Guidance Library (RGL) (FAA)
Weather glossary
Wikipedia Aviation Portal webpages, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Aviation
Selected webpages from Smartcockpit.com, http://www.smartcockpit.com/
The
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/ExpertPilotCorpus.html
webpage displays a complete list of the original .html, .pdf, .csv, and .txt files that were
converted to unformatted .txt files and segmented into paragraph-length texts to create
the Aviation Knowledge Corpus (also known as ExpertPilot Corpus), and most of the
documents listed on the webpage are available for download from that webpage.
The CDUskills Corpus is a second, very small corpus representing the specialized
area of expertise for flying highly automated commercial aircraft. All the documents in
the CDUskills corpus also appear in the ExpertPilot corpus. The CDUskills corpus drew
from the ExpertPilot corpus a small subset of the documents contained in the
comprehensive ExpertPilot corpus: only those documents that provide instructions for
understanding the Flight Management System (FMS) and training manuals for using the
Control Display Unit (CDU or MCDU) to program the FMS (or Flight Management
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Computer (FMC)). The list of these specialized documents can be found at
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/CDUSkillsCorpus.html. This
corpus is intended to simulate the narrow expertise that pilots have for programming the
CDU. It is an empirical question whether more accurate predictions of human pilot
behavior on CDU tasks can be obtained by using the ExpertPilot Corpus or the
CDUskills Corpus.

ExpertPilot has broader knowledge, but CDUskills has the

knowledge most relevant to CDU tasks.
3.2.1.1 Word Frequency Lists for ExpertPilot
Table 1 compares the frequency of terms common in the ExpertPilot corpus with the
frequency of the same terms in the college-level reading knowledge corpus (a corpus
available on http://lsa.colorado.edu and on http://autocww2.colorado.edu ). Many of
the common aviation terms have zero frequency in the college-level reading knowledge
corpus, and others, such as airport, descent, and landing, are dramatically more
common in ExpertPilot than in the college-level reading knowledge space. This simple
comparison illustrates the acquisition of expert technical terms and how acquisition of
expertise in flying commercial aircraft changes the meaning of terms previously known
but now much more important. Table 3-1 also shows that the ExpertPilot corpus has
approximately the same number of documents but is smaller in terms of overall size and
number of unique terms.
The word frequency lists contain all terms in the corpus – one-word terms,
acronyms, numbers, and multi-word technical terms that have been joined by
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eliminating spaces between words to be treated by LSA as single terms. The word
frequency lists give the frequency each of the terms appears in the corpus. To view or
download the lists of these multi-word technical terms, associated acronyms, and
frequencies

within

each

corpus,

go

to

the

following

webpage:

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/WordFreq_TechTermsDocs
.html.
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Table 3-1 Reading knowledge college-level and ExpertPilot_v4

Term

Frequency in
college-level reading
corpus

airport
Brazil
descent
flightplan
fmc
fms
landing
lnav
mcdu
navigation
nd
thunderstorm
vnav
Documents
Unique terms
Corpus size (MB)

167
237
102
0
0
0
262
0
0
102
0
29
0
37,651
92,408
68,901

Frequency in
ExpertPilot_v4
7,446
87
4,961
2,099
2,078
2,392
10,867
626
1,377
4,719
1,154
1,473
42,105
45,638
36,208

3.2.2 Expert Technical Terms: Lists of Multi-word Technical Terms Treated as Single
Words
In the past, LSA semantic spaces have typically been built from individual words,
and this has created poor estimates of semantic similarity for multi-word proper nouns,
such as President George Washington or American Revolutionary War. For experts it
becomes critical to identify multi-word technical terms that have a single meaning and
should be treated as single words.
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Many expert pilot technical terms are composed of multiple words and are
associated with single-word acronyms, e.g., Air Traffic Control (ATC). These multi-word
technical terms in the corpus were joined by eliminating spaces between words prior to
building the corpus. For example, the three-word technical term Air Traffic Control,
which appears 745 times in the ExpertPilot corpus, was converted to a single term
airtrafficcontrol with the corresponding acronym ATC. The singular Navigation Display
(ND) and plural Navigation Displays appear a total of 17 times in the CDUskills corpus
(17 for the singular and zero for the plural) and appear 30 times in the ExpertPilot
corpus (24 for the singular, 6 times for the plural).
These terms became navigationdisplay and navigationdisplays in both corpora and
have high semantic similarity with the associated acronym, ND. Flight Management
Computer (FMC) is found 109 times in the CDUskills corpus and 117 times in the
ExpertPilot corpus and became the joined single term flightmanagementcomputer with
the corresponding acronym FMC. The closely related term Flight Management System
(FMS) became flightmanagementsystem and appeared a total of 5 times in CDUskills
and 70 times in ExpertPilot. The shorter, two-word term Flight Management (FM)
appeared 117 times in CDUskills and 223 times in ExpertPilot – in both cases appearing
outside instances of the three-word phrases Flight Management Computer and Flight
Management System.

To view or download the complete lists of these multi-word

technical terms, associated acronyms, and frequencies of the multi-word technical
terms

within

each

corpus,
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http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/WordFreq_TechTermsDocs
.html
3.2.3 Validating the ExpertPilot Knowledge Corpus
To provide proof-of-concept verification of the psychological validity of the aviation
corpus we had ExpertPilot answer questions from the FAA knowledge exams for pilots.
We obtained the FAA test questions for these Knowledge Exams and have made
them

available

for

download

and

review

at

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/TestsPilotKnowledge.html,
and we also made use of the series of FAA Knowledge Exam study and preparation
guides by the Federal Aviation Administration (Federal Aviation Administration &
Spanitz J. (Editor) 2008a; 2008b; 2008c, 2008d)
Private Pilot Test Prep 2009: Study and Prepare for the Recreational and Private
Airplane, Helicopter, Gyroplane, Glider, Balloon, Airship, Parachute, FAA
Knowledge Tests (Test Prep series)
Commercial Pilot Test Prep 2009: Study and Prepare for the Commercial
Airplane, Helicopter, Gyroplane, Glider, Balloon, Airship and Military Competency
FAA Knowledge Tests (Test Prep series)
Instrument Rating Test Prep 2009: Study and Prepare for the Instrument Rating,
Instrument Flight Instructor (CFII), Instrument Ground Instructor, and Foreign ...
FAA Knowledge Tests (Test Prep series)
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Airline Transport Pilot Test Prep 2009: Study and Prepare for the Aircraft
Dispatcher and ATP Part 121, 135, Airplane and Helicopter FAA Knowledge
Tests (Test Prep series)
For each subset of questions, and sometimes for individual questions, too, the Test
Prep guides direct pilots to sources necessary to comprehend and answer the question,
particularly lists of FAA documents. We therefore used the test guides as definitions of
the curriculum that pilots would follow to prepare themselves for these exams, and we
added each of these FAA sources to the ExpertPilot corpus, if it was not already in the
corpus. The Test Prep guides also include brief instructional material, and we added
these instructional texts to the ExpertPilot corpus as well.
We then tested the ExpertPilot semantic space, the LSA semantic space built from
the ExpertPilot corpus, on 239 multiple choice questions for the Private Pilot test,
including all questions that could be answered by selecting the semantically most
similar answer and excluding questions that required mathematical computations —
tasks that require procedural knowledge that production systems could be programmed
to do but that computational models of language like LSA cannot do.
ExpertPilot scored an average of 58% on the 239 questions. This performance is
similar to the average 58% that LSA scored on two college-level psychology exams
after machine-learning the material in the psychology textbooks to give it the necessary
knowledge of psychology to take the test (Landauer 1998, see Figure 1).
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Unfortunately, the above FAA Knowledge Exam study and preparation guides were
not available in electronic form and had to be scanned using Optical Character
Recognition software to convert the information from print media to electronic text. The
OCR conversion proved to be extremely time consuming, and therefore expensive for
the grant, and we put this part of the project on hold after providing the proof-of-concept
performance of ExpertPilot scoring 58% on the sample of 239 Knowledge Exam
questions.
3.2.4 Accessing the Aviation Knowledge Corpus
For

information

about

the

aviation

corpus,

go

to

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/. Many webpages within the PilotLSA
website are password protected. If clicking a link prompts you to enter a username and
password, enter the following username and password in order to view all of the
webpages in the website.
Username: aviation
Password: blackmon
The system of password protection makes the PilotLSA website freely available to
aviation researchers but keeps out search engine robots. Webpages without password
protection invite aviation researchers to email blackmon@colorado.edu to obtain the
username and password (the username and password given above) in order to gain
access to the materials.
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3.2.5 Note on Sources Used for Creation of the Aviation Knowledge Corpus
Psychological validity of the ExpertPilot corpus is critical. The ideal aviation corpus
would have been built from copies of actual training documents from one or more major
airlines. Flight manuals include procedures for using general materials and FARS
translated into specific procedures for operating the aircraft of the particular fleet. The
procedures we proposed to use would have prevented anyone except the
experimenters from seeing the proprietary versions of the PDF files provided by the
airlines. The airline training documents would have been converted to text files,
segmented into paragraph-length sections of text without images. These paragraphlength documents would have been put in random order within the corpus text file used
to build the semantic space. Due to legal issues that NASA attorneys were not able to
resolve with airline attorneys, however, we have so far not been successful in obtaining
copies of these airline training documents.
3.3 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
Affordable

Operator

Performance

Models

require

empirically

validated

representations of pilots’ aviation knowledge — pilot semantic spaces — to automate
the estimation of pilots’ perceptions of similarity and familiarity. Using Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) we have constructed two pilot semantic spaces — ExpertPilot and
CDUskills — from the Aviation Corpus. These two LSA semantic spaces built from the
Aviation Corpus provide objective, reliable estimates of semantic similarity and
familiarity. ExpertPilot is built from all the documents in the Aviation Corpus. CDUskills
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is built from a small subset of documents that represents pilots’ knowledge of the
Control Display Unit and the flight management system.
3.3.1.1 LSA is machine learning technique and a psychological theory
LSA (Landauer, 1998; Landauer & S. Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham,
1998) is a machine learning technique that builds a semantic space representing a
given user population’s understanding of words, short texts, and whole documents. LSA
generates the semantic space from a corpus, a very large collection of documents
selected to be representative of a given user population’s reading experiences. The
critical step in building tools to evaluate cockpit automation is obtaining a corpus of
documents that represents the background knowledge of experienced pilots. LSA can
then generate a pilot semantic space from documents that pilots are likely to have read.
The meaning of a word, sentence, or any text is represented as a vector in a high
dimensional space, typically with about 300-350 dimensions. LSA uses descriptions of
pilot goals and descriptions with of controls, display entries, and other system features.
These descriptions are just collections of words, and LSA can compute the similarity
between any two collections of words when the words occur in the corpus.
LSA was originally developed as a technique for improving upon keyword-based
information retrieval. See Dumais (2007) for details.

Landauer and Dumais (1997)

proposed that LSA was a theory of the acquisition and representation of words,
passages, and whole documents. Landauer, McNamara, Dennis, and Kintsch (1998)
edited a handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis, containing chapters describing the
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detail of the mathematical foundations of LSA, the evidence for LSA as a theory of
meaning, and educational and other applications of LSA. The Cognitive Walkthrough
for the Web (CWW) is described in a chapter by Blackmon, et al. (2002).
Latent Semantic Analysis is one of several available computational models of
language that has earned high respect from the research community (Recchia & Jones,
2009). The smart algorithms of LSA require a lot of computing power to build the
semantic space, but LSA semantic spaces offer many advantages, including the ability
to offer measures of familiarity as well as measures of similarity of meaning. By adding
new information to the corpus periodically and rebuilding the semantic space it will
feasible to keep the LSA aviation semantic spaces up to date. We have written scripts
that make it possible to build a semantic space rapidly once there is a corpus text file
that

is

properly

formatted

for

LSA

—

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/LSAdocumentation.html
3.3.1.2 LSA definition of a document and formatting of text files
Each individual document in LSA is approximately one paragraph long, because
writers deliberately focus a paragraph of text on expression of one idea, making each
paragraph a semantically coherent section of text. The text file containing the corpus
segments documents uses a blank line (double line return) to segment the long text file
into individual documents. Scripts for formatting the text file are available at
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/LSAdocumentation.html.
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3.3.1.3 LSA Method for Generating Semantic Spaces
The first step LSA takes towards building a semantic space is to create a
document-by-term matrix, which display co-occurrences of terms within each document.
LSA applies singular value decomposition, the matrix algebra method, to reduce the
dimensions. There are instructions for building semantic spaces available at
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/LSAdocumentation.html.
3.3.1.4 LSA Method for Computing Estimates of Similarity of Meaning
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) can measure the similarity in meaning between
descriptions of pilots’ goals (narrative descriptions of pilots’ understanding of specific
tasks, e.g., an ATC clearance), controls, entries on displays, and other features of
system interfaces. The descriptions of controls, display entries, and other system
features are taken from training material for an existing system or design specifications
for a new system. The descriptions for a new system should be the first drafts of
training material that describe how to use the system for pilots.
The pilots’ semantic space is used to predict pilots’ judgments of similarity. Similarity
estimates are based on LSA’s measure of semantic relatedness between any two
descriptions, e.g., a goal and a control. Each description is a vector in the semantic
space. The degree of semantic relatedness is measured by the value of the cosine
between the two vectors corresponding to the two descriptions. Cosines are analogous
to correlations. Each cosine value lies between +1 (identical) and -1 (opposite). Nearzero values represent two unrelated descriptions.
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3.3.1.5 LSA methods for computing estimates of familiarity
The Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough LSA tool kit offers two tools for measuring the
degree of familiarity: word frequency, and term vector length.

3.3.1.5.1

Word Frequency

When a person encounters a low frequency word, the prediction is that the person
will have only an uncertain comprehension of the low frequency word and will have to
rely on surrounding context. There are two tools for measuring word frequency in the
semantic space. One is a simple word frequency lookup tool in which the user enters a
list of words segmented by blank lines, chooses the semantic space, and gets back the
terms

with

their

word

frequencies

in

the

selected

semantic

space,

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/Findfrequency.html. The second tool flags all low
frequency words in a passage of text, marking the low frequency words with red font.
The user can use the default setting of 15 or set any other numerical threshold for
defining ―low‖ frequency, http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/FindParaFrq.html.

3.3.1.5.2

Term Vector Length

Another important measure provided by LSA is term vector length; a measure
that measures the amount of information in the semantic space that is related to the
term. Roughly speaking it is a measure of the richness of the concept in relation and
interconnectedness with other knowledge, an estimate of how much knowledge about a
word or phrase is contained in the designated LSA semantic space. Term vector length
is positively correlated with word frequency of same term, and words with low
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frequencies in the corpus (e.g., specialized technical terms not known by pilots) also
have short term vector lengths. When a description has a short term vector length,
Blackmon, et al. (2003; 2005; 2007) have shown that users modeled by the semantic
space will have difficulty knowing when it is useful to choose a category link, reducing
the probability that users will attend to the object described by the description or act on
it.

The

tool

for

looking

up

term

vector

length

can

be

found

at

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/unfamiliar.html.
3.4 LSA semantic spaces built from Aviation Knowledge Corpi
A Semantic Space is built from the Aviation Knowledge Corpus using techniques
such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Semantic Spaces provide values for the
semantic similarity between two phrases or words.
Goals accomplished during the grant include building ExpertPilot and CDUskills
semantic spaces and making them publicly available for use on a modern server,
revision of LSA code to process Unicode UTF-8 rather than be limited to ASCII text, and
buying and setting up an AviationKnowledge server capable of building semantic
spaces from a very large corpus.
3.4.1.1 ExpertPilot Semantic Space
The current iteration of the ExpertPilot semantic space is ExpertPilot_v4 , and it is an
option for all of the LSA web-based tools available on the AviationKnowledge website:
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/HomePage.html
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~mattkoch/index.php
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3.4.1.2 CDUskills Semantic Space
The current iteration of the CDUskills semantic space is CDUskills_v4 and it is an
option for all of the LSA web-based tools available on the AviationKnowledge website:
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/HomePage.html
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~mattkoch/index.php
3.4.1.3 LSA code that works with Unicode, not ASCII
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) code has been available to researchers at the
University of Colorado at Boulder by special arrangement, but this version of the LSA
software was vintage, poorly documented code that could only deal with a corpus in
ASCII text. Our consultant programmer on the grant succeeded in meeting the very
difficult challenge of revising the LSA code so that it would accept texts in Unicode UTF8. This means that all the LSA tools for analyzing aviation will handle Unicode and can,
therefore, include symbols and other special characters used in the aviation domain or
text from any world language, including Japanese, Chinese, or Hindi. As a result, the
corpus can include geographic names from all over the world, terms that originated in
another language, such as the weather term el Niño, scientific symbols, and
mathematical symbols. Ultimately it could assist aviation researchers interested in
predicting behavior of pilots whose native language is not English but who study
English-language aviation training materials and converse with ATC in English.
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3.4.1.4 Server Requirements for Hosting Semantic Space
The server used for this purpose has 16 GB RAM required by LSA to build semantic
spaces from a very large corpus. It also has abundant hard disk space to store multiple
large semantic spaces. And the high processing speed of the server make it capable of
responding rapidly to web-based requests from aviation researchers and request from
the computer systems of aviation researchers programmed to communicate with the
aviationknowledge.colorado.edu server over the Internet.
3.5 LSA-based Tools for Aviation Researchers to Use
Web-based automated interfaces for aviation researchers to use to get LSA
values from aviation semantic spaces, including predictions of pilot performance on
CDU tasks, tools for aviation researchers to build alternate corpus/sub-corpus for new
space,
The tools have many uses:
Predicting pilots’ behavior performing cockpit tasks and estimating probability of
failure-to-complete-task as well as identifying which steps of the task cause
problems.
Evaluating training materials
Computer

models

built

by

other

aviation

researchers

may

AviationKnowledge to get reliable measures of similarity and familiarity
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3.5.1 Web-based LSA tools
3.5.1.1 Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW)
The Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) is a web-based interface — located at
http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~mattkoch/index.php — that makes it possible for
aviation researchers to predict pilot actions while doing CDU tasks. ACW allows the
analyst to choose – at the last step of entering the analysis – to run the same requested
analysis two or more times successively with different parameters, including trying the
analysis in two or more different semantic spaces, such as doing the analysis first in
ExpertPilot_v4 and then in CDUskills_v4.
3.5.1.2 Delivering LSA values to other aviation researchers: Computer-to-computer
transfer of LSA values
Aviation researchers who need to have LSA measures of similarity of meaning
and/or familiarity to run their own computer models, can set up computer-to-computer
interchange of information over the Internet. Instructions for how to do this are available
at http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/ComputerToComputerQueries.html.
3.5.1.3 Tools for Other Aviation Researchers to Develop their own Aviation Semantic
Space
The tools we developed for building the AviationCorpus are made available to other
aviation

researchers

at

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~pilotlsa/LSACorpus/LSAdocumentation.html.
We have developed the scripts to rapidly build and connect new semantic spaces to
the AviationKnowledge server. To minimize security constraints we plan to build the
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semantic space from their corpus so that they do not need to have user accounts on the
server.
3.5.2 Alternatives to LSA
There are alternatives to LSA that could be applied to the aviation corpus to build
alternate computational models of aviation knowledge. Alternative computational
models include PMI (Recchia & Jones, 2009) and GLSA (Budiu, Royer, & Pirolli, 2007) .
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4 OPERATOR PERFORMANCE MODELS

This section describes the affordable Operator Performance Models (OPMs) that
are used to generate operator performance predictions and the theoretical models
underlying the various OPMs. The role of the OPMs in the development of affordable
Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation (AIDE) Tools is shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Components of AIDEM Tools
The components of tools include a GUI for modeling the tasks, task specification database, operator performance model and the operator performance predictions

The OPM’s described in this report this report include three categories:
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(4) Action Models
(5) Attention Management and Action Planning Models
(6) List Learning Models
Table 4-1 provides an overview of the OPMs developed and modified for the
purpose of this research.
Action Models are used to make predictions for execution time and the
Probability of Failure-to-Complete a task for tasks that are performed frequently during
line operations. Action Models include Keystroke-Level-Model (KLM) (S.K. Card,
English, & Burr, 1978; S.K. Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983) and SanLAB-CM (E. W
Patton, W. D Gray, & Schoelles, 2009; E.W. Patton & W.D. Gray, 2009). KLM and
SanLAB are incorporated into CogTool.
Attention Management and Action Planning Models are used for predicting the
Probability of Failure-to-Complete a task for tasks that occur infrequently during line
operations. Attention Management and Action Planning Models include: (i) CogToolExplorer (CT-E), (ii) Comprehension-based Linked model of Deliberate Search
(CoLiDeS) (Kitajima, M. H Blackmon, & P. G Polson, 2000; Kitajima, M.H. Blackmon, &
P.G. Polson, 2005), implemented in the Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) Tool
and (iii) Human Computer Interaction Process Analysis (HCIPA), implemented in the
eHCIPA tool (Medina, Sherry, & Feary, 2010). CT-E and CoLiDeS share common
assumptions about action planning. Generating an action is a two-stage process: (1)
attend to a region of a system’s interface and (2) then select an action in the region. CT95
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E uses the satisficing problem-solving mechanism of SNIF-ACT (Fu & P. Pirolli, 2007).
CoLiDeS and ACW attend to regions and select actions that are judged to be most
similar to a pilot’s current goal, that is, a best-first problem solving strategy.
List Models are used to predict the number of repetitions of a task distributed
across days necessary to achieve a high level of mastery, at or near performance
predicted by KLM. List models include the Ebbinghaus List Learning Model
(Ebbinghaus, 1913), and the ACT-R List Learning Model (M. Matessa & P. Polson,
2005). These OPMs are used in CogTool and eHCIPA.
Each OPM is described in more detail in the sections that follow. The tools that
apply the OPM are described in Section 5. Table 4-1 describes the operator models,
the operator performance metrics and the tools.
Table 4-1 AIDEM Operator Models and Tools
Categories

Operator
Performance
Model

Description

Operator
Performance
Metric

Tool

Action Models
(for Frequent
Tasks)

KLM

The Keystroke Level Model tasks that use a
small number of sequenced operations such
as key presses, pointing, hand switches
between mouse and keyboard, mental acts,
system response times. Prediction times are
the sum of the execution times of the individual
operations.

Expert Timeon-Task

Integrated in
CogTool

SanLAB

SANLab-CM is a model embedded in a tool for
cognitive modelers to rapidly create CPMGOMS models in order to predict time-on-task.
The model includes variability as part of its
core paradigm predicting a range of execution
times.

Distribution of
Time-on-Task

Integrated in
CogTool

Section 4.1
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Categories

Operator
Performance
Model

Description

Operator
Performance
Metric

Tool

Attention
Management
and Action
Planning
Models (for
Infrequent
Tasks)

Goal-directed
Userinterface
Exploration
(CogToolExplorer)

A model of goal-directed user-interface
exploration used to generate predictions of
novice exploration behavior as well as skilled
execution time Includes a Information Foraging
Theory model/SNIF-ACT a minimal model of
visual search and is combined with Latent
Semantic Analysis to calculate semantic
relatedness metrics to feed to SNIF-ACT.

Probability of
Failure to
Complete a
Task

CogTool
Explorer

CoLiDes

Comprehension-based Linked model of
Deliberate Search (CoLiDeS) is a theory of
attention management and action planning.

Probability of
Failure to
Complete a
Task

Cognitive
Walkthrough
for the Web
(CWW),
Aviation
Cognitive
Walkthrough
(ACW)

HCIPA

A sequential model of operator actions to
complete a task. The model captures both the
decision-making actions as well as the physical
actions (e.g. button push). Predictions are
based on the salience of cue to prompt to the
next operator action

Probability of
Failure to
Complete a
Task

e-HCIPA

Table List
Learning

Provides predictions for training times based
on the number of steps in a procedure.

Days and
Trials-toMastery

CogTool
e-HCIPA

Calibrated
List Model
Table

Same as Table List Models but replacing
values based on new findings

Days and
Trials-toMastery

CogTool
e-HCIPA

ACT-R List
Model

Provides predictions for training times based
on the number of steps in a procedure. ACT-R
includes a sub-symbolic level of representation
where facts have an activation attribute
whichattribute that influences their probability
of retrieval and the time it takes to retrieve
them.

Days and
Trials-toMastery

CogTool
e-HCIPA

Section 4.2

List Learning
Models
Section 4.3
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4.1

Action Models
Action Models are used to predict operator performance in completing tasks that are

performed frequently during line operations. Execution of a frequently occurring
missions task is a routine cognitive skill (S.K. Card et al., 1983).

An operator is

assumed to be able to rapidly and accurately retrieve and execute the correct sequence
of actions necessary to perform such tasks.
Section 4.1.1 describes the Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) (S.K. Card et al., 1983)
used to predict task execution time for skilled users. Section 4.1.2 describes the
SANLab-CM model used to generate a distribution of execution times for operators
performing routine tasks.
4.1.1 Keystroke Level Model
The Keystroke-Level Model (S.K. Card et al., 1983) can be used to predict task
execution time for skilled users.
The Keystroke-Level Model is a simplified version of a more complex hierarchical
task analysis method developed by Card, et al. (1983) called GOMS. It was proposed
by Card, Moran, and Newell (1978) as a simplified method for predicting user
performance. Using KLM, execution time is estimated by listing the sequence operators
and then summing the times of the individual operators. KLM aggregates all perceptual
and cognitive function into a single value for an entire task, using a heuristic. KLM also
does not employ selection rules. The original KLM had six classes of operators: K for
pressing a key, P for pointing to a location on screen with the mouse, H for moving
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hands to home position on the keyboard, M for mentally preparing to perform an action,
and R for system response where the user waits for the system. For each operator,
there is an estimate of execution time. Additionally, there is a set of heuristic rules to
account for mental preparation time.

Consider the text editing task of searching a Microsoft Word document for all
occurrences of a four-letter word, and replacing it with another four-letter word. Using
the notation of Card et al. (1983, p. 264-265). The time intervals are taken from the
same source, for an average typist (55 wpm). In the Table 4-2, operations are
sometimes concatenated and repeated. For example, M4K means "Mental preparation,
then 4 Key presses."

Table 4-2 KLM operations and time is
Description

Operation

Time (sec)

Reach for mouse

H[mouse]

0.40

Move pointer to "Replace" button P[menu item] 1.10
Click on "Replace" command

K[mouse]

Home on keyboard

H[keyboard] 0.40

Specify word to be replaced

M4K[word]

2.15

Reach for mouse

H[mouse]

0.40

Point to correct field

P[field]

1.10

Click on field

K[mouse]

0.20

Home on keyboard

H[keyboard] 0.40
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Type new word

M4K[word]

2.15

Reach for mouse

H[mouse]

0.40

Move pointer on Replace-all

P[replace-all] 1.10

Click on field

K[mouse]

Total

0.20
10.2

According to this KLM model, it takes 10.2 seconds to accomplish this task.

CogTool, described in detail in Section 5, uses storyboards to input KLM operators
that describe actions by demonstration. CogTool then uses heuristics to insert Mental
and Homing operators into the sequence.

These operators are often omitted by

inexperienced users of the original manual version of KLM. The generated sequence of
KLM operators is then transformed into a sequence of ACT-R (J.R. Anderson, M.
Matessa, & Lebiere, 1997) production rules that emulates the KLM. CogTool traces the
execution of the sequence of rules and returns a prediction of skilled performance time
for the task on the system interface described by the storyboards.
This modeling-by-demonstration substantially reduced learning time and increased
accuracy for novice modelers with no background in psychology, and showed an order
of magnitude reduction in time for a skilled modeler to produce predictions on a new
device and task compared to doing KLM by hand (John, Prevas, Salvucci, & Koedinger,
2004) with a 70% reduction in variability (John, 2010).
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4.1.2 SANLab-CM
SANLab-CM is a tool for cognitive modelers to rapidly create CPM-GOMS models in
to predict how humans interact with external systems, and to construct models of
existing human data as a measure of validity checking (E.W. Patton & W.D. Gray,
2009). The difference between SANLab-CM and traditional CPM-GOMS modeling tools
is that SANLab-CM incorporates variability as part of its core paradigm. Varying
operator execution times changes the critical path to task completion changing the timeto-complete a task.
CogTool, described in detail in Section 5, can be used to predict the execution time
for a specified task, but it produces just a single value that represents the average time
a pilot would take to perform a task. However, probability of failure to complete, when
the failure mode is to run out of time before completion (not making errors or failing to
complete the task at all), requires an estimate of the distribution of times it may take a
skilled pilot to perform the task. CogTool alone cannot produce such a distribution.
Together with SanLab-CM, a proof-of-concept demonstration of how CogTool and
SANLab-CM can work together to produce predictions of probability of failure to
complete has been developed.
A SANLab-CM model can be visualized in a PERT chart (see Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2 SANLab-CM's PERT chart showing cognitive, motor, perceptual operators to
complete a task.

To get a predicted distribution of execution times, the constant values of operator
durations that were imported from CogTool (see Section 5) are changed to Gamma
distributions with a CV of between 0.1 and 1 (as recommended in Patton and Gray,
2010). When the SANLab-CM model is run 1000 times, it automatically varies the
operator durations and produces a histogram showing the distribution of predicted
performance times (Figure 4-3). It also shows how different critical paths emerge from
this variation (Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5).
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Figure 4-3 Histogram and critical path statistics produced by SANLab-CM
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Figure 4-4 Most frequent critical path (outlined in red) emerging from SANLab-CM's
variation of operator duration.

Figure 4-5 Another frequent critical path emerging from SANLab-CM's variation of
operator duration
Notice how the operator boxes outlined in red are different in the center of this figure
than in Figure 5-28.
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The distribution shown in Figure 4-3 can be used to find the probability of failure to
complete in the following way. Assume the time window for completing this task is 8.7
seconds. The SANLab-CM predicts a distribution of times where a percentage of trials
would not beat a 7.6 second deadline (about 10%). Therefore, the probability of failure
to complete would be 10%.
4.2

Attention Management and Planning Models
Many mission critical tasks are performed infrequently during line operations. Pilots

will not be able to retrieve from memory well practiced routines to perform these tasks.
In addition, only a small fraction of the functionality of a system is explicitly trained.
Thus, pilots find themselves having to perform tasks by exploration, guided by their
understanding of the task, the cues provided by the controls and displays of the system,
and their knowledge interaction conventions of the system. Thus, these infrequently
performed tasks become problem solving tasks, and Operator Performance Models of
such tasks describe how problem-solving processes guide attention and action
planning. In the following, we describe two such process models, SNIF-ACT (Fu & P.
Pirolli, 2007) and CoLiDeS (Kitajima et al., 2000; Kitajima et al., 2005) whose problem
solving processes use judgments of similarity between mission task goals and
descriptions of mental operators and physical actions.
There are a number of alternative models of problem solving and action planning
that guide attention or select a next action based on judgments of similarity (See
Blackmon et al. (2007), for a review), and there is a large amount of evidence
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supporting this class of problem solving and action planning models. All of these models
predict successful task completion in the case where the correct action at each step in a
task or puzzle has the highest similarity between the goal and the action, and where
alternative incorrect actions have substantially lower degrees of goal-action similarity.
Experimental results confirm these predictions.
4.2.1 Goal Directed User-interface Exploration Model (CogTool-Explorer)

Teo and John (2008) have developed model of goal-directed, user-interface
exploration derived from an Information Foraging Theory (P. Pirolli & S. Card, 1999)
problem-solving model, SNIF-ACT (Fu & P. Pirolli, 2007) and a minimal model of visual
search (Halverson & Hornof, 2007). SNIF-ACT uses predicted judgments of similarity
generated by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer, 2007) from an Expert Pilot
Semantic Space. The name of the task is used as the goal and the labels on the
widgets in the storyboards as the terms to calculate semantic similarity. See Section 3
for details of these similarity computations.
This model, known as CogTool-Explorer, simulates operators performing mission
tasks by exploration guided by their knowledge of the task, the labels on controls and
the contents of displays, and their knowledge of a system interaction conventions.
Predictions are generated by CogTool Explorer by simulating from 100 to 200 operators
performing a task by exploration. The proportion of simulated operators who fail is the
prediction of the Probability of Failure-to-Complete that task.
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4.2.1.1 SNIF-ACT
SNIF-ACT (Scent-based Navigation and Information Foraging in the ACT
architecture) is a computational cognitive model developed to simulate users as they
perform unfamiliar information-seeking tasks on the World Wide Web (WWW).

The main goal of developing SNIF-ACT was to provide insights and engineering
principles for improving usability. More recently it has been used to provide automated
cognitive engineering tools embedded in CogTool (see Section 5).

SNIF-ACT is based on a theoretical integration of Information Foraging Theory (P.
Pirolli & S. Card, 1999) and ACT-R (J.R. Anderson et al., 1997). The underlying concept
is that of information scent, which characterizes how users evaluate the utility of
hypermedia actions.

SNIF-ACT has been developed with a user-trace methodology for studying and
analyzing the psychology of users performing ecologically valid WWW tasks. A user
trace is a record of all significant states and events in the user-WWW interaction based
on eye tracking data, application-level logs, and think-aloud protocols. A user-tracing
architecture has been implemented for developing simulation models of user-WWW
interaction and for comparing SNIF-ACT simulations against user-trace data. The user
tracing architecture compares each action of the SNIF-ACT simulation directly against
observed user actions.
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4.2.1.2 Minimal Model of Visual Search

A minimal model for visual search (Halverson & Hornof, 2007) includes the
following characteristics: (a) Eye movements tend to go to nearby objects, (b) fixated
objects are not always identified, and (c) eye movements start after the fixated objects
are identified.
4.2.1.3 CogTool Explorer

CogTool is now being expanded to make predictions beyond the Keystroke Level
Model (KLM). CogTool-Explorer (see Section 5) predicts exploration behavior on
complex devices with multi-step procedures and expert domain knowledge, for
example, flight automation systems in an airline cockpit.
CogTool-Explorer uses the Aviation Knowledge Corpus and its associated
Semantic-Space (see Section 3). The behavior produced by CogTool-Explorer,
including errors, will give insights into how difficult it is to accomplish an automation task
by exploring a system’s pilot interface in the cockpit.
For the purpose of this report a ―non-glass pilot‖ is defined as an experienced
pilot who is not familiar with the flight automation device being designed or evaluated.
Teo and John developed CogTool-Explorer to consider both information scent
and UI layout position to make more accurate predictions of user exploration (Teo &
John, 2008). CogTool-Explorer integrates a serial evaluation with satisfying model, with
a visual search process and a UI device model that preserves layout positions. These
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are the three necessary components to consider layout position and CogTool-Explorer
uses them all successfully to make more accurate predictions.
CogTool-Explorer uses the SNIF-ACT 2.0 model to serially evaluate links on the
webpage one at a time. The model evaluates the information scent of a link with respect
to the goal, and decides to either satisfice and chooses the best link read so far on the
webpage, or continue to look at and read another link. Since the model may satisfice
and not evaluate all links on a webpage before making a selection, the order in which
links are evaluated have a direct effect on its predicted exploration choices. However,
the original SNIF-ACT 2.0 model did not move a simulated eye and evaluate links in an
order that reflected how links may be looked at in a webpage, instead it used webpage
and link information collected by Bloodhound (Chi, Peter Pirolli, K. Chen, & Pitkow,
2001), encoded the links directly into ACT-R declarative memory chunks and ―looked at‖
links by retrieving them from declarative memory (Fu, W.-T., personal communication,
September 18, 2006). CogTool-Explorer modified the SNIF-ACT 2.0 model with by
incorporating it into ACT-R to implement the perceptual and motor actions of looking at
links on the webpage and clicking on the selected link during a model run, and modified
the support code to use alternative computations of information scent besides the
original PMI function. The selection of an information scent function, and values for
several model parameters, will be discussed in Section 4.2.1.5 about our test of
CogTool-Explorer.
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To guide the newly added perceptual-motor actions during exploration, CogToolExplorer further modified the SNIF-ACT 2.0 model with new model code to implement a
visual search strategy based on the Minimal Model of Visual Search (Halverson &
Hornof, 2007). This strategy starts in the upper-left corner of an accurate representation
of the webpage and proceeds to look at the link closest to the model’s current point of
visual attention (xy-coordinates). CogTool-Explorer maintains its point of visual attention
when the webpage changes, and exhibits inhibition of return by performing the visual
search without replacement, that is on visiting a webpage, each link may be looked at
and evaluated by the model at most once, but may be looked at and evaluated again in
a later visit to the same webpage. Eye-tracking studies and modeling by Halverson and
Hornof (2007, 2008) found that such a strategy explained for 59% of all systematic eyescan patterns in their visual search experiments of similar text layouts.
For CogTool-Explorer to correctly consider the order of serial evaluation, the
model must interact with an accurate device model of the webpage. CogTool-Explorer
leverages the ability of CogTool to accurately represent a UI design, in particular the onscreen position, dimension and text label of every link on the webpage. Earlier versions
of CogTool-Explorer required webpages to be mocked up by hand. To automate this
process, we implemented in CogTool-Explorer the ability to crawl and submit a list of
URLs to XULRunner, a webpage rendering tool, to render and extract the position,
dimension, text and URL of every link from the actual webpage. CogTool-Explorer then
assembles this information into the format that can be imported into CogTool to
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automatically create an accurate mockup of all these webpages and links in a UI
design. CogTool then converts this representation into an ACT-R device model, with
which the process model can interact.
4.2.1.4 Operation of CogTool-Explorer

Figure 4-6 illustrates an example run of the CogTool-Explorer model on a
webpage. Given the description of the exploration goal ―Canon Law‖ (paragraph of text
under ―Item to find‖ at the top of the webpage) and at least one visible link on the
current webpage (underlined text labels), CogTool-Explorer (see Figure 4-6: Step 1)
starts in the top left corner of the screen and (Step 2) moves its visual attention to the
link ―People in the United States‖ nearest to its current point of visual attention, encodes
the text label, and evaluates the link’s information scent with respect to the exploration
goal. The model may then decide to look at and evaluate another link (―Musicians and
Composers‖, ―Theology and Practices‖, etc) or (Step 3) may decide to satisfice and
select the best link evaluated so far. The model will (Step 4) look back at the best link
―Theology and Practices‖, move a virtual mouse pointer over the link, and click on it. In
response to the click, the device model follows the link’s transition to the next webpage,
bringing the new links into the visual field of the model. Each run of the model can be
different because of the noise applied to the information scent function, thus, the path of
the model through the webpages on each run is analogous to predicting the exploration
choices of a single human trial (See Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-6 Example run of CogTool Explorer

4.2.1.5 First test of CogTool- Explorer – the effects of layout on exploration behavior
Although most prior work on novice exploration behavior ignores the effects of
layout, the layout position of options on a UI may affect the exploration choices actually
made, because a user is not likely to choose an option that he or she did not look at and
evaluate, and competing options seen before the correct option might be chosen
instead. Figure 4-11 illustrates this with an actual webpage from Experiment 2 of
Blackmon et al. (2002), and a modified version of the same webpage. Assuming a
predominant left-to-right visual scan pattern, the expectation is that participants would
be more likely to click on the correct link if it appeared in the left column than if it
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appeared in the right column. If true, this is significant because a user clicking on an
incorrect link can increase the number of interaction steps and time spent exploring the
wrong branches in a large and complex website.

Figure 4-7 A search goal and webpage used in AutoCWW Experiment 2
(Blackmon et al., 2002).
Each search goal had one correct link on the webpage. The correct link for
the goal “Canon law” is “Theology & Practices”. AutoCWW identified links
“Religious Figures” and “Religions & Religious Groups” as competing links that
are also semantically related to the goal. The left picture shows the original layout.
The right picture shows a modified layout with links “Theology & Practices” and
“Religious Figures” swapped. The hypothesis is that users would be more likely
to click on the correct link in the modified layout than in the original layout.

To investigate the effect of layout position, a further analysis of AutoCWW
Experiment 2 was done (Teo & John, 2008) and the results are reproduced in detail
here.
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The experiment had 64 search tasks, 32 of which were attempted on a webpage
with 32 links in two 16-link columns (see Figure 4-7). Each task was successfully
performed by 22 or 23 participants. We analyzed only the 22 tasks for which the
Automated Cognitive Walkthrough for The Web (AutoCWW) (M. Blackmon et al., 2002;
M. H. Blackmon et al., 2007; M.H. Blackmon, Kitajima, & P.G. Polson, 2005) judged the
correct link to be semantically related to the goal, reasoning that if the user could not
recognize that the correct link as related to the goal, then its position on the webpage
would not matter.
Figure 4-8 shows the analysis by column position of the correct link on the
webpage for the two performance measures reported in the AutoCWW experiments: the
number of clicks performed on the webpage, where the last click was on the correct link
(mean clicks on webpage), and the percentage of trials where the first click on the
webpage was on the correct link (percent first click success). Although these measures
are highly (negatively) correlated, they represent two subtly different usability concerns.
Mean clicks is important if a design team has data suggesting that users will be willing
to explore a bit, but will leave the website if it takes too long to find what they want.
Percent first click success is important if a usability requirement is expressed as a
certain percentage of users achieving their goals without error. Since these measures
are different, we carry them through our analysis.
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Figure 4-8 Participants’ mean clicks on webpage and percent first click success by target
column (Standard error shown).

Participants indeed made significantly fewer clicks when the correct link was in
the left column (M = 1.12 clicks, SD = 0.13) than in the right column (M = 1.38 clicks, SD
= 0.15) (F (1, 20) = 19.0, p < 0.01). They also had a significantly higher percent first
click success when the correct link was in the left column (M = 90.4, SD = 7.9) than in
the right column (M = 66.4, SD = 19.6) (F (1, 20) = 16.0, p < 0.01). These results
support our hypothesis and suggest a predominant left-to-right visual scan pattern as
was also found in eye-tracking studies of visual search in similar text layouts with
participants from a similar culture (Halverson & Hornof, 2007, 2008).
We submitted these tasks to AutoCWW and compared its predicted mean clicks
on webpage by column position of the correct link. We entered the text under ―Item to
find‖ as the goal (see top of Figure 4-7), and entered the 2-column webpage of 32 links
as 16 links under 2 sub-regions. AutoCWW is designed to work with regions that have
heading text, but the columns did not have heading text. Therefore, we entered the goal
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text as the heading text for both columns, thus, both columns were judged by AutoCWW
as being related to the goal and all links were eligible to compete. We set AutoCWW to
use the ―General_Reading_up_to_1st_year_college (300 factors)‖ semantic space, and
then set AutoCWW to do full elaboration on the link texts because the original link texts
were short, but to do no elaboration on the heading texts because the columns were not
semantic or categorical groupings of the links. For each task, AutoCWW predicted the
task’s mean clicks on webpage.
As expected, AutoCWW did not predict any significant difference between search
tasks with the correct link in the left column compared to in the right column (F (1, 60) =
0.16, p > 0.05). There are two reasons why AutoCWW did not predict the difference in
participants’ performance. The first is that the information to be submitted to AutoCWW
about sub-regions and links within sub-regions does not contain any layout position, so
essential information is lacking. The second reason is that the AutoCWW analysis
globally evaluates all sub-regions and links base on information scent alone. The
analysis does not consider layout position information, which is not available in the first
place.
We then compared the human performance data to predictions by CogToolExplorer. To generate predictions with CogTool-Explorer, we first directed CogToolExplorer to import the actual webpages used in AutoCWW Experiment 2 and
automatically create the device model. To be as comparable as possible to the
AutoCWW analysis, we modified CogTool-Explorer to use the same LSA values of
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information scent as AutoCWW used when it evaluated the links. Because those LSA
values were from -1 to +1, with links related to the goal on the order of +0.5, whereas
the original SNIF-ACT 2.0’s information scent values for the same links were on the
order of +25, we scaled the LSA values by a factor of 50 to be useable with CogToolExplorer.
The model’s local decision to satisfice or continue is not fixed, but is dependent
on the information scent of the links that have been evaluated so far, and moderated by
parameters

and k.

is the variance of the ACT-R noise function that is applied to the

information scent value each time a link is evaluated, to reflect the variability a user
might display when accessing information scent. k affects how rapidly the decision to
satisfice switches as a function of the information scent values encountered, to reflect a
user’s ―readiness‖ to satisfice in that task. The choice of k may be partly influenced by
the layout of links on the webpage. For example, on a query search results webpage, k
will be smaller to reflect a higher readiness to satisfice since the most related links
appear near the top of the webpage. If the layout of links is not organized, k will be
larger to reflect a lower readiness to satisfice since the correct link might be anywhere
on the webpage.
With the scaling factor of 50, we were able to use ACT-R’s default noise
parameter value of

=1.0, as did Fu and Pirolli (2007). As is common practice when

developing new models and tools, for example Fu and Pirolli (2007), and Halverson and
Hornof (2007, 2008), we set the model’s k parameter to best fit the human data. Fu and
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Pirolli fit their data and k was determined to be 5; the best fit to our data gives a k of
600. We believe this difference reflects the fact that Fu and Pirolli modeled search
through organized webpages while our webpages present a collection of randomly
organized links, therefore our model, like the participants, are more likely to keep
searching on the webpage than satisfice. With this setup, CogTool-Explorer
successfully performed the 22 tasks the same number of times as did the participants,
producing predictions of mean clicks on webpage and percent first click success (see
Section 3.1).
Figure 4-9 shows the performance of human participants, CogTool-Explorer’s
predictions and AutoCWW’s predictions on the 22 tasks and webpage used in
AutoCWW Experiment 2. A two-way ANOVA for mean clicks on webpage found that it
was significantly easier to find the correct link in the left column as opposed to the right
column (F (1, 60) = 8.83, p < 0.01), that there was a significant difference between
participants and models (F (2, 60) = 89.3, p < 0.001), and no significant interaction (F
(2, 60) = 1.65, p = 0.20). Post-hoc tests revealed that the participant-model effect is due
to the differences between AutoCWW’s predictions and participant performance, and
not due to CogTool-Explorer’s predictions. Although the magnitudes of CogToolExplorer’s predictions were larger than participant performance, these differences
between CogTool-Explorer and participants were not significant when the correct links
were in the left column (F (1, 60) = 1.47, p = 0.23) or in the right column (F (1, 60) =
3.59, p = 0.06). Importantly, CogTool-Explorer captured the effect of target column
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observed in participants and took significantly less clicks when the correct links were in
the left column than in the right column (F (1, 60) = 8.33, p < 0.01). In contrast,
AutoCWW predicted far more clicks on the webpages than participant performance
when the correct links were in the left column (F (1, 60) = 113.74, p < 0.001) or in the
right column (F (1, 60) = 55.05, p < 0.001). AutoCWW also did not capture the effect of
target column and did not predict any significant difference between exploration tasks
with the correct link in the left or right column (F (1, 60) = 0.12, p = 0.73).

Figure 4-9 Mean clicks on webpage by target column, comparing participants’
performance to predictions by CogTool-Explorer and AutoCWW (Standard Error shown)

In Figure 4-9, two-way ANOVA for percent first click success found similar
results: performance was significantly better when the correct link was in the left column
than in the right column (F (1, 40) = 17.0, p < 0.001), the participants performed better
than the model (F (1, 40) = 5.45, p < 0.05), and no significant interaction (F (1, 40) =
0.03, p = 0.87). Although CogTool-Explorer’s predictions were less successful than
participant performance, post-hoc tests reduced the significance of the differences
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between CogTool-Explorer and participants when examined separately for each column
(F (1, 40) = 2.88, p = 0.10 for the left column; F (1, 40) = 2.64, p = 0.11 for the right
column). However, CogTool-Explorer reliably captured the effect of target column
observed in participants and had significantly higher percent first click success when the
correct links were in the left column than in the right column (F (1, 40) = 9.21, p < 0.01).
In contrast, AutoCWW does not predict percent first click success because its
regression formula for mean clicks on webpage produces a minimum of 2.29 clicks per
webpage; it is not derived to make meaningful first click success predictions.

Figure 4-10 Percent first click success by target column, comparing participants’
performance to predictions by CogTool-Explorer (Standard error shown)

The comparisons in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show that CogTool-Explorer’s
predictions aligned with participant data. By accurately preserving the layout positions of
links in its device model and using a serial evaluation with satisfying process model and
a visual search strategy, CogTool-Explorer had the necessary set of components to
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replicate participant behavior. The device model captures enough information about the
webpage layout to enable the process model to consider layout position in its prediction.
The user process model, by simulating interaction one link at a time, effectively
replicates the phenomenon that some links are looked at and evaluated before other
links. If the model did not satisfy, any visual search strategy and any layout position
becomes inconsequential because the model will look at and evaluate all links on a
webpage before making a selection. With satisfying, however, both the visual search
strategy and the layout positions must be correct, or the wrong choices will be made.
Therefore, replicating participant behavior and making more accurate predictions
require all three components and CogTool-Explorer uses them all successfully.
4.2.1.6 Integration of CogTool-Explorer into CogTool

The above version of CogTool-Explorer (Teo & John, 2008) was not fully
integrated into CogTool. To set up the UI device model for CogTool-Explorer, the webcrawling component, implemented as a separate Java program, was provided with the
URL of the website and the depth of the website to crawl and capture. The layout
information extracted from each rendered webpage in the web crawl was then written
out to a data file in a format that CogTool reads. We next ran CogTool and used its
―Import from XML‖ function to read the data file and automatically create the UI design
of the experiment website (see Figure 4-6 for an example). We then use CogTool’s
―Export to ACT-R‖ function to create an ACT-R device model of the UI design and write
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it out as a LISP source code file. The file contains the source code for a LISP Object
that when installed into an ACT-R model, functions as the ACT-R device model of the
UI design.
With the LISP source code file containing the ACT-R device model and another
LISP source code file containing the CogTool-Explorer user process model, a third data
file containing the information scent scores was required for CogTool-Explorer to run.
This data file of information scent scores was created by submitting the goal and link
texts to AutoCWW and extracting the LSA cosine value for each goal-link pair from the
Excel files that AutoCWW returns.

4.2.1.7 Extending CogTool-Explorer to multi-step tasks

A next challenge was to model user exploration over multiple webpages. We
chose a multi-page layout used in the AutoCWW experiments (M.H. Blackmon et al.,
2005), shown in Figure 4-11. The webpages are publicly accessible on the Web and
Dr. Marilyn Blackmon generously shared with us the participant log files from 36
exploration tasks performed on this layout. There were 44 to 46 valid participant trials
recorded for each task. Participants had 130 seconds to complete each task. One
measure of task performance is Percent Success: the percentage of trials where
participants reached the correct 3rd-level page within the time given. For CT-E to match
participant data on Percent Success, the model not only has to select links similar to
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what participants selected, the model also has to go back from webpages in a manner
similar to the participants.

Figure 4-11 Multi-Page Layout from Blackmon et al. (2005)
Participants start on the top-level page (leftmost) and on selecting a link, transits to
2nd-level pages. Participants may go back to the top-level page, or may select a link to go to a
3rd-level page. 3rd-level pages explicitly inform participants if they are on the correct path or
not.

Table 4-3 presents the main results of this work so far: three cumulative
refinements to the CT-E model progressively narrowed the performance gap in Percent
Success between the model and the participants. As the baseline, we started with the
CT-E model described above. In that model, after a link was selected, the model would
not reselect that link for the rest of the model run. However, data from these 36 tasks
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showed that participants did reselect top-level links within the same trial. Using the
declarative memory retrieval and activation threshold mechanism in ACT-R, we
modified the model to recall that a link was previously selected if the activation of the
declarative memory chunk associated with that link was above the retrieval threshold.
Activation decays over time and the model may ―forget‖ and reselect a link if its
chunk activation falls below the retrieval threshold. Table 4-3 compares how participants
and the baseline model performed on all 36 tasks, with a correlation of R2 = 0.225
between participants and model. Participants were more successful than the model in
22 of the 36 tasks.
Table 4-3 Comparisons on Percent Success between Participants and the CogToolExplorer model over three cumulative refinements to the model

An R2 of 0.225 is not a very good match, and definitely not sufficient for making
predictions for design and evaluation of UIs. To improve the model, we started our
investigation on tasks where participants were least likely to be exploring in a random
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fashion, i.e., on tasks where participants were most successful. We sorted the 36 tasks
by highest Percent 2-click-success (the percentage of trials where participants reached
the correct 3rd-level page in the shortest possible exploration path of 2 clicks). We went
down this ordering and focused on the task that had more than 10% difference (an
arbitrary cut-off value) in Percent Success between participant data and model runs.
Thus, we looked first into the behavior of participants and the baseline model in the task
to find the 3rd-level page that contained ―Fern‖ (the Fern task).
The first two columns of Table 4-4 show that on the top-level page, participants
did select other links before the correct link ―Life Science‖ on 4 occasions, but went
back from those 2nd-level pages and later selected ―Life Science‖ and the correct 2 ndlevel link to complete the task. In contrast, the model (see third column of Table 4-4)
selected other top-level links more frequently before the correct link ―Life Science‖, and
on some model runs it never selected ―Life Science‖ and failed the task.
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Table 4-4 Behavior in the task to find “Fern” by Participants, Baseline Model and Model
with the first refinement.

One possible explanation for the model behavior was that the model did not look
at ―Life Science‖ before deciding to select a link on the top-level page. When we
examined the details of the model runs, this was not the case as the model runs did see
―Life Science‖ before selecting a link in 45 of the 46 first-visits to the top-level page. A
second possible explanation was that the model looked at too many links and saw other
higher infoscent links before selecting a link on the top-level page. This was not the
case because in all model runs up to the point where it finished looking at ―Life
Science‖, if we forced the model to choose the best link so far, it would select ―Life
Science‖ in the majority of runs (29 of 45 first-visits to the top-level page; in the other 16
cases, the model would select some other link with a higher infoscent due to noise). A
third possible explanation lies in the infoscent values used by the baseline model.

4.2.1.7.1 Refinement of Infoscent Values for Top-level links
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Given a particular goal, the baseline CT-E model follows AutoCWW by using
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer, McNamara, Dennis, & Kintsch, 2007) to
compute an infoscent value for each link, based on the cosine value between two
vectors, one representing the words in the goal description and the other the words in
the link text.
To approximate how a reader elaborates and comprehends the link text in
relation to his or her background knowledge, AutoCWW adds to the raw link text all the
terms from the LSA corpus that have a minimum cosine of 0.5 with the raw text and a
minimum word frequency of 50. Kitajima, Blackmon and Polson (Kitajima et al., 2000)
explained that ―elaborated link labels generally produce more accurate estimates of
semantic similarity (LSA cosine values).‖ The baseline CT-E model used the same
method, thus, for the link ―Life Science‖, the words “science sciences biology scientific
geology physics life biologist physicists” were added and then submitted to LSA to
compute the infoscent value.
AutoCWW uses a further elaboration method motivated by UI layouts with
subheadings links grouped into on-screen regions with a heading link for each region.
Kitajima et al. (2005) explained that ―readers scan headings and subheadings to grasp
the top-level organization or general structure of the text‖. To represent a region,
AutoCWW first elaborates the heading text as described in the previous paragraph, and
then adds all the text and their elaborations from subheadings links in the same region.
The baseline CT-E model did not use this elaboration method for top-level links
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because their subordinate links appeared on 2 nd-level pages, different from Kitajima et
al.’s assumption.
However, participants did practice trials on the same multi-page layout as the
actual trials, and perform all 36 actual trials on the same layout. Therefore, we would
expect that when participants looked at a top-level link, having seen the words from
links in the corresponding 2nd-level page would influence how participants assessed
infoscent. This reasoning motivated our first refinement to the model to better represent
these participants: for the infoscent of a top-level link, we elaborate the top-level link
and then add the text from all links in the corresponding 2nd-level page. While this
refinement is similar to AutoCWW, the justifications are different.
The third and fourth columns of Table 4-4 show the original and the new
infoscent values due to this refinement. We ran the model with these refined infoscent
values and the refined model selected the correct top-level link in all runs. This
increased the model’s Percent Success in the Fern task (from 67% to 100%, see the
Fern task in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13) and eliminated the difference in Percent
Success with participant data (from 33% to 0%, see the Fern task in Figure 4-11 and
Figure 4-12). With this first refinement, the correlation between participants and model
on all 36 tasks marginally increased from R2 = 0.255 to 0.230 (bottom row of Table 4-3).
We next looked at the task to find the 3rd-level page that contained ―Niagara River‖ (the
Niagara task), which had a 37% difference in Percent Success between participants
and the refined model (see the Niagara task in Table 4-5 and Figure 4-13).
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Figure 4-12 Percent Success by Baseline Model against Participant data (36 tasks, R2 =
0.225)

Figure 4-13 Percent Success by Baseline Model against Participant data (36 tasks, R2 =
0.225)

4.2.1.7.2 Refinement of Mean Infoscent of Previous Page
The second and third columns of Table 4-5 show that while both participants and
model in the Niagara task selected the correct link ―Geography‖ on the top-level page,
the model went back from the 2nd-level ―Geography‖ page frequently (52 out of 82
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times), which participants never did. To investigate, we looked at how the model
decided to go back.
Table 4-5 Behavior in the task to find “Niagara River” by Participants, Model with the first
refinement and Model with the first and second refinements

Like SNIF-ACT 2.0, after looking at and assessing the infoscent of a link, CT-E
would choose between reading another link, selecting the best link seen, or go back to
the previous page. The choice with the highest utility value was chosen. The utility of
go-back was computed by the following utility update formula from SNIF-ACT 2.0:
UtilityGo-back

= MIS(links assessed on previous page)

– MIS(links assessed on current page)
– GoBackCost
where MIS is Mean Information Scent

The formula and the infoscent values of top-level links for the Niagara task (see
third column of Table 4-5) highlighted a problem: After selecting the top-level link with
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the highest assessed infoscent and visiting the corresponding 2 nd-level page, the
infoscent value of that selected link was included in the first operand of the formula and
thus attracted the model back to the top-level page. This behavior violates common
sense since the model had just selected that best top-level link to visit its 2nd-level page,
it should not be pulled back to the previous page by the infoscent of that selected link.
This analysis motivated our second refinement to the model: change the first operand to
MIS(links assessed on previous page excluding the selected link).
The third and fourth columns of Table 4-6 Behavior in the task to find ―Hubble
Space Telescope‖ by Participants, Model with the first and second refinements and
Model with the first, second and third refinements show the change in model behavior in
the Niagara task with the addition of this 2nd refinement. The number of go-backs from
the correct 2nd-level ―Geography‖ page was reduced by an order of magnitude (from 52
to 5), and in those 5 times where the model did go back, it later reselected ―Geography‖
and the correct 2nd-level link (not shown in Figure 4-16 Find Hmong Task (Blackmon et
al., 2007, Figure 18.1, p. 352) to complete the task. This increased the Percent Success
by the model in the Niagara task (from 63% to 100%, see the Niagara task in Table 4-3
and Figure 4-12) and eliminated the difference in Percent Success with participant data
(from 37% to 0%, see the Niagara task in Table 4-5). In the same refinement, the
difference in Percent Success for the Pigeon task was also eliminated (from 16% to 0%,
see the Pigeon task inTable 4-3). With the addition of this second refinement, the
correlation between participants and model on all 36 tasks increased from R2 = 0.230 to
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0.392 (bottom row of Table 4-3). We next looked at the task to find the 3rd-level page
that contained ―Hubble Space Telescope‖ (the Hubble task), which had a 33%
difference in Percent Success between participants and the refined model (see the
Hubble task in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-14).

Figure 4-14 Percent Success by Model with two refinements, against Participants (36
tasks, R2 = 0.392)

4.2.1.7.3 Refinement of Mean Infoscent of Current Page

The second and third columns of Table 4-6 show that while both participants and
model in the Hubble task selected the correct link ―Physical Science & Technology‖ on
the top-level page, the model went back from the corresponding 2 nd-level page
frequently (34 out of 67 times), which participants never did. This was surprising
because we thought we just fixed this problem of bouncing back to the top-level page
with the second refinement! Inspection of the model runs in the Hubble task revealed
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another problem, however. After selecting the link with the highest infoscent and visiting
the corresponding 2nd-level page, if the first link the model saw on the 2 nd-level page
had very low infoscent, the utility of go-back would be high because the value of the
second operand would be low in equation. This behavior violates common sense since
the model had just selected that best link on the top-level page because it looked
promising. The model should carry that confidence into the next page and should not
immediately go back just because the first link it saw on the 2 nd-level page did not relate
to the task goal. This analysis motivated our third refinement to the model: change the
second operand to MIS(links assessed on current page including the selected link).
Table 4-6 Behavior in the task to find “Hubble Space Telescope” by Participants, Model
with the first and second refinements and Model with the first, second and third refinements

The third and fourth columns of Table 4-6 show the change in model behavior in
the Hubble task with the addition of this third refinement. The refined model did not go
back from the correct 2nd-level ―Physical Science & Technology‖ page. This increased
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the Percent Success by the model in the Hubble task (from 67% to 100%, see the
Hubble task in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13) eliminated the difference in Percent
Success with participant data (from 33% to 0%, see the Hubble task in Table 4-3). With
the addition of this third refinement, the correlation between participants and model on
all 36 tasks increased from R2 = 0.392 to 0.706 (bottom row of Table 4-3).

Figure 4-15 Percent Success by Model with all three refinements, against Participant (36
tasks; R2 = 0.706)

These three cumulative refinements improved the correlation on Percent
Success from R2 = 0.255 to 0.7061. The bottom row of Table 4-3 may suggest that the
first refinement on infoscent values is of little consequence. However, when we
1

2

If the 3 tasks that motivated the 3 refinements were excluded for a stricter measure of fit, correlation is R =
0.688
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removed that first refinement, the correlation fell to R2 = 0.307. In fact, when we
removed any one or two refinements, the correlations were lower than with all three
refinements intact.
Even with these three refinements, there are still 17 tasks with >10% difference
in Percent Success. Where the model was more successful than the participants, we
have preliminary explorations increasing the infoscent noise parameter, which makes
the model select more incorrect links, as participants did, and further increases the
correlation on all 36 tasks. Where the model was less successful than participants, the
model sometimes did not go back from incorrect 2 nd-level pages when participants did,
which suggest further refinements to the model’s go-back behavior are in order. We
plan to compare on other measures of task performance such as Number of Clicks to
Success, and validate the model on new sets of tasks and on previously reported tasks
in SNIF-ACT 2.0. AutoCWW could explain 57% of the variance in participant data; our
target for CT-E is to explain >80% of the variance.
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4.2.2 CoLiDes Model for Attention Management and Action Planning
The Comprehension-based Linked model of Deliberate Search (CoLiDeS) is a
theory of attention management and action planning. CoLiDeS was proposed as a
model of website navigation by Kitajima, Blackmon, and Polson(2000; 2005). CoLiDeS
was developed to extend models of expert performance of tasks on computer systems
with graphical user interfaces (Kitajima & P.G. Polson, 1995) and performance of similar
tasks by exploration (Kitajima & P.G Polson, 1997).
The Automated Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web (AutoCWW), the Aviation
Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW), and the version of CogTool Explorer all incorporate
attention management and action planning process derived from CoLiDeS
The theoretical foundations underlying this series of Kitajima, et al. simulation
models

are

Kintsch’s

(1998)

construction-integration

architecture

for

text

comprehension and its generalization to action planning (Mannes & Kintsch, 1991). The
mechanisms for generating judgments of similarity play a central role in CoLiDeS, and
these judgments of similarity are based on comprehending descriptions and then
comparing pairs of descriptions to assess the similarity in meaning. Kintsch’s (1998)
theory of text comprehension also provides the theoretical rational for using LSA to
predict pilots’ similarity that control attention and action planning processes.
CoLiDeS assumes that a two-stage process generates a physical action on a
webpage (e.g., clicking a link, button, or other widget):
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(1) Region Identification and Labeling: The first stage parses a webpage into regions
and then generates descriptions of each region from heading texts, the hypertext
links in the region, and knowledge of webpage layout conventions. CoLiDeS then
attends to the region whose description is judged to be most similar to a user’s
current goal. This initial stage is a model of top-down processes that guide
attention in complex environments like webpages or cockpits where there are a
very large number of possible actions or displayed pieces of information
potentially relevant to a user’s goal.
(2) Comprehend and Select Links and Buttons: The second stage is an action
selection process that attends to and acts on a link in the attended-to region of a
webpage or a control in the attended-to-region of the cockpit. In the case of web
navigation, the action planning process comprehends link texts and selects the
link whose meaning is judged most similar to the current goal. The processes
involved in generating descriptions of regions and comprehending links are
assumed to be analogous to the processes of text comprehension.
CoLiDeS uses LSA to represent the meaning of goals and descriptions
and to predict users’ judgments of similarity between goals, descriptions of
regions, and the texts describing links on a webpage. Goals, descriptions of
regions, and link texts are represented in CoLiDeS as collections of words, and
LSA can compute the similarity in meaning between any two such collections of
words
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However, similarity is not always a reliable guide to action. The description of a
correct action may not be judged as similar to the goal or an operator may not
understand its description or not have knowledge of its function. Even more important,
descriptions of incorrect regions and incorrect actions within these regions may as
similar or even higher in similarity to the goal than the correct region and the correct
action. In these cases, operators’ attention is actively diverted from the correct action
sequence, increasing the probability of failure-to-complete-task. In the following section,
we describe how such failure modes interact with CoLiDeS’s two-stage action selection
process.
4.2.2.1 Failure Modes of CoLiDeS’s Two-Stage Similarity Based Action Planning Model

This section describes CoLiDeS’s failure modes by working through an example
of the tasks used by Blackmon, et al. (2003; 2002; 2005) to develop and validate a
highly automated version of the Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web.
The participants’ tasks were to find articles in a simulated version of Microsoft’s
Encarta Encyclopedia. The example discussed below is to find an article about the
Hmong ethnic group in the simulated online encyclopedia.
The top-level webpage is shown in Figure 4-11. Clicking on any one of the 93
subordinate links displays an alphabetically organized list of articles under that topic.
Participants then scan the alphabetically organized list for the hypertext link Hmong,
and they rarely miss the link to the article if the link is actually present in the A-Z list.
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On the webpage shown in Figure 4-16, the correct action for the Find Hmong
task is to click on the link Anthropology nested under the heading Social Science (taken
from Blackmon et al. (2007, Figure 18.1, pp. 352). Thus, the minimum correct action
sequence has just one step. The last step, e.g., click on Hmong in the alphabetically
organized list for the topic Anthropology, was excluded from analyses because
participants virtually always succeed at that last step. Participants had 130 seconds to
click the correct link, in this case the link Anthropology.

Figure 4-16 Find Hmong Task (Blackmon et al., 2007, Figure 18.1, p. 352)
The task is presented at the top of the display. The text describing the task
represents an elaborated description of the goal to find an article about the Hmong. It is
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a summary generated from the target article, of up to 200 words, that has a very high
similarity to the actual article (LSA cosine between 0.75 and 1.00). This text is the
description of a participant’s goal given to LSA to compute similarities, both goal-region
and goal-link similarities.
The CoLiDeS model parses the white-background part of the webpage into nine
regions defined by the heading texts, the lines, and the arrangements of the subordinate
links. Elaborated descriptions of the nine regions defined by each of the headings and
the subordinate links in each region are shown in Figure 4-16. The elaborations are an
approximation of the processes that participants would employ to comprehend each
region and each link in a region.
Next, LSA is used to compute measures of similarity — LSA cosine values —
between the goal text at the top of the page and the region and link descriptions. There
are 93 goal-link and 9 region-link comparisons, each with an associated similarity
measure (LSA cosine). In addition, the term vector lengths are computed for each of the
link and region descriptions. A collection of automated rules then is used to analyze the
pattern of cosine value and term vector lengths for the 9 regions descriptions and the 93
link descriptions. The rules incorporate criteria that are used to identify the presents of
the various usability problems described below. The details of generating region and
link descriptions are described in Blackmon, et al. (2007), and the rules and the
accompanying

rationale

for

each

rule

can

be

downloaded

http://autocww2.colorado.edu/~blackmon/Tutorials/AutomatableRules.doc.
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CoLiDeS, at each step in the search of a website, attempts to do pure forward
search — judging similarity of region descriptions and hyperlink texts to focus on the
most similar region and then select the link in that region that it judges to be most
similar to its goal.
The following paragraphs describe flaws in patterns of similarities and
familiarities that interfere with or ―crash‖ CoLiDeS’s attempt to do pure forward search
(i.e., focus on the most similar region and then select the semantically most similar
action within that region). When none of these flaws exist, virtually all participants will
succeed in finding the target article within a short time (equivalent to CoLiDeS’s pure
forward search), but only a fraction of the participants given a task with more than one
of the following flaws will ever find the target article (like CoLiDeS, they are liable to
―crash‖).
To avoid failure-to-complete a task, they must abandon the pure-forward-search
strategy — abandon focusing on the most similar region and then selecting the most
similar action within that region— and try such strategies as exhaustively clicking on all
links in a region or moving to a region less similar to the goal.
An unfamiliar problem occurs when participants have insufficient background
knowledge to comprehend descriptions of a region or link. Unfamiliar problems may
occur when heading or link texts use technical terms or low frequency words that are
novel to first-year college students or when they have only a shallow conceptual
understanding of the term. Even if there is strong goal-link similarity, only participants
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who comprehend the meaning of the descriptions and have a well-developed concept of
the topic will correctly judge the similarities. The correct link in the Social Science
region is Anthropology. Anthropology has a below-threshold term vector length (0.50)
despite having an adequate word frequency in the semantic space for first-year college
general reading knowledge (anthropology occurs 65 times, and anthropologist and
anthropologists have frequencies of 63 and 113), respectively. Many college educated
people are unaware the anthropologists do not just study primitive tribes and that
anthropology actually encompasses the study of Hmong culture and Hmong groups
living within the United States.
A competing regions problem arises when the description of an incorrect region
is semantically similar to a participant’s current goal. Competing regions do not contain
the correct link. This class of design problems is liable to be serious because they
divert participants’ attention away from the correct region containing the correct action.
There are two incorrect competing regions for the Find Hmong task: History with a
cosine of .30, and Geography with a cosine of .19. The values met the criteria for high
and moderate strength similarities respectively. CoLiDeS predicts that participants will
first search in these two regions, and click the five high-similarity links within these two
competing regions.
A weak-similarity correct link refers to situations when the correct link’s
description is semantically unrelated to the task goal description shown at the top of the
webpage. The participant judges the link to be unrelated to the current task. In the Find
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Hmong task, the cosine between the goal and the correct link is 0.08, which is less than
0.10, the criterion for low-or-no similarity of meaning. The net effect of this problem is
that a person may try links in the correct region and leave the region before ever
clicking the weak-similarity correct link. Although in general people recover easily from
encountering competing actions within the correct region, they typically do not
exhaustively click all links within a region and so tend to leave the region before trying
the weak-similarity correct link.

There are two kinds of competing action problems.

Competing actions in

incorrect regions are the most serious design flaws. A participant’s attention is first
diverted to an incorrect region and then the decision to attend to that region is
reinforced by the presence of incorrect links with high goal-link similarity. In the Find
Hmong Task, there are five incorrect links distributed across two incorrect regions that
have high or moderate similarities.

Participants are very likely to click on these

moderate or high similarity incorrect links, increasing the likelihood that they will stay in
the region a long time and ultimately fail to move to the correct region and find the
correct link before the 130-second deadline expires.
The second kind of competing action occurs when a correct region contains one
or more incorrect links that are semantically similar the goal, and the correct link is also
semantically similar to the goal. In the Blackmon, et al. experiments using Find Article
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tasks like Find Hmong, the region weights for competing links in the correct region were
not significantly different from zero. We are not sure how general this result is.
Find Hmong is predicted to be a difficult task because there are five competing
links in incorrect regions, the correct link is an unfamiliar concept for first-year college
students, and the description of the correct link within the correct region is low-or-no
similarity to the goal. Using the prediction equations described in the next section, the
predictions for the Hmong task were 9.1 mean total clicks for the minimum one-click
task and 59% probability of failure-to-complete-task. In the experiment that tested these
predictions, the observed mean total clicks was 9.0, and 74% of the 38 experimental
participants actually failed to complete the task.
In summary, the above descriptions of design flaws that will interfere with
CoLiDeS’s similarity-based action planning processes can be divided into two
categories. The first category is unfamiliarity (lack of understanding of a description) or
low-judged similarity of the goal to the correct region or correct action.

The

mechanisms are very different, but the end result is the same. An operator, during his
initial attempts to perform a task by exploration, will ignore the correct region or action
or both.
The other class of design flaws involve moderate to high judgments of similarity
for incorrect regions (competing regions) or incorrect actions (completing actions).
There are three kinds of moderate or high similarity competing actions. First, there are
competing actions in the correct regions. Blackmon, et al. (2007) summarize a large
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number of experiments showing that this particular design flaw has little or no impact on
performance or likelihood of success in performing the find target article task by
exploration. Second, there are competing actions in a region with low similarity or an
unfamiliar description.

This kind of flaw has no effect on performance because

operators are unlikely to attend to a low-similarity region and select an action of this
type.
Third, there are completing actions in competing, incorrect regions. These errors
are serious because they divert an operator’s attention away from the correct region
and then generate repeated incorrect actions, which must be undone in order to
continue to search for the correct sequence of actions. Completing actions with
moderate or high similarity lead operators down one or more garden paths, making it
unlikely that they can perform a mission task within the required time window.
Predicting Mean Clicks
The Automated Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web (AutoCWW) is a tool for
identifying the patterns of similarities that infer with CoLiDeS’s two-stage action
selection process. These patterns are described by a collection of rules analyze LSA
measures of similarity and familiarity. The results of the analysis are the values of four
descriptive variables:
Correct Link is unfamiliar: true (1) or false (0)
Correct Link or correct region has small cosine: true (1) or false (0)
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Number of competing links in competing regions
Number of competing links nested under the correct headings

Weights are assigned to each variable, each weight is multipled by the value of
its variable, and the products are summed.

A total score of 0 predicts that CoLiDeS

two-stage action planning process will click on the correct link.

Large scores are

generated by pages with multiple design faults.
Blackmon, et al. (2007; 2005) used multiple regression techniques to generate
best fitting values for these weights. The dependent variable was mean total clicks on
the Find Article Tasks described earlier. The independent variables are listed above.
Blackmon, et al. (2007; 2005) describe the development of the rule set and a multiple
regression equation that successfully predicts performance on their encyclopedia
search tasks. The equation is on Equation 1 Predicting mean total clicks on links in
website navigation tasks
Participants had to find the target article with 130 or 150 seconds in different
experiments. There were 164 tasks from several experiments (Blackmon, et al., 2003,
2005) included in this meta-analysis. The mean clicks for each of the 144 tasks were
based on data from at least 38 participants, and the means for the remaining 20 tasks
were based on the data from at least 23 experimental participants.
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Equation 1
Predicted mean total clicks on links = 2.2
+ 1.656 (Link is unfamiliar: true (1) or false (0))
+ 1.464 (Link or correct region has small cosine: true (1) or false (0))
+ 0.754 * # (Number of competing links in competing regions)
+ 0.0 * #(Number of competing links nested under the correct headings)
Equation 1 Predicting mean total clicks on links in website navigation tasks
The find Hmong task has an unfamiliar link, a correct region with a small cosine,
and five competing links in two competing regions. Applying this prediction formula to
this task, the predicted mean clicks equals 9.09 clicks, on average (= 2.199 + 5*.754 +
1.464 + 1.656 = 9.09, Blackmon et al., 2007, p. 359). The observed value was 9.03
clicks.
There are several important points to make about Equation 1. First, it accounts
for 57% of the variance in the task means. The observed means clicks ranged from just
above 1.0 (the minimal number of clicks necessary to complete the task) to over 11.0.
Second, the most important independent variable was number of competing links
in competing regions. For a given target article, links in an incorrect region can have
moderate or high judgments of similarity. These links focus participants’ attention on
incorrect regions that are off the correct solution path. The standardized regression
coefficient for this variable was most twice the size the other coefficients showing that
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this variable had by far the largest negative impact on participants performance in the
encyclopedia search task. A stepwise regression analysis confirms that this variable is
entered first and accounts for 44% of the variance.
The remaining two significant variables (unfamiliar correct link, weak-similarity
correct link) had impacts on performance shown by the values of their coefficients. The
coefficients for number of competing links in the correct regions and number of
competing regions coefficients were not significantly different from zero in this and many
other analyses.
Our interpretations of these results are that once participants have focused their
attention on the correct region, they will rapidly find the correct link. Note that unfamiliar
correct link (term vector length < 0.8 for multi-word term or < 0.55 for single-word term)
and weak similarity correct link (goal-link cosine < 0.1) are undesirable properties of the
correct link in the encyclopedia search task. These design flaws did have significant
impact on search performance.
The intercept is 2.2. Encyclopedia tasks that have no design flaws take an
average of 2.2 clicks to solve. The minimal path is one click on the correct subordinate
link in . For tasks with no flaws, mean clicks ranged from 1.0 to about 2.49.
The experimental task was not sensitive enough to detect impacts on
performance when the correct link had moderate- or high-similarity incorrect links in the
correct region.
Predicting probability of failure-to-complete-task
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The probability of failure was very highly correlated with mean clicks on a task, r=
0.93, R2 = .87. Blackmon, et al. (2005, 2007) used the used the regression formula
show in Equation 2 to estimate task failure rates and develop metrics for problem
severity.
Equation 2
Percent Task Failure = -.154 + 0.082*(Observed Mean Total Clicks

Equation 2 Percent failure-to-complete-task clicks

The fact that performance, mean clicks to solution or timeout, had such a high
correlation with probability of failure-to-complete task is the key assumption in
generalizing the Blackmon, et al. (2007) studies to make predictions of failure on FMS
programming tasks. In previous sections, we employ the CWW rules for generating the
independent variables for Equation 1 for single steps in FMC programming tasks.
These probabilities of failure-to-complete on each step are combined into an estimate of
the probability of failure-to-complete-task, assuming that success on each step in the
task is independent.

Yes, we do understand that this is an extreme engineering

approximation, but it is testable.
4.2.2.2 Summary
Blackmon, et al. (2002; 2007; 2005) were able to developed a highly automated
method for evaluating website usability based on the Kitajima, et al. (2000; 2005) theory
of action planning. This method for task oriented usability evaluation is unique in that it
does not just focus on the evaluation of the correct action sequence, but it evaluates the
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potential impact of distracting incorrect actions at each step in a task. When a user is
attempting to select the correct link that will enable them to complete their task, CWW
detects design errors that would cause the user to attend to an incorrect region of a
webpage and then click on an incorrect link leading the user down a garden path with
increasing probability of failure-to-complete-task.
CWW measures similarity using LSA and then uses decision rules to describe
the pattern of similarity values on a webpage in terms of three variables: (a) correct link
is unfamiliar: true (1) or false (0), (b) correct link has small cosine: true (1) or false (0),
and (c) number of competing links in competing regions. This last variable is the most
powerful determinant of performance.
4.2.3 HCIPA
The rapid development and deployment cycles of enterprise automation, along
with competitive marketplaces, have placed increased emphasis on cost-effective
mechanisms to deliver safe, easy-to-use and to easy-to-learn products. The design and
testing of the usability must take place within the development budget and schedule
constraints.
The most effective human factors design and testing methods – usability testing
using human subjects – is cost prohibitive and can only be performed once the product
is developed (J.R. Anderson et al., 1995; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Inspection and
walkthrough methods, as in (Dumas, 2003; A. Jacobsen, S. Chen, & Widermann, n.d.;
Muller & Kuhn, 1993; Nielsen, 1994), can be conducted earlier in the development life150
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cycle but are subject to poor inter-rater reliability (Hertzum & N. Jacobsen, 2003) and
costly design-inspection cycles.
The emergence of a new class of usability testing tools, based on affordable
operator performance models as mentioned by (Medina et al., 2010; Sherry, Medina,
Feary, & Otiker, 2008), enables designers to make informed, accurate design decisions
during the development process to ensure ease-of-learning and ease-of-use in an agile
software development environment.
This section describes a cue-based Operator Performance Model to make
predictions about the ease-of-learning and ease-of-use of proposed designs. The OPM
specifically documents:
(i)

the tasks to be performed using the automation under development,

(ii)

the operator decision-making and physical actions required to execute the
task

(iii)

the salience of the visual cues that guide the operator actions. Based on
this information, the cue-based usability analysis methodology computes
metrics for ease-of-use (i.e. Probability of Failure-to-Complete) and easeof-learning (i.e. Trials-to-Mastery).

Operators interact with the automation in a cyclical process. Tasks are initiated
by cues from the environment. The execution of the task then follows a sequence of
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decision-making and physical actions (e.g. button pushes) by the operator to command
and monitor the automation.
The sequence of operator actions can be grouped into distinct operator steps.
Figure 4-17 shows the six sequential operator steps:

(1)

Identify Task: Decision-making step to recognize the need to perform a
task. May be the result of a visual or aural cue from the environment (e.g.
co-workers instructions, checklist, and error message). It may also be the
result of decision-making or memory on when to perform a task.

(2)

Select Function: Decision-making step to determine which feature (or
function) of the automation should be used. This is known as mapping the
task to the function.

(3)

Access Function: Physical actions to display the correct window, wizard,
etc.

(4)

Enter data for Function: Physical actions to enter the data or select the
required options.

(5)

Confirm and Save Data: Physical actions to verify the correct entry of the
data/selections and then Save/Confirm the operators intentions.
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(6)

Monitor Function: Keep an eye on the automation to make sure is
performing the desired task in the preferred manner (e.g. save contacts in
desired order).

Figure 4-17 HCIPA Steps

Each of the operator stepsFigure
is performed
by one or more operator actions. The
4-18 Cue-based task analysis model
operator actions are the individual decision-making and physical actions that must be
performed.
The reliability in performance of operator actions is dependent on the presence of
salient visual cues (and minimization of memorized action sequences) to guide operator
actions.
When a user interface lacks clear labels, prompts, and/or organizational
structure, there is a higher probability of memory errors (Fennell, Sherry, & Roberts,
2004; Sherry, P. Polson, & Feary, 2002).

These errors fall in two categories:
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unsuccessful information retrieval from memory (retrospective memory errors), and
forgetting of intentions (prospective memory failures). The second category differs from
first one in which the memory retrieval occurs at the particular moment when the
intention is to be performed (for instance, forget to send an email). The retrospective
memory errors occur when the attempt to retrieve information is unsuccessfully (e.g.
forget where to change the password). Previous studies show that problems on
prospective memory are attributable to the mechanisms by which retrieval is initiated:
cueing and attention. Often the presence of cues and prompts initiates the retrieval of
intentions. A good reminder cue must have a tied association to the specific intention
and a probability of calling that intention to mind when noticed, and cue must be salient,
or highly noticed at the time that the intention must be performed.
4.2.3.1 The HCIPA Human-Computer Interaction Schema
Model-based tools for design and evaluation of HCI assume that a single
narrative goal guides action planning in all six stages in the pilot-automation interaction
schema described by HCIPA. For each step in the HCI process the goal remains the
same. That approximation worked well for web navigation research (M. H. Blackmon et
al., 2007; M.H. Blackmon et al., 2005) but a psychologically valid representation of pilot
goals requires ACW to be informed by HCIPA six-stage interaction schema and
knowledge of the CDU interaction conventions. The limitations of using a single
narrative goal became very obvious for the CDU screen corresponding to HCIPA stage
5 in (see section 5), the stage at which the pilot was supposed to select the action of
pressing the EXEC key after verifying the data entered and confirming activation of the
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functions with the other pilot in the cockpit. This action of pressing the EXEC key is not
performed by exploration and is not analogous to selecting a link on a webpage.
Table 4-7 Descriptions of the Six Stages of the HCIPA pilot-automation interaction schema
applied to the Track Radial Inbound hard CDU task
Stages to Complete Task

Operator Knowledge Required

1) Identify the mission task(s) that needs to be performed

Operations, missions, and mission tasks.

[knows most of this as result of ATPL prior to CDU/FMC

Pilot has Airline Transport Pilot’s License

training for first glass cockpit]
2) Select the appropriate automation function(s) [not

Functions of the automation and their
relationships to mission tasks

directly trained, but 90% of the time the function corresponds
to a page in the CDU]
3) Access the page to enter data and activate the function

User-interface page hierarchy and
navigation actions

[trained with descriptions of the page and access methods
for getting to this page; early in training pilots probably learn
to focus on mode keys independent of semantic similarity]
4) Enter

User-interface data entry and line select

data to activate the function [training

documentation tells how to enter the data/parameters for the

key actions. May also need knowledge
of formats, units, etc.

page; complete description of each page and functions that
entries in that page perform; pilot knows that he must type
the reciprocal value 270 using the numeric keys and verify it
in the scratchpad, then use semantic similarity to select the
correct LSK to transfer it from scratchpad to the correct LSK]
5) Verify the data entered and Confirm activations of

User-interface checking skills and
confirming activation of a function
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the function with the other pilot and then

press EXEC

[trained in the simulators – training in the simulator is
essentially attention management; have to look all over the
cockpit to verify and confirm, and must talk with other pilot]
6) Monitor the performance of the task automation relative

Operations, missions, and mission task.

to the task and objectives, making sure that the aircraft is
doing what you expected it to do

4.2.3.1.1

HCIPA schema for cockpit interfaces that are NOT walk-up-and-use

One of the most challenging problems for analysts using any version of the
Cognitive Walkthrough ((Wharton, Rieman, Lewis, & P. Polson, 1994) is how to account
for preexisting skills in the population of intended users of a system under development.
The FMC and CDU are not walk-up-and-use devices. Pilots transitioning to their first
FMC-equipped airplane receive extensive training and practice on this complex
component of the autoflight system of modern commercial airplanes (Boeing 777,
Airbus A320).

These pilots are already experienced instrument-rated pilots holding

Airline Transport Pilot’s (ATP) Licenses.
Training on use of the autoflight system, e.g. autopilot and FMC, takes up to 40%
of a typical transition-training footprint.

The knowledge and skills describe as

Operations, Missions, and Mission Tasks in the Operator Require Knowledge column
for Stage 1 and Stage 6 of Table 4-7 are acquired during the training and flying
experience required to get an ATP license. The HCIPA schema should be thought of as
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an idealization of the background knowledge of a very experienced glass pilot who has
flow many different FMC equipped aircraft.

4.2.3.1.2

The importance of sub-goal structures

The remainder of this section explores the conjecture that some components of
HCIPA can be incorporated into model-based operator performance models (OPMs):
The first is a subgoal structure that creates a set of subgoals so that
OPMs use the appropriate subgoal to compare with the CDU keys and
LSK descriptions instead of always using a single narrative goal.
The second is an automatic elaboration process that adds descriptions of
some of the HCIPA stages to the subgoals, providing knowledge-based
control of CoLiDeS’s (see previous section) attention phase.
The third addition is to provide model based OPMs with the knowledge of
basic CDU interaction skills that must be mastered by a new glass pilot.
These additions will enable OPMs to focus attention on correct regions of
the CDU during a stage and infer correct actions in the absence of
similarity cues or in the presence conflicting similarity cues.
The descriptions of ―Operator Knowledge Required‖ in Table 4-7 suggest that
pilots who have acquired basic components of the HCIPA interaction schema can
generate specialized subgoals for some stages and use stage-specific strategies for
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performing stages by exploration.

For example, when the current version ACW

accesses the Approach Ref page, 1R and 2R both have very large cosines, implying
that a goal-driven attention mechanism will focus on the two alternatives for approach
ref speeds computed by the FMC. Pilots are capable of recognizing that one of these
two alternative values should be entered into 4R by copying the select value to the
scratchpad and then to 4R. We want to explore methods for automatically incorporating
such interaction knowledge into OPMs.
When experienced glass pilots are confronted with a novel or infrequently
performed task during line operations, we assume that they have the skills necessary to
focus their attention on correct regions of the CDU display during execution of the
stages described by HCIPA. In other words, the first phase of CoLiDeS (see previous
section) focuses on a region using similarity-based judgments of goal-region similarities
and focuses on the region with the highest goal-region similarity. For some HCIPA
stages these similarity-based attention-to-region processes would be replaced in ACW+
with the skills to initially focus attention on just one region of the CDU. For example, at
HCIPA stage 3 the focused-on region could be restricted to the mode keys. At HCIPA
stage 5 the focused-on region could be the function keys or even the EXEC key within
the function key grouping.
In addition, similarity-based action planning can be over ridden by knowledge of
the CDU data formats and conventions. For example,  in data field means that
this is a mandatory entry of one or more parameters described in the label field, and a
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dashed line - - - -

signals an optional entry. Glass pilots also have knowledge of

common action sequences like entering a value in a data field; they must enter the
value using the alphanumeric keyboard into the scratch pad and then line select that
value into the target data field.

4.2.3.1.3

Identify and Select Stages (HCIPA stages 1-2)

The processes in the Identify and Select stages are treated as black boxes by all
of the tools in the AIDEM tool suite. Analyses of mission tasks start with the outputs of
these two stages. CogTool and CogTool Explorer model these stages as two KLM think
operators, i.e., unanalyzed complex cognitive processes.
The output of the Identify Stage is the operator’s initial understanding of a
mission task. A heterogeneous collection of processes generates these descriptions.
They range from retrieval of well-learned information from long term memory (e.g.,
recall of a frequently performed SOP) to comprehension of task descriptions (e.g., ATC
clearances) to decision making and trouble shooting processes.

The underlying

theoretical processes range from basic memory retrieval mechanisms to the
comprehension of task descriptions to situation awareness.

Kintsch’s (1988)

construction-integration cognitive architecture provides the foundations for building
models of this complex collection of processes.

For example, both Kitajima and

Polson’s (1997) model of comprehending task descriptions and Endsley's model of
situational awareness (Endsley, 1995) are based on Kintsch’s analysis of text
comprehension.
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The Select stage has been extensively studied in the domains of arithmetic and
algebra word problem solving and many other kinds of problem solving tasks (e.g.,
(Kintsch, 1998, Chapter 10). The consensus in this literature is that successful problem
solving proceeds by comprehending the original problem statement (Identify) and then
reformulating the problem statement into a second representation that supports the
manipulations necessary to generate the required answer (Select). Interpretation of the
original problem statement (e.g., the ATC clearance) and reformulation of the problem
representation are guided by problem schema. In models based on Kintsch (Kintsch,
1998, Chapter 10), Select is not a distinct stage but is the end point of a multi-step
comprehension process.
All comprehension-based theories of Identify and Select stages assume that
these processes are driven by extensive specialized knowledge.

4.2.3.1.4

Access Stage

The HCIPA schema assumes that pilots have the skills to focus their attention on
the mode keys and relevant parts of the CDU display during the Access stage. Table
4-8 contains brief descriptions of different access methods.
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Press Mode Key that displays target CDU page
Press Mode Key that displays target CDU page 1 of a collection of pages followed by press NEXT
PAGE or PREV PAGE to access page x in the collection
Press INIT-REF Mode Key To Access <INDEX soft key at 6L, press 6L, Press LSK <page name or page
name> on INDEX Page
Press Mode Key to Access Related Page, Press LSK on related page associated with target page,
<page name or page name>
Many pages have multiple access paths through LSKs associated with target page
Table 4-8 Access Methods: Brief descriptions of the various methods for accessing any
page in the FMC

The Access stage is the subtask of any FMC programming task is closely
analogous to web navigation. A knowledge-based attention schema for the Access
Stage in ACW+ will focus on the Mode Keys, the CDU page title, and any command soft
keys displayed at LSKs 5-6L and 5-6R, which are signaled by <page name or page
name >.

Selecting one of the available actions changes the CDU page title, and

presents the pilot with a new set of choices, but the Access stage ends when the page
title has the largest cosine. In some cases the CDU already displays the correct page.
For example, crews often display the LEGS page as the default display during flight.
When responding to an ATC clearance, the Access Stage can be skipped if clearance
just requires modifying the LEGS Page, which is very often the case.

Direct to a

waypoint in the flight plan is one of the most common ATC clearances received during a
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flight, and the Access Stage can be skipped for Direct-to tasks if the LEGS page is
already visible.

4.2.3.1.5

Enter Stage

The ACW and CogTool Explorer analyses of the Easy and Hard FMC
programming tasks show that both have problems with the Enter Stage — problems
that demonstrate the limits of similarity-based action planning. Many of the 12 regions
of the CDU display defined by a LSK and the associated label-data lines will be relevant
to the current mission task goal and will have moderate to large cosine values. In these
cases, successful action planning has to be augmented by knowledge of the
interactions conventions of the CDU.
In reality, ACW only has one action, attend to the object in a choice set with the
highest goal-object cosine. CoLiDeS (see above) assumes that each action is the
results of considering two choice sets: the collection of regions and the set of actions in
the focused-on region. The list of possible interpretations of the label-data field of a
LSK shown in Table 4-8 makes clear that this one-action model will not work for any
task more complex than website navigation.
Construction-Integration (C-I) models of action planning ( Kitajima & P.G. Polson,
1995;1997) have complex, rule-based representations of possible actions in the MacOS
environment, e.g., point at, click-on, etc.

These models’ detailed propositional

representations of objects included attributes like object type (e.g., menu label), labels,
visual properties, and legal actions on an object. CoLiDeS (see above section) inherited
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this display representation and action generation machinery. These object properties
combined with the object’s label controlled the processes that select a given action on
an attended-to object. This action-selection machinery is also capable of limited back
chaining. If the attended-to object is a pull-down menu label that was not pointed at by
the mouse pointer, the model can move the mouse pointer to the menu label before it
would press-and-hold to drop the menu.
Table 4-9 contains brief descriptions of the possible action triggered by pressing
a LSK. The action triggered by a particular LSK on a page is determined by
interpretation of the contents of the associated label-data line.
Action

Explanation

NOP

Data field cannot be copied or modified

Copy only

Data field can be copied to empty scratch pad but not modified

Copy

Copy data field to empty scratch pad

Replace

Copy scratch pad contents into data field

<command or

Access page specified by command

command>

Execute function specified by command

<REQUEST

Initiate data-link down load to FMC

<Toggle or …>

Toggle between two alternatives

Select

Select option and mark with <SEL>
Table 4-9 List of possible actions caused by pressing a Line Select Key (LSK)

In addition, the label-data fields associated with a LSK have content that should
directly control action planning. As was described earlier,  in a data field means
a mandatory entry, and a dashed line - - - - signals an optional entry. If prompted by
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 the pilot should enter into the scratchpad the values of one of the parameters
described by the label field, and then the pilot should line select to move the contents of
the scratchpad to this data field. Glass pilots also have knowledge of common action
sequences like to enter a value in a data file. They must enter the value into the scratch
pad using the alphanumeric keyboard and then line select that value into the target data
field. Data entry action sequences pose problems for ACW that will be solved by the
proposed ACW+.
In the following, we outline a series of proposals for the evolution of ACW+
analyses of the Enter Stage.
automated processes.

The desired endpoints are two sets of completely

The first involves automatic elaboration of label-data line

contents that capture CDU interface conventions like  in a data field.

For

example, a very crude but effect way of guaranteeing that such a field will be attended
to is to add the task goal description to the description field.
The second set of processes will identify situations where a conventional action
sequence should be performed.

Again taking up the above example, once ACW+

attends to a LSK with  in the data field, the actions of entering the appropriate
value to the scratchpad and line selecting to the data field will be performed.
Knowledge of the LSK interaction conventions takes over the action planning processes
once a pilot’s attention is focused the high similarity object in the highest similarity
region of a CDU page. John, et al. (2009) has modeled this knowledge in an early
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version of CogTool-Explorer with storyboards that implement assumption like memory
for the last action and heuristics like ―don’t press the same key twice.‖
CogTool-Explorer may be a much more appropriate vehicle for this second set of
processes. ACT-R, the foundation of CogTool Explorer, has the necessary theoretical
machinery to implement transitions from actions generated by a similarity-based
problem solver to known actions who execution is triggered by an appropriate context.
We will augment ACW by assuming a set of possible actions for the attended-to
LSK. These action schemas include all of the possible actions in Table 4-9. The analyst
notes the attended-to LSK and then selects the correct action from Table 4-9 by
pressing the line select keys (LSKs). Further research need to be done to define twostep action schema for entering data. Examples include copy-paste and pilot-entersvalue. Copy-paste involves pressing a LSK to copy a value to the empty scratch pad
and then a second LSK press to paste the value to the target line. Pilot-enter-value
involves pilot entering data by pressing a sequence of alphanumeric keys and then
pressing a LSK to paste the value to the target line. The Kitajima and Polson (1997;
1995) models can represent such sequences because they can back chain.

4.2.3.1.6

Verify-Confirm and Monitor Stages

Verify-Confirm stage has two components.

Verify involves checking the

accuracy of all CDU entries and using other cockpit displays, e.g., the flight plan on the
Navigation Display, to further validate these entries. The other pilot also checks the
entries. Confirm involves any actions required to have entries into the CDU update
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relevant data in the FMC or to activate and execute a flight plan or flight plan
modification.

Monitor involves the actions necessary to monitor the behavior of the

plane to make sure that it will accomplish the mission task goal. Examples include
monitoring execution of a flight plan modification to confirm that the airplane is in
compliance with an ATC clearance and monitoring localizer capture.
HCIPA has used a very experienced avionics designer and instructor pilot to
perform analyses of these stages for 105 Boeing 777 FMC programming tasks (Sherry,
Fennell, & P. Polson, 2006) estimate how well the CDU and other cockpit displays
support pilots’ performance of the Confirm-Save stage.
The Monitor stage can take from a few seconds, e.g., monitoring the turn to a
new heading, up to several minutes or hours, e.g., an extensive set of down-path flight
plan modifications. Polson and Javaux (2001) and Funk (1991) describe models of
monitor stage behavior. The main issues have to do with the fact that monitoring is
time-shared with other cockpit tasks. Failures to properly monitor execution of a mission
task are determined in large part by the number and priority of other task competing for
a pilot’s attention.
Parts of the Confirm-Save stage are included in our current CogTool, CogToolExplorer, and ACW models. The analyses of the Hard task includes the Save action for
flight plan modifications, pressing the EXEC key to execute the change just confirmed.
The models do not include interactions with the other pilot or the sequence of eye
fixation involved in confirming CDU entries.
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At this point in time, we have not yet formulated detailed plans for further work on
the Save-Confirm or Monitor Stages.
4.2.3.2 Assessment of the salience of the visual cues in the support of each operator
action.
The assessment of visual cues must be procedural and follow objective
heuristics. Figure 4-19 shows the decision tree used to perform the assessment. A
visual cue is assessed as ―None‖ when (i) there is no visual cue (ii) there is a visual cue
that has no semantic similarity to the goal to complete the task, or (iii) there are multiple
visual cues (or headings) with equal each similar semantic similarity.

Figure 4-19 Decision Tree for Visual Cue Assessment
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A visual cue is assessed as Partial when the only visual cue is ambiguous, or
when competing visual cues can be not be easily distinguished from one another. A
visual cue is assessed as ―Exact‖ when the correct label has semantic similarity to the
task and there are no competing cues.

4.3 List Learning Models
List Learning Models provide estimates of the Days and the Trials-to-Mastery for
becoming proficient in a specific tasks. The following section describes three List
Learning Models:
(1)

Ebbinghaus List Learning Model

(2)

Table-based List Learning Model

(3)

ACT-R List Learning Model

4.3.1 Ebbinghaus List Learning Model
As Matessa and Polson (2010; 2005) have noted, numerous studies have
documented operational and training problems with the modern autoflight systems, in
particular the flight management system (FMS) and its pilot interface, the control display
unit (CDU). During the last few years, more attention has been given to the limitations of
current autoflight training methods. Many studies have concluded that current training
programs are inadequate in both depth and breadth of coverage of FMS functions.
Matessa and Polson (2005) proposed that the inadequacies of the programs are due to
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airline training practices that encourage pilots to master FMS programming tasks by
memorizing lists of actions, one list for each task. This is equivalent to the list learning
models at Ebbinghaue (Ebbinghaus, 1913). Treating FMS programming skills as lists of
actions can interfere with acquisition of robust and flexible skills. This hypothesis of the
negative consequence of list-based representation was validated by Taatgen et al.
(2008), who show poorer performance for list-based representation compared to a
stimulus-based representation.
Matessa (2010) extends the table-based training time predictions of Matessa and
Polson (2005) by presenting a computational model that represents procedure training
as list learning. The model is meant to describe training programs where to-be-learned
procedures are formally trained, and trainees must demonstrate mastery before they
can go on to more advanced, on-the-job training. Airline transition training programs are
examples of this paradigm. The model takes as input the number of steps in a
procedure and the time per step, and it generates estimates of the training time required
to master the procedure. Predictions of the model are compared to human data and
show the benefit of the number-of-steps and step-time parameters.
The Matessa (2010) model does not represent the actual information to be learned,
but instead as an engineering approximation represents the training as learning a list of
random digits. The model is motivated by the table-based list model of Matessa and
Polson (2005) but is implemented in the ACT-R cognitive architecture (Anderson et al.,
1997)
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4.3.2 Table-Based List Model
The following description from Matessa and Polson (2005) shows how procedure
learning can be represented as list learning, and a table-based prediction of training
time can be created based on procedure length. A representation of a task must encode
both item (actions and parameters) and order information. Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere,
and Matessa (2004) assumed that item and order information is encoded in a
hierarchical retrieval structure incorporated in their ACT-R model of serial list learning
shown in Figure 4-20. The order information is encoded in a hierarchically organized
collection of chunks. The terminal nodes of this retrieval structure represent the item
information. The model assumes that pilots transitioning to their first FMS-equipped
aircraft master a cockpit procedure by memorizing a serial list of declarative
representations of individual actions or summaries of subsequences of actions.
Learning this list takes place during briefings and demonstrations of the procedure,
study of the procedure as described in a flight manual or other training materials, and
attempts to execute the procedure as part of a CBT lesson or in a simulator session. It
is assumed that each of these attempts to learn the list is analogous to a test-study trial
in a serial recall experiment (Figure 4-20).
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Figure 4-20 The List Model Representation for a List of Nine Digits

An interpretive process uses the list to perform the procedure. This process
incorporates the knowledge necessary to understand each step description and to
execute actions necessary to perform each step. Thus, an item such as ―Press the
LEGS key‖ would generate the actions required to locate the Legs key on the CDU
keyboard and press it. A parameter such as a waypoint identifier would be represented
in working memory as a sequence of letters. The interpretative process would generate
the keystrokes necessary to enter the identifier into the scratch pad.
The list actions representation is a consequence of pilots’ decisions to treat the task
of mastering FMS procedures as learning serial lists of actions. The retrieval structure is
generated by processes that adults use to memorize any arbitrary serial list of items. It
is assumed that a novice representation of a FMS procedure with nine actions would be
represented by replacing the terminal-node chunks with chunks representing individual
actions in the procedure. The retrieval structure only encodes order information and
supports access to the chunks representing individual actions. The groupings of the
actions imposed by this structure have no relationship to the underlying task structure.
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Because these retrieval structures are unique to each task, they block transfer of
training.
Figure 4-21 is a possible list describing an FMS procedure for the Boeing 777 for
responding to the following hold clearance that would be generated by a pilot with
limited glass-cockpit experience.
―NASA 1: Hold west of Haden on the 270 degree radial.
Right turns. 10 mile legs. Expect further clearance at
2130 z.‖
1. Press HOLD Function/Mode Key.
2. Press LSK 6L, if a holding pattern is in the route.
3. Line select waypoint identifier for Haden to scratchpad.
4. Press LKS 6L.
5. Enter the quadrant and the radial, W/270.
6. Press LSK 2L.
7. Enter the turn direction into the scratchpad, R.
8. Press LSK 3L.
9. Enter the leg distance into the scratchpad, 10.
10. Press LSK 5L.
11. Enter expect further clearance time, 2130.
12. Press LSK 3R.
13. Verify the resulting holding pattern on the ND.
14. Press EXECUTE.
Figure 4-21 A possible novice representation of a FMS procedure for responding to a Hold
clearance.

Pilots do not receive an explicit instruction on how to encode FMS procedures in
memory early in training. Furthermore, descriptions of procedures in airline training and
reference materials are inconsistent. The example in Figure 4-21 A possible novice
representation of a FMS procedure for responding to a Hold clearance.
is consistent with some of the more detailed descriptions of FMS procedures in the
Boeing 777 Flight Manual of a major airline. Catrambone
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novices tend to describe problem solutions in terms of actions used to solve the
problem. In the case of FMS programming skills, this process leads to long lists that are
very difficult to memorize.
The list shown in Figure 4-22 has undesirable properties and would be difficult to
memorize. It is long—14 items—and it is organized as a linear sequence of actions that
cannot be directly stored in memory (J.R. Anderson et al., 1995). Some kind of
idiosyncratic organization would have to be imposed on it to break it up into sublists
before it could be successfully memorized. Furthermore, the representation of the
procedure for programming a hold shown in Figure 4-22 is specific to a particular
clearance. It would be relatively easy to generalize this representation to clearances
with identical parameters but with different values. However, generalizing this procedure
to cover the entry of any hold clearance requires numerous nontrivial inferences.
4.3.2.1 The Savings Paradigm
The list model assumes that learning a FMS procedure is analogous to memorizing
serial lists of nonsense syllables for a pilot with limited FMS experience. Training times
can be estimated using results of an experimental paradigm initially developed by
Ebbinghaus (1913, Chapter 8). On the first day of the experiment, participants learn a
serial list of items to a criterion of mastery of one perfect recitation of the list.
Performance is measured as the number of trials to mastery. Participants return to the
laboratory 24 hours later and relearn the list to the same criterion of mastery. Training
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stops on the first day that participants perform perfectly on the first presentation of the
list after a 24-hour retention interval.
4.3.2.2 Table-based Prediction
Matessa and Polson (2005) developed a table that presents the number of
retentions on each successive day and the number of days of training required to be
able recall a list perfectly after 24 hours. The numbers in the table were derived by
synthesizing the results of several experiments from the list-learning literature starting
with the data from Ebbinghaus . The numbers are extrapolations generated by fitting
power functions to Ebbinghaus’s results and then adjusting them to account for the fact
that he used a very rapid presentation rate (Figure 4-7).
Table 4-10 Table-based Prediction

List Length
4
8
12
16
24

Day 1
1.5
4.5
8.5
15.5
23

Day 2
1.2
2.4
3.9
6.6
9.5

Day 3
1
1.8
2.7
4.2
5.9

Day 4
1
1.5
2.1
3.2
4.3

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

1.4
1.8
2.6
3.4

1
1.6
2.2
2.9

1
2
2

1.8
1.8

Total
4.7
12.5
21.7
38.2
52.8

Training time is estimated by calculating the amount of time it would take to
administer N repetitions of a procedure of length L during one session in a fixed-base or
full-motion simulator. The model’s description of the training processes has three time
parameters: session setup time (SST), repetition setup time (RST), and step time (ST).
SST is the time required to set up a simulator to begin training a specific procedure.
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RST is the time required to set up the simulator for the next repetition, and ST is the
time required for a trainee to perform a step and receive feedback from the instructor if
necessary. These values are then summed over days to generate a training- time
prediction for a given procedure.
The time devoted to training a procedure on one day = SST + N*RST + N*L*ST.
The values for N, the number of repetitions on a day, are taken from the table.
Values for SST and RST were set to 120 seconds, and ST was set to 5 seconds.
Current fixed-based and full-motion simulators were found to be ill-suited to this kind of
training; they are designed to simulate the execution of complete missions.
Numerous studies have shown that PC-based, part-task simulators can be used
successfully to train skills such as performing FMS procedures (P.G. Polson, S. Irving,
& J. Irving, 1994; Salas, Bowers, & Prince, 1998; Salas, Bowers, & Rhodenizer, 1998).
The lesson planners incorporated into commercially developed simulators can be
programmed to deliver the necessary repetitions while minimizing the SST and RST
(Aerosim

Technologies,

www.aerosim.com;

Tricom

Technologies,

www.tricom-

tech.com/products.htm; CAE, www.Cae.com; and Wicat, www.wicat.com). Use of such
a trainer was modeled by reducing the values of SST and RST to 5 seconds.
4.3.3 ACT-R List Learning Model
ACT-R includes a subsymbolic level of representation where facts have an activation
attribute which influences their probability of retrieval and the time it takes to retrieve
them. The activation Ai of a chunk i is computed from two components – the base-level
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and a context component. The base-level activation Bi reflects the recency and
frequency of practice of the chunk.

The equation describing learning of base-level

activation for a chunk i is
n

Bi

tjd)

ln(
j 1

where n is the number of presentations for chunk i, tj is the time since the jth
presentation, and d is the decay parameter. The equation for the activation Ai of a
chunk i including context is defined as:

where the base-level activation Bi reflects the recency and frequency of practice
of the chunk as described above. The elements j in the sum are the chunks which are in
the slots of the chunk in module k. Wkj is the amount of activation from source j in
module k. The strength of association, Sji, between two chunks is 0 if chunk j is not in a
slot of chunk i or is not itself chunk j. Otherwise it is set using the following equation:

Built into this equation is the prediction of a fan effect (Anderson, 1974) in that
the more things associated to j the less likely any of them will be, on average, in the
presence of j. That is, if there are m elements associated to j their average probability
will be 1/m.
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The current model is an ACT-R 6.0 model based on the ACT-R 4.0 list learning
model developed by Anderson et al. (1998) and can account for phenomena such as
length and serial position effects. Figure 4-22 plots the probability of correctly recalling
a digit in position as a function of serial position in input. There is considerable variation
in recall of items both as a function of list length and input position. These variations are
predicted by the model as a reflection of the changes in activations of the elements
being retrieved. These activations increase with rehearsal (base-level activation),
decrease with time (base-level activation), and decrease with list length (associative
activation). As the list is longer, there will be greater interference because there will be
more associations from the list element and less associative activation to any member
of the list.

1.2

percent correct

1

subj-4
subj-8

0.8

subj-12

0.6

model-4
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Figure 4-22 List model showing length and serial position effects.

In order to approximate training, the current model differs from the Anderson et
al. (1998) model by not implementing its rehearsal strategy. In this way, presentation
rate represents task step time (ST). As a consequence, longer presentation rates
produce poorer performance, in contrast to findings from studies that allow rehearsal.
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The model also uses the Pavlik and Anderson (2005) version of memory decay
that accounts for spacing effects. They developed an equation in which decay for the ith
presentation, di, is a function of the activation at the time it occurs instead of at the lag.
This implies that higher activation at the time of a trial will result in the gains from that
trial decaying more quickly. On the other hand, if activation is low, decay will proceed
more slowly.
Specifically, they propose

to specify how the decay rate, di, is calculated for the ith presentation of an item
as a function of the activation mi–1 at the time the presentation occurred, with

showing how the activation mn after n presentations depends on the decay rates,
dis, for the past trials.
These equations result in a steady decrease in the long-run retention benefit for
additional presentations in a sequence of closely spaced presentations. As spacing gets
wider in such a sequence, activation has time to decrease between presentations;
decay is then lower for new presentations, and long-run effects do not decrease as
much.
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4.3.3.1 Boeing Experiment
In order to gather data for proposed interface improvements, Boeing conducted
experiments with a PC-based, part-task simulator to compare the new interface to the
current 777 interface (R. Prada, Mumaw, D. Boehm-Davis, & Boorman, 2006). Results
from these experiments can be compared with model predictions to show the
usefulness of the list modeling approach.

4.3.3.1.1 Boeing Pilot Performance
Boeing gathered performance data on flight tasks in a medium-fidelity, setting to
get feedback on proposed interface improvements and to generate performance data
comparing the 777 design to an experimental design (L. Prada, Mumaw, D.A. BoehmDavis, & Boorman, 2007). Two desktop computer simulations of the 777 and proposed
automatic flight control panels and associated displays were created. The simulations
provided appropriate feedback, including mode changes, as controls were manipulated.
However, the aircraft remained frozen in time and space until advanced by the
experimenter. Participants controlled the simulation using a standard two-button mouse.
For this paper, only data from the 777 interface is considered.

4.3.3.1.2 Participants
The participants consisted of twelve FMC-naïve subjects who were male Boeing
employees. All were general aviation pilots with instrument rating. Six had commercial
certification and four were not instrument current. They had no previous exposure to the
777 FMC.
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4.3.3.1.3 Procedure
Twenty training tasks were selected to capture tasks that are difficult on each
interface and to provide a representative set of functions. In the training tasks, for each
action (click) on the interface, the location and time were collected. Also collected were
overall task time, number of steps correct, and trials to mastery.

4.3.3.1.4 Results
The number of steps in the tasks ranged from two steps to thirteen steps. For this
paper, tasks are grouped into those with an average of two, four, seven, and thirteen
steps. Trials to mastery increased with the number of steps in the task (Figure 4).

4.3.3.1.5 Simple Models
A number of simple models were compared to the trials to mastery result found in
the Boeing experiment. In Table 4-11, RAFIV equals the number of memory steps and
Interface equals 1 for 777 and 0 for FDF.

Table 4-11 Regression Coefficients

Table 4-12 examines the model fit for combinations of Steps, RAFIV, and
Interface. It was found that the large Interface coefficient reflects difference in difficulty
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of learning 777 versus FDF interface conventions. Coefficients for RAFIV and Steps
suggest that ―memory‖ steps are harder to learn, but ―see‖ steps are not free. The
numbers of ―see‖ and ―memory‖ steps for tasks later in training could be reduced by
transfer effects. The interface conventions must be learned for a step to become a ―see‖
step.

Table 4-12 Model Fit for Combinations of Steps
R2

Independent Variables

.59

Steps, RAFIV (Memory
Steps), Interface
RAFIV (Memory Steps)

.37
.51

RAFIV (Memory Steps),
Interface

.53

Steps, Interface

4.3.3.1.6 Calibrated List Model table
The Boeing data can also be used to recalibrate the Matessa and Polson (2005)
table. Let R(I,L) be the number of repetitions required on day I to master a list of length
L. R(I,L) is approximately equal to R(1,L)I-1.1 for I=2 to n. This is a power function with a
huge loss from day 1 to 2 and then having a rate of loss that slows down. From the
Boeing data, R(1,L)=1.96+.6*L. This produces the recalibrated Table 4-13.
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Table 4-13 Calibrated List Model table

List Length
4
8
12
16
24

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

4.4
6.8
9.2
11.6
16.4

2.0
3.2
4.3
5.4
7.6

1.3
2.0
2.7
3.5
4.9

0.9
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.6

1.2
1.6
2.0
2.8

1.3
1.6
2.3

1.1
1.4
1.9

1.2
1.7

Total
8.6
14.6
22.1
29.0
41.1

The HCIPA tool uses this table to compute average numbers of trials across
days to mastery.
For individual differences in performance times, the Card, Moran, and Newell
(S.K. Card et al., 1978) fast-man/slow-man model uses half of the average for fast-man
and twice the average for slow-man. In a similar manner fast-man/slow-man can be
generalized to trails to mastery, giving Table 4-14.

Table 4-14 Performance Times

List
Length Fast
Average
4
5.58
8.65
8
8.65
14.55
12
12.75
22.08
16
16.29
29.03
24
23.01
41.09

Slow
15.50
30.00
41.09
53.14
77.25

4.3.3.1.7 ACT-R List Model
The model is run inside code that simulates the savings paradigm in order to
determine trials to mastery. The model uses the same parameters as Anderson et al.
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(1998) except that the rate of presentation (representing step time) and repetition setup
time are both set to 5 seconds, as in Matessa and Polson (2006). The activation
retrieval threshold is set to -0.85 in order to match the predictions of the trials to mastery
table found in Matessa and Polson (2006). The original list model of Anderson et al.
(1998) made predictions for lists with three items up to twelve items. The current model
retains this range, and so, for analysis, tasks with two steps are compared to lists with
three items and tasks with thirteen steps are compared to lists with twelve items (four
steps are compared directly, as are seven). Model runs with the step time of 5 seconds
used by Matessa and Polson (2006) show trials to mastery increasing with the number
of steps in the task. The difference in trials to mastery between the model and subjects
averaged 1.5 trials (Figure 4-23, model-pre).

A post-hoc analysis used the actual average step time from subjects as input to
the model. For tasks with an average of two, four, seven, and thirteen steps, the
average step time was 15.2, 8.1, 8.0, and 6.5 seconds, respectively. The difference in
trials to mastery between this model run and subjects averaged 0.8 trials (Figure 4-23,
model-post).
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Figure 4-23 Trials to mastery for model and subjects

4.3.3.1.8 Conclusions
The benefit of the list model representation for making training predictions can be
seen in the accurate a priori predictions of trials to mastery given the number of task
steps. The benefit of using accurate step times can be seen in the even more accurate
post-hoc model results.
Ideally, the list model would be given an accurate estimate of step times without
seeing the data ahead of time. To this end, the list model is currently being integrated
with CogTool (John et al., 2004).

CogTool takes as input a demonstration of an

interface task and returns a zero-parameter prediction of task performance time based
on ACT-R primitives. With this information, the number of steps in the task and average
step time can be fed into the list model in order to make training predictions (Figure
4-24). The current integration is limited in that it does not change the format from the
original timing predictions. For example, in Figure 4-24, the prediction of 6 training days
to criterion is displayed as ―6.000 s‖.
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6 days to training criterion
displayed with old format

A number of open issues remain, such as the level of abstraction of a ―step‖.
Does a step to push a button include the visual search for that button, or is that a
Using
Model
CogTool used
to predict
days of training
till
separate step?Figure
Also, 4-24
to get
the the
stepList
time
of 5inseconds
by Matessa
and Polson
perfect performance.

(2006) extra time needs to be inserted with CogTool, either with a Think operator
representing cognitive reaction or a Wait operator representing system response time.
More empirical work is needed to determine in what situations the list model
representation can be useful in training prediction.
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5 AFFORDABLE

AUTOMATION-INTERACTION

DESIGN

AND

EVALUATION (AIDEM) TOOLS
This section describes the affordable Automation-Interaction Design and Evaluation
(AIDEM) tools. The tools include the GUI for modeling the tasks, task specification database, operator performance model and the operator performance predictions (see
Figure).

Figure 5-1 AIDEM Tools
The components of tools include a GUI for modeling the tasks, task specification
data-base, operator performance model and the operator performance predictions
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The designer of domain Subject-Matter-Expert defines the task and the properties of
the user-interface using a ―modeling language.‖ The task and the user-interface
properties are stored in a data-base. This task definition can be reused, modified, are
adapted in configuration managed environment.
The task definition also provides the basis for the predictions of operator
performance. Operator performance models ―execute‖ the task and generate
predictions of operator performance (e.g. probability of failure to-complete, time-toproficiency) which are displayed for the designer/SME. The Operator Performance
Models draw on data of human performance. Some of this data is embedded in the
Operator Performance Model; other data must be queried from a database or any other
data storage. One of the key sets of data is the semantic similarity and familiarity
between task steps and the available user-interface cues. This data is derived from an
Aviation Knowledge Corpus and the Aviation Semantic-Space that contains lists of
multi-word technical terms and the semantic ―distance‖ between these terms. Table 5-1
summarizes the AIDEM tools.
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Tool

Aviation Cognitive
Walkthrough (ACW)

Cog Tool

Cog Tool Explorer

eHCIPA

Description

Web-based interface
that makes it possible
for aviation researchers
to predict pilot actions
while doing CDU tasks

Desk top userinterface for creating
prototypes and
making predictions of
skilled execution time.

Feature embedded in
CogTool to make
predictions of novice
exploration behavior

Web-based interface to
structure task based on 6
steps: Identify task, select
function, enter data, confirm
& save and execute

Target Users

Researchers

UI designers or
developers with no
cognitive psychology
background

UI designers or developers
with no cognitive psychology
background

Software and UI design
engineers

Operator
Performance
Models

Aviation Knowledge
Corpus, Aviation
Semantic Space (e.g
LSA), CoLiDes
Labels, Headings and
Tasks, plus Elaborated
Tasks Steps and
Elaborated Labels for
action in a task. Entries
are made in form
representing the userinterface.
Note: Elaborated Task
Steps can be captured
using HCIPA structure.

KLM, ACT-R,
SanLab-CM

SNIF-ACT 2.0 (Process
Model), ACT-R, Aviation
Semantic Space

RAFIV, Empirical Human
Performance Models,
Calibrated List Model table

Designs consist of:
Images (―frames‖) that
represent what the
user will see, widgets
that represent the
interactive parts of
each frame,
transitions that
represent user actions
that move from frame
to frame. A task
consists of a
demonstration on a
design showing how
to do the task.
Expert Time-on-Task
Trails/Days-toMastery

Designs are represented in
the same way as CogTool.
No demonstration is
needed, instead CogToolExplorer is given a goal and
it explores the design
attempting to accomplish
the goal given the widgets in
the frames.

Tasks and steps, labels for
each HCIPA Step. Also
subjective evaluation of the
visual salience, and
semantics of each label with
respect to the task
step/action.

Probability-of-Failure to
Complete a Task

Probability of Failure-toComplete
Trails/Days-to-Mastery

See list at:
http://cogtool.hcii.cs.c
mu.edu/research/rese
arch-publications

See list at:
http://cogtool.hcii.cs.cmu.ed
u/research/researchpublications

See list at:
http://catsr.ite.gmu.edu

http://cogtool.hcii.cs.c
mu.edu/

http://cogtool.hcii.cs.cmu.ed
u/

http://catsr.ite.gmu.edu/HCI
PA_4x/

Task
Specification
Language

Outputs
(Human
Performance
Measurement
s)

Predicted Mean Actions
Probability-of-Failure to
Complete a Task
Predicting pilots’
behavior performing
cockpit tasks identifying
which steps of the task
cause problems.

Reference
Papers

Location

http://aviationknowledge
.colorado.edu/~mattkoc
h/index.php

Table 5-1 AIDEM Tools
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5.1

Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW)

5.1.1 Task Specification Language and Tool GUI
Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) is a tool that captures the labels on a
user-interface and computes the semantic similarity and familiarity between the labels
and the associated operator action. The form for capture of the labels for an MCDU
page and the form for capture of the operator actions are showing in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2 ACW form for capture of the labels
for an MCDU page and the form for capture of the
operator actions
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Aviation training materials group the CDU keys and display into regions by
function. This is true for the Honeywell Boeing 777 FMS Pilots Guide, the CBT lessons
introducing pilots to the Control and Display Unit (CDU), and airline training and
reference materials. Training materials and flight operations manuals document FMC
programming task by making references to the regions. We have based our simulated
representation of the CDU on these identified regions and the descriptions of these
regions. Figure 5-3shows the Boeing 777 CDU with each of the regions outlined in a

Figure 5-3 The five regions of the CDU keyboard described in training and reference
materials
(a) purple outline for LCD screen display with page title area at the top, 6 left and 6
right LSKs and scratchpad, (b) red outline for 12 mode keys (c) blue outline for 5 function
keys: EXEC, PREV PAGE, NEXT PAGE, DEL, and CLR, (d) yellow outline for numeric keys,
including 9 digits, decimal/period, and +/-, and (e) green outline for alpha keys, including
26 letters, N for North, E for East, S for South, W for West, SP (space), and / (slash).
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different color, and Table 5-2 describes the regions.

Region

Description

Alpha Keys

Pressing an alpha key enters the corresponding character into the scratch
pad
Number Keys
Pressing a numeric key enters the corresponding number into the scratch
pad
Mode Keys
The mode keys, e.g., INIT-REF, RTE, LEG, etc, display the first of a series
of pages associated with that key. Each mode key is described in terms of
the function of the page or series of pages accessed by the key.
Function Keys
The function keys include the EXEC key that causes execution of a modified
flight plan and other keys to access previous or next CDU pages and edit
scratch pad entries. Each function key is described in more detail
concerning its function. This description of each key is its elaboration.
CDU Display and The last region is the CDU display that has a title line, and two rows of label
Line Select Keys data line pairs each with its associated line select key. The CDU display is
LSKs
partitioned into 12 regions, one region for each of the six right and six left
line select keys (LSKs). It is assumed that each of the pair of label-data line
associated with each key functions as its label.
Table 5-2 The descriptions of the five regions of the CDU adapted from training and
reference materials. The Figure is adapted from John, et al. (2009).

When

an

analyst

clicks

on

the

ACW

URL,

http://aviationknowledge.colorado.edu/~mattkoch/index.php, and selects ―Enter screen
layout,‖ the ACW web-based tool displays the webpage shown Figure 5-4. The panel
on the left is a navigation panel that enables the analyst to specify the system interface
to be used in the analyses, the mission task goals to be analyzed, and analysis options.
On the right side, the Boeing 777 CDU has been selected as the system interface to be
used in the analysis.
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Figure 5-4 The top-level ACW webpage

The next step in the process, shown in Figure 5-5, is to enter the correct screen
information for each of a series of steps required to complete the task, one screen for
each step. Each screen displays the possible actions available to the pilot, including the
alpha and numerical keys to make entries into the scratch pad. The actual typing steps
are not simulated.

The correct action is to attend to the correct keyboard region

Figure 5-5 Entering the number of screens/step in the mission task to be analyze
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simulating the intention to make the entry.
Figure 5-6is a template for describing each CDU screen. The template is divided
up into 6 label-date line pairs, each one associated with one of the line select keys
(LSKs). The template has four columns enabling it to represent the LEGS Pages. For
Pages like the Approach Ref Page, just the far left and far right columns would be filled
out and middle columns are left blank. Elaborations of a label or data line are also
entered into the template following the contents of the display for a label or data line.

Figure 5-6 The top half of a page for entering in information displayed on the CDU
screen for each step

When the pilot focuses on the display, ACW and CogTool-Explorer assume that
there are 12 alternative actions, pressing one of the 12 LSKs. The description of a LSK
is just the text entered into the associated label-data line pairs. Both the screen contents
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and the elaborations are combined to a text that is assumed to represent the meaning
of the associated LSK.
In Figure 5-7 the bottom half of the page below the CDU display shows an image
of the CDU keyboard. The colored lines outline two of the keyboard regions: mode
keys-blue and function keys-red. ACW groups the alpha keys and the numeric keys
into a single data entry region that includes the alphanumeric keys, the scratchpad at
the bottom of the LCD display, the delete key, the space key, and the +/- key. Both the
five-region representation shown in and the four region version shown in are used
interchangeably in training and reference materials. The keys on the keyboard can be
clicked

on,

giving

access

to

the

text

of

that

key

description.

Figure 5-7 The CDU keyboard with its four regions.
The figure shows the result of clicking on the RTE mode key.
elaboration to be used in the analysis.
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Figure 5-7 shows the elaboration for the RTE mode key: RTE Route origin
destination. The default elaboration text can be modified by the analyst and then saved
for all steps in the analysis.

After entering all of the CDU screen content with

associated elaborations, the analyst moves on to the page for entering the first goal
statement. The analyst can enter additional goals, one by one, if desired. Figure 5-8
shows the elaborated goal for Set Approach Ref Speeds.

Figure 5-8 The page for entering in the text for the elaborated goal

After entering the text representing each CDU screen for each step, modifying
any of the key descriptions if necessary, and entering the elaborated goal, ACW
requires the analyst to choose the correct action for each step, and then goes on to
display the Enter Analysis Options page. The analyst makes any necessary entries to
customize the analysis and then presses ―next step.‖ ACW prompts the user for an e207
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mail address where it will send the results of the analysis. The results are a series of
spreadsheets, one for each step/screen/page. The column headings and label show
ACW parentage.
5.1.2 Operator Performance Models
5.1.2.1 CoLiDeS
CoLiDeS uses LSA to represent the meaning of goals and descriptions and to
predict users’ judgments of similarity between goals, descriptions of regions, and the
texts describing links on a webpage. Goals, descriptions of regions, and link texts are
represented in CoLiDeS as collections of words, and LSA can compute the similarity in
meaning between any two such collections of words
5.1.2.2 LSA
ACW uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to objectively estimate the degree of
semantic similarity (information scent) between representative user goal statements
(100-200 words) and heading/link texts on each page. LSA plays a significant role for
estimating semantic similarity when selecting one item from a list.
5.1.3 Operator Performance Metrics
5.1.3.1 Predicted Means-Total-Clicks
Predicted means clicks are computed using equation described by Blackmon et
al. (2007)
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Equation 1
Predicted mean total clicks on links = 2.2
+ 1.656 (Link is unfamiliar: true (1) or false (0))
+ 1.464 (Link or correct region has small cosine: true (1) or false (0))
+ 0.754 * # (Number of competing links in competing regions)
+ 0.0 * #(Number of competing links nested under the correct headings)
Equation 3 Predicting mean total clicks on links in website navigation tasks

5.1.3.2 Probability of Failure-to-Complete-Task
Equation 2 estimate task failure rates and develop metrics for problem severity.
Equation 2
Percent Task Failure = -.154 + 0.082*(Observed Mean Total Clicks
Equation 4 Percent failure-to-complete-task clicks

The probability of failing to complete a CDU task was computed by assuming that
each step in the task was stochastically independent of any other step. The computed
probabilities of failure on each, P(i), were used to compute the likelihood of success on
that step, 1-P(i).

The probability of successfully completing the task assuming

independence of steps is shown on Equation 5.
Equation 3
P(complete-task) = (1-P(1))*(1-P(2))*…*(1-P(i))*…*(1-P(k))
where k is the number of steps in the task.
Equation 5 Probability of completing task

Equation 4
The probability of failure is just
P(failure-to-complete-task) = 1.0- P(Complete-task)
Equation 6 Probability of failure-to-complete-task

At best, the results we present in the following should be treated as qualitative
measures of the probability of failure-to-complete-task.

We have used the training

difficulty estimates (Fennell, Sherry, & Roberts, 2004) and the judgments of a very
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experience pilot instructor for a major airline to judge the reasonableness of our
qualitative estimates. We view our results as a proof of concept in initial tests of the
long series of assumptions and transformation to leading to Equation 5 and Equation 6.
5.1.4 Examples
To illustrate the use of ACW, in the following sections we present just two
analyses using the CDUskills semantic space, a detailed analysis of an easy CDU task
and a summary of the analysis of a hard CDU task. The presentation of the easy and
hard CDU tasks serves to illustrate the process involved in using the ACW website to
perform an analysis for any given CDU task.
5.1.4.1 Enter approach reference speed using Boeing 777 FMC-CDU
The easy task we analyzed is to enter the approach reference speed into the
Boeing 777 FMC using the CDU. The task goal is shown in Figure 5-9. The aircraft is at
cruise altitude approaching the top-of-descent. The crew decides to use a landing flaps
setting of 30 degrees. This task occurs frequently in line operations. Our subject matter
expert considers it an easy task to train for pilots new to the Boeing 777 FMC.

The

analysis assumes that the task starts with the CDU displaying the LEGS page, either
because the LEGS page was showing or else the pilot selects the LEGS page.
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Task Goal: Enter Approach Reference Speeds into FMC. Select landing flaps 30 and
reference air speed for an approach. The approach speeds are on the Reference page.
This page is used to set and display the approach reference airspeed for the desired
landing flap airspeed.
Figure 5-9 Task goal for Approach Reference task

The Task Goal is a concise description of the task elaborated with pilots’
knowledge of the task retrieved from long-term memory. Note that elaborations contain
information relevant to navigating to the correct CDU page in order to perform to the
task. Table 5-3 lists the steps required to perform the task.
Step
No.
1:

Page Displayed
CDU
On Legs Page

on

2:

On Approach Ref Page

3:

On Approach Ref Page

Correct Action
Press INIT-REF Mode Key to Access Approach Ref
Page
Press LSK 2R to line select Flaps 30/Vref Speed to
Scratch Pad
Press, LSK 4R to line select Flaps 30/Vref Speed to
4R

Table 5-3 The three steps in the Approach Reference task.
The columns show to step number, the starting page, and the description of the correct
actions.

Using CWW cosine and term vector analysis rules, ACW generates values for
the independent variables for Equation 1. The results for all three steps are shown in
Table 5-4. The value of the predicted mean clicks is computed from Equation 1 and
displayed in the column labeled ―Predicted Mean Actions.‖ The values for Equation 2
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for each step are presented in the column labeled ―Probability of failure-to-completetask‖.
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Step

Action

Action
is Action
unfamiliar
has
small
cosine

Number
of
competing actions
nested
under
competing regions

Number
of Number of Predicted
competing
competing Mean
actions nested regions
Actions
under correct
region

Probability
of
failuretocompletetask

1

INITREF

0

0

0

0

0

2.22

.03

2

LSK 2R

0

0

1/0

2

1

2.873/2.22

.08/.03

3

LSK 4R

0

0

1/0

3

1

2.873/2.22

.08/.03

Table 5-4 Summary of ACW Analysis of Approach Reference Task.
Values of the independent variables for Equation 1, Predicted Mean Actions, and probability of failure-to-complete-task
computed using Equation 2.
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ACW similarity and familiarity analysis rules predicted that a pilot would have no
trouble attending to the mode keys and selecting INIT-REF, the correct action for step 1.
Recall that Equation 2 predicts that a step with no design flaws will have a probability of
failure-to-complete-task of .03
Steps 2 and 3 have very similar results for the ACW analyses. The problem
detected in the analysis using the CWW similarity and familiarity inference rules is that
the mode keys region and the INIT-REF key are both still similar to goal, and they are
available to be attended to and acted on. The numbers in Table 4.3 before the /’s are
the results of the original ACW analysis. Applying the assumption that the mode keys
can be ignored during Step 2 and 3 generates the numbers after the /’s.
Another argument is that pilots understand that first accessing the correct CDU
page for a task (the Approach Ref Page, in this case) and then making the necessary
entries on that page are different subtasks of performing FMC programming tasks.
Once the correct page for a task has been accessed, the mode keys are therefore
ignored.
Applying Equation 5 and Equation 6 to the predicted probability of failure for a
step shown in Table 5-5, we get a probability of failure-to-complete-task of 0.09 for the
three-step task under the assumption that the INIT-REF key can be ignored on Steps 2
and 3, and 0.18 if not.
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Original Label

Cosine

Term
Vector

Heading
Or Link

Specific Heading

LCD Screen display LSK line select
keys
Scratchpad
scratch
pad
Approach Ref reference

0.53

5.63

Heading

lcd screen dis

Keyboard alphanumeric

0.16

1.07

Heading

Keyboard alpha

Mode keys

0.15

1.24

Heading

Mode keys init

Function keys

0.08

1.39

Heading

Function keys

4r Flap Speed Enter flaps data here

0.56

3.25

Link

LCD Screen dis

2r Flaps 30 degrees VREF reference
velocity 138 KT Knots

0.54

3.27

Link

LCD Screen dis

1r Flaps 25 degrees VREF reference
velocity 146 KT Knots

0.51

3.11

Link

LCD Screen dis

Scratchpad scratch pad 30/146 flaps
setting 30 degrees and speed 146 KT
Knots

0.45

4.05

Link

LCD Screen dis

3l Landing Ref reference QFE QNH
altimeter setting to obtain elevation
when on the ground in altitude above
sea level or altitude above ground
level

0.32

6.24

Link

LCD Screen dis

INIT REF
position

0.3

3.34

Link

Mode keys

6l Index …….

0.17

10.1

Link

LCD Screen dis

4l
EGLL27R
12108FT3902M
destination airport EGLL London
Heathrow runway 27R right runway
length 12108 feet or 3902 meters

0.17

4.89

Link

LCD Screen dis

1l GROSS WT gross weight 407 0
thousands of pounds

0.16

5.22

Link

LCD Screen dis

Initialization

Reference

Table 5-5 Step 3. On Approach Ref Page Press LSK 4R to line select Flaps 30/Vref Speed
from the Scratch Pad to 4R.

The results of the analyses for the four-region descriptions and the action
descriptions (Original Label), the similarity estimate (Cosine), and familiarity estimate
(Term Vector Length) are shown in Table 5-5 for Step 3 of the Approach Reference
Task. In producing each Excel file, ACW first sorts the results by regions or actions
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(headings or links) and then sorts by descending goal-link cosine. The most attractive
region and actions are listed first. The correct region and action rows are green. The
completing region and action rows are highlighted in yellow.
The results of the ACW analysis are shown in Table 5-5 for Step 3. There are no
unfamiliar correct or weak similarity action descriptions. There is one competing action
nested under a competing heading, the INIT/REF mode key, which is ignored using the
reasoning presented earlier. There are three very high similarity competing actions
nested under the correct region. They are ignored because the analyses leading to
Equation 1 consistently found that this regression coefficient was not significantly
different from 0.0.
The pattern of cosines (similarity judgments) for the LSKs shown in Figure 5-9
presents real challenges for other similarity based models of action planning, e.g. SNIFACT (Fu and Pirolli, 2007). John, et al. (2009) described the additional assumptions that
have to be added to a single stage similarity based action planning model like SNIFACT to account for the claim that the Enter Approach Reference Speed is an easy task.
LSK 4R, the correct action, has the highest similarity, but LSKs 1R and 2R, and the
Scratchpad have high values and are classified by ACW as competing actions in the
correct region. ACW ―ignores‖ the rest of the LSK because the 1R, 2R, and Scratchpad
have very large cosines. Other models of similarity based action planning could be
attracted to any of the LSKs because these values are large enough to enable such
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models to select the correct action if the other actions in the region had very low
similarity, < .05.
The problem for ACW analyses of these steps, press LSK 2R followed by LSK
4R, shows the limitations of similarity-based action planning.

The elaborated goal

specifies landing flaps 30, but this term is just one out of 33 terms of the goal
description. This matching term in both goal and 2R description is not enough of a
difference to cause LSA to compute a much higher cosine for the goal-2R comparison
versus the comparison with 1R. A pilot, having decided on a setting of flaps 30, would
note the matching flaps setting value at 2R and focus on the V ref speed displayed after
the / at 2R.

At Step 2, Pressing 2R will copy the flaps setting and V ref speed to the

scratch pad.
5.1.4.2 Track a radial inbound using Boing 777 FMC-CDU
Fennell et al. (2004) showed that learning to program the FMC to respond to the
clearance in Figure 5-10 is difficult to train, even for experienced Boeing glass pilots
transitioning to the Boeing 777. This section describes the ACW analysis of this task.
The initial research goal is to account for why airline-training personnel rate some CDU
programming tasks easy to teach and others very difficult, especially where easy and
difficult tasks seem quite similar, e.g. the clearance for track radial inbound and the
clearance ―Direct-to Red Table. Flight planned route.‖
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NASA 1: Fly heading 220. Join Red Table 90 radial. Track radial inbound to Red Table.
Flight planned route.
Figure 5-10 Goals for track radial inbound task

Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (ACW) uses CWW’s rules, parameters, and
inference mechanisms to predict probability of failure on CDU programming tasks.
ACW assumes that pilots have mastered the CDU interface conventions but are
performing this CDU programming task by exploration. Responding to a track radial
inbound clearance is a very difficult CDU programming task to train, and even
experienced pilots have trouble with the task because these clearances occur
infrequently in line operations, forcing pilots to perform the task by exploration.
The analysis focused just on the interactions with the CDU. A full analysis of this
task would include the interactions with the MCP and the ND in addition to the CDU.
Each of the seven steps in the analysis was an action that changes the contents of the
CDU display. The steps are shown in Table 5-6.
Table 5-6 Descriptions of the seven steps analyzed by ACW for the task of responding to
the clearance “Fly heading 220. Join Red Table 90° radial. Track radial inbound to Red Table.
Flight planned route”.

•Screen 1 => Press LEGS Mode Key Access LEGS Page
•Screen 2 => Press LSK 1L Entering DBL Into Scratch Pad
•Screen 3 => Press LSK 1L Entering DBL Into 1L
•Screen 4a => Compute reciprocal of 90, 270, and reject 240
computed by FMC
•Screen 4b => Enter 270 Into Scratch Pad
•Screen 5 => Press LSK 6R
•Screen 6 => Press EXECute Key
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•Screen 7 => Verify That LEGS Page Title Prefix Changes From
MOD to ACT

Without any cues from the CDU interface pilots must recall from memory two
critical facts: (a) use the intercept course function of the FMC, and (b) remember to
compute the reciprocal of the radial given in the clearance, understanding that the
intercept course entered into the CDU at 6R on the LEGS page is the computed
reciprocal of the radial given in the clearance. The second fact has been taught to all
instrument-rated pilots. The inbound course to a radial is the reciprocal of the radial
given in the clearance.

Further, pilots are trained on a method for computing

reciprocals in their heads. Nevertheless, clearances requiring use of this skill are not
very frequent in line operations.

Thus, pilots do frequently make the mistake on

entering the radial in the clearance into 6R. We are not claiming that pilots do not
―know‖ these facts. However, when planning how they are going program the FMC to
respond to such a clearance, they can fail to recall these facts and include them in their
representation of their plans. Time pressure, distractions, and fatigue call all interfere
with the necessary recall steps.
In this report, we summarize ACW analyses for the seven-step hard task using
four different task goals for responding to the track radial inbound clearance. The first
analysis assumed that pilots recall both critical facts. The second assumed that neither
fact is successful recalled, and the other two analyses that the pilots remembered only
one of the two critical facts.
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Each step in each analysis was evaluated as if the pilot were looking at a
webpage. Similarity values (LSA cosines) were computed for comparisons between
each version of the goal in comparison with each region of the CDU and with the action
keys in each region. The same four region descriptions and key elaborations that were
used in the analysis of the Easy Task were used for analysis of this Hard Task. A
probability-of-failure-to-complete each step was computed, as shown in Table 5-4 for
the Easy Task, and then a composite failure-to-complete-task was computed using
Equation 5 and Equation 6.
Figure 5-11 summarizes the results of these analyses, showing that ACW
predicts a far higher probability of failure-to-complete-task for the pilot who fails to
remember these two necessary facts than for a pilot that remembers both facts, with
pilots remembering one of the two facts intermediate between the two extremes.

Figure 5-11 Probability of failure-to-complete-task as a function of two types of knowledge
needed to deeply comprehend Track Radial Inbound Clearance
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5.2

CogTool
CogTool allows user interface (UI) designers or developers with no background in

cognitive psychology to predict task execution time for skilled users before any code is
developed or even a running prototype is built.
5.2.1 Task Specification Language and Tool GUI
CogTool allows the users to express their designs in storyboards, with frames
representing the states of the device, widget ―hot spots‖ representing the interactive
controls in the device, and transitions connecting widgets to frames representing the
actions a user takes to accomplish a task.

Figure 5-12 Graphical User Interface for CogTool Specification of Task and User
Interface Design.
Frames for each state of the user-interface with “hot-spots” for each input device, are
connected by automation interactions. The tool captures the task when the designers clickthrough the hot-spots.
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When an user UI designer demonstrates the correct way to do tasks, CogTool turns
these storyboards and demonstrations into ACT-R code (Anderson et al., 2004) that
emulates the Keystroke-Level Model (KLM), runs the code, and returns a prediction of
skilled performance time for the task on that UI. This modeling-by-demonstration
substantially reduced learning time and increased accuracy for novice modelers with no
background in psychology, and showed an order of magnitude reduction in time for a
skilled modeler to produce predictions on a new device and task compared to doing
KLM by hand (Bonnie E. John, Prevas, Salvucci, & Koedinger, 2004) with a 70%
reduction in variability for new modelers (Bonnie E. John, 2010)
5.2.2 Operator Performance Models
5.2.2.1 ACT-R
ACT-R is embedded in CogTool to generate the cognitive models of users
accessing different interfaces.
5.2.2.2 KLM
The Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) is the simplest GOMS technique (Bonnie E.
John & Kieras, 1996). To estimate execution time for a task, the analyst lists the
sequence of operators and then totals the execution times for the individual operators.
When CogTool calculates skilled execution time, it is using Card, Moran & Newell's
(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983) KLM implemented in ACT-R to do it.
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5.2.2.3 SANLab-CM
The ACT-R trace produced by CogTool that makes this single prediction of
skilled task execution time, could be imported into SANLab-CM, converted into a
SANLab-CM model and visualized in a PERT chart. It could then be run thousands of
times to get the distribution of predicted performance times. We have done this process,
with labor-intensive hand-editing as a proof-of-concept described below.
5.2.2.4 ACT-R List Model
The list model developed by Matessa (Matessa, 2010) is currently being
integrated with CogTool. CogTool takes as input a demonstration of an interface task
and returns a zero-parameter prediction of task performance time based on ACT-R
primitives. With this information, the number of steps in the task and average step time
can be fed into the list model in order to make training predictions. The list model would
be given an accurate estimate of step times without seeing the data ahead of time.
5.2.3 Operator Performance Metrics
5.2.3.1 Skilled Time-on-Task
For each task, CogTool produces a prediction of the average time it takes for a
skilled user to execute that task. This value can be thought of as being analogous to the
EPA’s estimate of gas mileage for automobiles; it is useful way to compare between
alternatives, but ―your mileage may vary‖. People vary in the time it takes to do a task
and predicting the distribution would also be useful for automation design.
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5.2.3.2 Distribution for Time-on-Task
To increase the usefulness of the CogTool predictions, we have produced a proofof-concept demonstration of importing CogTool predictions into SANLab-CM, a tool that
allows variability in operator durations (Patton, Gray, and Schoelles, 2009). If resources
were available to turn this proof-of-concept into an automated process, this would allow
us to predict a distribution of times for each task instead of a single average time.
5.2.3.3 Training Time
As described above, CogTool is given procedure steps and provides a prediction of
execution time. This output can be used as input for other models that need an estimate
of step execution times. For example, the List Model (detailed in 4.3) provides
predictions for training times based on the number of steps in a procedure. The model
does not represent the actual information to be learned, but instead as an engineering
approximation represents the training as learning a list of random digits. Research with
the ACT-R version of the model found that it was very sensitive to the execution time of
the steps in the procedure. We have begun to integrate CogTool and the ACT-R List
Model so that the number of steps in the task and average step time can be fed into the
List Model in order to make training predictions. A number of open issues remain, such
as the level of abstraction of a ―step‖. Does a step to push a button include the visual
search for that button, or is that a separate step? More empirical work is needed to
determine in what situations the list model representation can be useful in training
prediction.
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5.2.3.4 Trials to Master
The benefit of the list model representation for making training predictions can be
seen in the accurate a priori predictions of trials to mastery given the number of task
steps. The benefit of using accurate step times can be seen in the even more accurate
post-hoc model results.
Ideally, the list model would be given an accurate estimate of step times without
seeing the data ahead of time. To this end, the list model is currently being integrated
with CogTool (John, Prevas, Salvucci, & Koedinger, 2004). CogTool takes as input a
demonstration of an interface task and returns a zero-parameter prediction of task
performance time based on ACT-R primitives. With this information, the number of
steps in the task and average step time can be fed into the list model in order to make
training predictions. The current integration is limited in that it does not change the
format from the original timing predictions. For example, in Figure 5-13 the prediction of
6 training days to criterion is displayed as ―6.000 s‖.
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A number of open issues
such as the level of abstraction of a ―step‖.
6 days toremain,
training criterion
displayed with old format

Does a step to push a button include the visual search for that button, or is that a
separate step? Also, to get the step time of 5 seconds used by Matessa and Polson
(2006), extra time needs to be inserted with CogTool, either with a Think operator
Figure 5-13 Using the List Model in CogTool to predict days of training till perfect

representing cognitive reaction or a Wait operator
representing system response time.
performance.

More empirical work is needed to determine in what situations the list model
representation can be useful in training prediction.
5.2.4 Examples
5.2.4.1 Several flight tasks and preliminary comparison to human data
As introduced above, CogTool is a prototyping and cognitive modeling tool created
to allow UI designers to rapidly evaluate their design ideas. A design idea is
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represented as a storyboard (inspired by the DENIM Project (Lin, et. al., 2000;
Newman, et. al., 2003), with each state of the interface represented as a node and each
action on the interface (e.g., button presses) represented as a transition between the
nodes. Figure 5-14 shows the start state of a storyboard for a 777 CDU, where buttons
are placed on top of an image of that device. Figure 5-15 shows a storyboard for three
different tasks that use the CDU, setting flaps and air speed for an approach (Approach
Ref Speed), proceeding direct to a waypoint on the flight plan (Direct-To) and joining a
new airway not on the current route of flight (Radial Inbound). These tasks take different
paths from the start screen to completion of the task.
Each button in the picture of the CDU has a button ―widget‖ drawn on top (colored
orange in this picture). Actions on widgets follow transitions as defined in the storyboard
(Figure 5-14). When representing a button whose label is written on the screen next to
it, CogTool allows the UI designer to define a ―remote label‖ which can be positioned
where it would appear on the screen, but CogTool treats it as if it were part of the
button.
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Figure 5-14 Frame in a CogTool mock-up of the 777 CDU.

In addition, widgets can be grouped (shown in red, grouping the display and the
Line Select Keys surrounding it), for easy selection and reuse.
After creating the storyboard, the next step is to demonstrate the correct actions to
do the task. CogTool automatically builds a valid KLM from this demonstration. It
creates ACT-R code that implements the KLM and runs that code, producing a
quantitative estimate of skilled execution time and a visualization of what ACT-R was
doing at each moment to produce that estimate (Figure 5-16).
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Figure 5-15. Storyboard of the screens a pilot would pass through
to accomplish three different tasks that use the CDU.

Predictive human performance modeling has been used on the flight deck (e.g.,
Prada and Boehm-Davis, 2004), and CogTool itself has been used to predict task
execution time in the flight deck domain, and validated by matching to human data in
two instances. The first was to model tasks used in an experiment run by Boeing and
George Mason University (Prada, Mumaw, & Boorman, 2006; Mumaw, Boorman, &
Prada, 2006). The second was to create models of tasks run by Jack Dwyer and Gary
Gershzohn in Human System Integration at Boeing.
Ricardo Prada (George Mason University), Randy Mumaw and Dan Boorman
(Boeing) created simulations of a Boeing 777 aircraft’s Mode Control Panel (777-MCP)
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and a new design called Flight Deck of the Future (FDF-MCP). The simulations were
built for a desktop computer with the Automation Design and Evaluation Prototyping
Toolset ADEPT (Feary, 2007) and experiments were run with an eye-tracker.
We created CogTool models of these tasks; Ricardo Prada graciously provided his
data to us to verify the predictions of our models. Unfortunately, since the data were not
collected for the purpose of verifying models, it was not complete for our purposes (e.g.,
it did not record the ATC’s utterances, so we could not know when the task started
relative to the participants’ actions) and the recording equipment did not provide the
data we needed (e.g., it recorded mouse movements but not mouse clicks, so we could
not tell when the participant clicked on the buttons. We could tell when the screen
changed from the recorded videos, but with an uncertain system response time, the
time of the mouse click could not be determined). Thus, we used a small amount of the
Boeing/GMU data as a sanity check against one model, with the results shown in Figure
5-17 and Figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-16. Visualization of what the automatically-generated ACT-R model does to
produce the prediction of skilled performance time.

Figure 5-17. Comparison of the time predicted by CogTool to the time observed by Prada,
Mumaw and Boorman (2006).

The task was to follow the ATC’s instruction to change a heading to avoid traffic. The
model was built from an expert-knowledge elicitation conducted by Bonnie John with
Dan Boorman (shown in Figure 5-19).
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Figure 5-18. Timelines comparing observe human data (top) and CogTool model
predictions (bottom).
The red shading indicates the comparable times, with the initial eye movements and
thought processes of the model excluded.

Because the model starts with several eye movements and thinking processes prior
to selecting the first button to click, but the data starts with the eye fixation prior to the
first mouse movement, we had to subtract time from the prediction to compare it to the
human data. When that adjustment was done, the model predicted 13.489 seconds,
about 10% above the observed human performance time. This is an excellent start to
modeling in this new domain, but can only be considered a sanity check as a larger
quantity of data is necessary to give confidence that the models are valid.
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BEJohn 24jan06
Definitive procedure to accomplish task 777-S2-TT1
Compiled from ―777-S2-TT1.asb‖ July 13, 2005, 7:21 PM and ―20050713 190639.wav‖.
The .wav file was edited down into ―777 set2 training task1 190639_08.mp3‖.
Refer to the html mock-ups (777.htm or FDF.htm) for the names of the widgets that are being looked-at, moved-to
and clicked-on.
Task description from “Task Details – Exp version.doc”
Set2/TT1: Unlink and turn (old Bin2-TT1a)
- 777
- IC: A plus 1 click
- Situation statement:
- “You are flying the departure route, climbing to 1-0 thousand”
- experimenter flying
- fly to altitude of 4,500
- clearance
- “Turn left heading 0-4-0 for traffic”
- correct S actions
- dial heading selector left to 040 because that is the cleared heading
- push HDG SEL switch to unlink from flight plan targets and fly a tactical heading - E completion
- fly 15 more clicks to demonstrate that airplane turns to that heading and
departs route
Definitive Boeing Procedure.
Quotes from the interview with Daniel Boorman are in red.
Notes about how the procedure he demonstrated is realized in this list of actions, or notes about the interview, are in blue.
(hear ―Turn left heading 0-4-0 for traffic.‖)
; Now in this case, we have to look at the heading window and see where it is, where the heading selector is.
(look-at "HDGdisplay")
; And then we have to look down here and try to find it on the display, which it’s not showing, but we look for it anyway.
(look-at "TRKMAGwindowTop")
; Then we’re going to start moving it to the left, so we are going to start pushing the minus 20. One, uh.
(look-at "LatitudeAuto20Minus")
(move-mouse "LatitudeAuto20Minus")
(click-mouse)
; Actually, I would say, at that point I’m going to look down here and notice it’s now appeared.
(look-at "TRKMAGwindowBottom")
; Starting again, one, two, three, four, five, six. Oh to be most efficient, I’m going to push it one more time.
(look-at "LatitudeAuto20Minus")
(move-mouse "LatitudeAuto20Minus")
(click-mouse) 6 times
; And then I’m going to push plus one eight times,
(look-at "LatitudeAuto1Plus")
(move-mouse "LatitudeAuto1Plus")
(click-mouse) 8 times
; That’s now 0-4-0. (BEJ: would I look at that little 0-4-0? DB: Yes)
(look-at "HDGdisplay")
; Then I’m going to push the heading select switch
(look-at "LatitudeSelect")
(move-mouse "LatitudeSelect")
(click-mouse)
; And then go down here and confirm you went into heading select.
(look-at "TOGAmiddle")
; And done.

Figure 5-19. Notes from expert knowledge elicitation.
NOTE: Do not change the colors in this the text above – it was all black in the previous version
but should be red and blue. Just remove this note in the final version.
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In the second engagement, using data collected by Jack Dwyer and Gary
Gershzohn in Human System Integration at Boeing, we built a model of the simple
heading-change task, using MTM values for reaching, grasping, releasing and turning
knobs (Karger & Bayha, 1987). We then compared the model to an encoded video of a
pilot performing that task and analyze the differences between the model and the data
(Figure 5-20, Figure 5-21). From the start of the ATC’s instructions to the release of the
heading change knob, the CogTool model predicted a duration of 7.9 seconds. The pilot
was observed to take 8.3 seconds, making the CogTool prediction only 5% different
from the observation (Figure 5-22).

Figure 5-20. Sample encoding of video data.
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Figure 5-21. Blow-up of encoded data (from the bottom right of Figure 5-20)
that can be imported into CogTool for comparison to the model.
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Figure 5-22. Comparison of CogTool model prediction (top) to human data (bottom).
This comparison is generated by importing the encoded human data into CogTool and
using the visualization tool. The operation to grasp the heading change knob are highlighted in
blue in both the top and bottom timelines and their corresponding traces (on the right).

5.2.4.2 Enter approach reference speed using Boeing 777 FMC-CDU
Figure 5-23 shows a CogTool Design window for the same task analyzed in section
5.1.4.1 by the Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough tool: entering the approach reference
speed into the Boeing 777 FMC using the CDU (the Approach Reference task).

5.2.4.2.1

Predicting Expert Time on Task

This task has just three steps, as shown in Figure 5-24 and CogTool predicts this
can take as little as 8.056 seconds (Figure 5-25).
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Figure 5-23. CogTool Project and Design windows for several tasks, with the Approach
Reference task circled in red
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Figure 5-24. CogTool Script Window for the Direct-To task.

5.2.4.2.2

Predicting Distribution of Times

To get a prediction of the distribution of times, the ACT-R trace produced by
CogTool that makes this single prediction of task time, can be imported into SANLabCM, converted into a SANLab-CM model and visualized in a PERT chart. It can then be
hand-edited so that the same operations in CogTool’s visualization are represented in
SANLab-CM’s PERT chart (Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26, respectively). This is a very
labor-intensive process because CogTool and SANLab-CMU were implemented
separately and not designed to work together, so this section should be thought of as a
proof-of-concept demonstration. Additional resources beyond this contract must be
allocated to make this a useable tool for aviation system design.
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Figure 5-25. Visualization of CogTool's process to do the Approach Reference task.

Figure 5-26. SANLab-CM's PERT chart analogous to the CogTool visualization in Figure
5-25 (created with extensive hand-editing)

The constant values of operator duration that were imported from CogTool are
changed to Gamma distributions with a CV of between 0.1 and 1 (Patton, Gray, &
Schoelles, 2009), When the SANLab-CM model is run 1000 times, it automatically
varies the operator durations and produces a histogram showing the distribution of
predicted performance times (Figure 5-27). It also shows how different critical paths
emerge from this variation (Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29).
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Figure 5-27. Histogram and critical path statistics produced by SANLab-CM from a CogTool trace
(with extensive hand-editing).
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Figure 5-28. Most frequent critical path (outlined in red) emerging from SANLab-CM's
variation of operator duration.

Figure 5-29. Another frequent critical path emerging from SANLab-CM's variation of
operator duration.
Notice how the operator boxes outlined in red are different in the center of this figure
than in Figure 5-28.

5.2.4.2.3

Predicting Probability of Failure to Complete Task
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The distribution shown in Figure 5-27 can be used to find the probability of failure to
complete in the following way. Assume the time window for completing this task is 8.7
seconds. A CogTool model alone would predict a completion time well within that
deadline (8.056 sec), However, SANLab-CM predicts a distribution of times where a
percentage of trials would not beat that deadline (about 10%). Therefore, the probability
of failure to complete would be 10%.
Please note that the above is a proof-of-concept, with several caveats. (1) The
duration values and distributions of the operators have not yet been validated for cockpit
tasks, so the numeric results in the example should not be relied upon. (2) CogTool and
SANLab-CM are not yet fully integrated and many hours of hand-editing were required
to produce the results. Future research must eliminate these caveats before a useful
tool for design is attained.
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5.3

CogTool Explorer
CogTool-Explorer is a version of CogTool that incorporates of a model of goal-

directed user exploration so UI developers can get predictions of novice exploration
behavior as well as skilled execution time. Figure 5-30 presents an overview of
CogTool-Explorer. Items in white existed in regular CogTool and in the Fu and Pirolli
SNIF-ACT model (Fu & Pirolli, 2007); items in light blue have been completed and
extensively used during this contract; items in solid dark orange have been
implemented in recent months and are not fully tested; items in blue/orange are in
progress.
The model of goal-directed user exploration is implemented in the ACT-R
cognitive architecture (Anderson et al., 2004) (region M in Figure 5-30). The model
simulates a user (region U) exploring the UI of a device (region D) with an exploration
goal and semantic knowledge (region U). The model serially evaluates the information
scent of on-screen widgets in the device (region D) guided by its visual search process
and knowledge about grouping (region U). When the model chooses a widget in the UI
(which constitutes the prediction results under ―Tool use step 4‖), the device (region D)
will update the UI with the frame and its widgets specified by the transition in response
to the interface action on the widget. This cycle of ―Serial Evaluation and Visual Search‖
and ―Exploration Choice‖ continues until the exploration goal is met. The exploration
takes place on a device model (region D) that accurately represents the UI of the actual
device.
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Figure 5-30. Structure of CogTool-Explorer.
Items in white existed in regular CogTool and in Fu and Pirolli’s SNIF-ACT model (Fu &
Pirolli, 2007) prior to this contract; items in light blue have been completed and extensively
used during this contract; items in solid dark orange have been implemented in recent months
and are not fully tested; items in blue/orange are in progress.

The CogTool-Explorer model is implemented as part of the CogTool suite of
models for use by practitioners (see region T). In CogTool-Explorer, a practitioner can:
1. Automatically or manually create the device model that represents the UI of the
actual device (Step 1)
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2. Automatically extract the text label of widgets from the device model and retrieve
information scent scores between the widget labels and the goal description from
an external database (Step 2),
3. Setup the CogTool-Explorer model and specify model parameters (Step 3), and
4. Run the model and get predictions of likely exploration paths (Step 4).
In the course of developing CogTool-Explorer, the model will be evaluated by
comparing its predictions to data collected from participants performing the same
exploration tasks.
Teo and John developed CogTool-Explorer to consider both information scent
and UI layout position to make more accurate predictions of user exploration (Teo &
B.E. John, 2008). CogTool-Explorer integrates a serial evaluation with satisfying model,
with a visual search process and a UI device model that preserves layout positions.
These are the three necessary components to consider layout position and CogToolExplorer uses them all successfully to make more accurate predictions.
5.3.1 Task Specification Language and Tool GUI
For CogTool-Explorer to correctly consider the order of serial evaluation, the
model must interact with an accurate device model of the webpage. CogTool-Explorer
leverages the ability of CogTool to accurately represent a UI design, in particular the onscreen position, dimension and text label of every link on the webpage. Earlier versions
of CogTool-Explorer required webpages to be mocked up by hand. To automate this
process, we implemented in CogTool-Explorer the ability to crawl and submit a list of
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URLs to XULRunner, a webpage rendering tool, to render and extract the position,
dimension, text and URL of every link from the actual webpage. CogTool-Explorer then
assembles this information into the format that can be imported into CogTool to
automatically create an accurate mockup of all these webpages and links in a UI
design. CogTool then converts this representation into an ACT-R device model, with
which the process model can interact.
When using CogTool to predict skilled execution time, the UI designer must
demonstrate the task to specify what the model should do. However, in CogToolExplorer, the only task specification is to type the task goal into the Task Name field in
the Project Window. CogTool-Explorer takes that goal and uses it to explore the
interface specified in the Design.
The above version of CogTool-Explorer (Teo & John, 2008) was not fully
integrated into CogTool. To set up the UI device model for CogTool-Explorer, the webcrawling component, implemented as a separate Java program, was provided with the
URL of the website and the depth of the website to crawl and capture. The layout
information extracted from each rendered webpage in the web crawl was then written
out to a data file in a format that CogTool reads. We next ran CogTool and used its
―Import from XML‖ function to read the data file and automatically create the UI design
of the experiment website (see Figure 6 for an example). We then use CogTool’s
―Export to ACT-R‖ function to create an ACT-R device model of the UI design and write
it out as a LISP source code file. The file contains the source code for a LISP Object
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that when installed into an ACT-R model, functions as the ACT-R device model of the
UI design.
With the LISP source code file containing the ACT-R device model and another
LISP source code file containing the CogTool-Explorer user process model, a third data
file containing the information scent scores was required for CogTool-Explorer to run.
This data file of information scent scores was created by submitting the goal and link
texts to AutoCWW and extracting the LSA cosine value for each goal-link pair from the
Excel files that AutoCWW returns.
To run CogTool-Explorer, we loaded these three files into an ACT-R session and
executed the model. Short LISP programs were written to automatically run CogToolExplorer multiple times for each of the 22 tasks. On each run, LISP code embedded
inside the ACT-R model wrote to a data file that recorded the exploration choices made.
To analyze and compare the model predictions to human data, Python scripts were
written to process the data files and tabulate basic statistics for use in a statistical
software package. However, the above file manipulation and software coding steps are
not practical for use by HCI practitioners.
To make CogTool-Explorer usable for practitioners, we have integrated CogToolExplorer into CogTool and added new facilities to support the setting up and running of
CogTool-Explorer models (the procedure is explained below in section 5.3.3.1). The
Java code from the web-crawling component was adapted into CogTool. Now, the
practitioner can simply select the ―Import HTML Pages‖ menu item, specify one or more
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starting URLs, depths and other parameters in a dialog box (Figure 5-31), and hit ―OK‖
to import webpages from the Web directly into a UI design from within the CogTool
application.

Figure 5-31. Importing web pages into CogTool-Explorer

5.3.2 Operator Performance Models
5.3.2.1 SNIF-ACT
CogTool-Explorer uses the SNIF-ACT 2.0 model to serially evaluate links on the
webpage one at a time. The model evaluates the information scent of a link with respect
to the goal, and decides to either satisfy and chooses the best link read so far on the
webpage, or continue to look at and read another link. Since the model may satisfy and
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not evaluate all links on a webpage before making a selection, the order in which links
are evaluated have a direct effect on its predicted exploration choices.
5.3.2.2 LSA
CogTool-Explorer, uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer, et. al. 2007) to
calculate semantic relatedness metrics to feed to SNIF-ACT. CogTool-Explorer uses the
name of the task as the goal and the labels on the widgets in the storyboard as the
terms to calculate semantic similarity. Our goal in this research has been to expand
CogTool-Explorer beyond text-only, encyclopedia-like websites and simple search tasks
to predict exploration behavior on complex devices with multi-step procedures and
expert domain knowledge, for example, flight automation systems in an airline cockpit.
5.3.2.3 Aviation Corpus and LSA
CogTool-Explorer uses the aviation corpus created in the course of this contract and
the LSA tools described on previous section. The behavior produced by CogToolExplorer, including errors, will give insights into how difficult it is to accomplish an
automation task by explore the available devices in the cockpit.
5.3.3 Operator Performance Metrics
5.3.3.1 Probability Failure-to-Complete
After the UI design has been imported or created, the practitioner can select the
―Generate Dictionary‖ menu item from a data cell at the intersection of a Task
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Description and a UI design to populate a dictionary of information scent scores that
would be used by the CogTool-Explorer model (Figure 5-32). The Task Description is
the exploration goal text and the display labels of widgets, such as the links and buttons
in the UI design, are the text of the on-screen options the model sees during
exploration. Java code from the original web-crawling component was used to
automatically submit the text labels to the AutoCWW server to retrieve the information
scent scores. A dictionary viewer inside CogTool enables inspection and simple
manipulation of the information scent scores.
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Figure 5-32. Steps to produce to populate a dictionary of information scent scores that
would be used by the CogTool-Explorer
Select “Generate Dictionary” from the cell at the intersection of a Task Description and
a UI Design to generate information scent scores for every display label in the UI design. The
practitioner can inspect and manipulate the information s
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With the UI design and the information scent scores, the practitioner can setup
CogTool-Explorer to run by selecting the ―Recompute Script‖2 menu item (Figure 5-33).
The resulting dialog box allows the practitioner to specify the frame in the UI design that
CogTool-Explorer will start exploring from, the target frames in the UI design that satisfy
the exploration task and the number of model runs to execute. Clicking ―OK‖ will run
CogTool-Explorer and each run of the model will generate an exploration path and be
listed in the CogTool window. The practitioner can then inspect and compare the
predicted

exploration

paths

using

existing

CogTool

visualizations.

Log

files

automatically produced when the models are run can be analyzed to give probability of
failure-to-complete.
With these developments, the first version of CogTool-Explorer is well integrated
into CogTool, enabling the practitioner to create or import a UI design, setup exploration
tasks, retrieve information scent scores for use by the model, start multiple runs of the
model and look at the predicted exploration paths, all from within the direct-manipulation
UI of CogTool. We have used this version of CogTool-Explorer extensively in the course
of this contract, to model aviation tasks and it is well-tested.

2

“Recompute Script” is a menu label carried over from CogTool. A more appropriate and

descriptive menu label will be used in the next iteration of CogTool-Explorer.
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Figure 5-33. Steps to Recompute Script using CogTool-Explorer
Select “Recompute Script” from the cell at the intersection of a Task Description and a
UI Design to set up and run CogTool-Explorer.
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5.3.4 Examples
5.3.4.1 Enter approach reference speed using Boing 777 FMC-CDU
A goal of this research is to expand CogTool-Explorer beyond text-only,
encyclopedia-like websites and simple search tasks to predict exploration behavior on
complex devices with multi-step procedures and expert domain knowledge, for
example, flight automation systems in an airliner cockpit. After presenting the same
aviation task used in the sections involving Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough (section
5.1.4.1) and CogTool (section 5.2.4.2), we report our expansion into this new domain,
using CogTool-Explorer to rapidly explore what new theory, cognitive mechanisms, and
domain knowledge may be necessary to include in a general model of flight deck tasks.

5.3.4.1.1

The Task and Device

The task is to enter the landing speed (an approach reference speed) into the
Boeing 777 Flight Management Computer (FMC) using the Control and Display Unit
(CDU). This task is very frequent and an experienced commercial airline 777 pilot
instructor (the fourth author) considers it an easy task for commercial airline pilots new
to the Boeing 777 FMC. (Note that these pilots have been commercial airline pilots for
many years before entering 777 training, but flight automation devices like the CDU may
be new to them.)
The CDU is the primary input-output device for the FMC (Figure 5-34).
Information in the FMC is organized into pages. A typical CDU data entry task is begun
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by pressing a function key to display the correct page (Step 1). A page display includes
a title line at the top, right and left data fields, and a scratch pad line at the bottom. Six
line select keys (LSK, referred to as 1R, 2R,…6R, 1L,…6L) are adjacent to the display
on each side. These are ―soft keys‖, i.e., their functions are indicated by the characters
(commands or data and labels) on the display next to them. For example, in State 2, a
pilot trained on this device knows that the approach reference speed can be entered
into LSK 4R because it has the label FLAP/SPEED and a blank data display line (--/---).
Hitting an LSK that contains a suggested value fills the scratch pad (Step 2), as does
typing with the alphanumeric keys (not used here). The contents of the scratch pad are
then entered into a data display line by hitting its LSK (Step 3).

Figure 5-34. The steps to enter the approach reference speed using the CDU.
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5.3.4.1.1.1 Iterations on a Model Prototype

We performed seven iterations on a ―model prototype‖ of this CDU task, that is,
the ACT-R model that makes the predictions did not change between iterations, only the
semantic space it used and the storyboard it worked on were changed. Thus, analogous
to a UI prototype that works only enough to do user tests, our model prototypes work
only enough to allow us to examine errors made at each stage and make changes to
include new theory and knowledge to alleviate these errors. We call this process Rapid
Theory Prototyping.
Table 1 shows a progression from a model prototype that never completed the
task to one with a 92% success rate. (There is variability in the underlying ACT-R model
in its visual search and its decisions to choose between items of high semantic
similarity, so we ran each model 100 times to assess its behavior.) Table 5-7 shows the
results graphically. Below, we present how each iteration differs from its predecessors
and how new theory and knowledge were rapidly prototyped by simple changes in the
storyboard.
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Table 5-7 Results of seven iterations of model prototypes of setting an approach
reference speed on the CDU.
The first column of results shows the number of model runs that successfully
completed the task out of 100 runs. The next three columns show how many runs completed
each of the three steps successfully. The changes made in CogTool and how much time it took
to make those changes (in minutes) is in the center of the table. The right side of the table
shows the types of errors at each step and how many runs made that error. Numbers with *
preceding them indicate that the CogTool storyboard allowed recovery from these errors as
per the theory. Cells containing a dash mean that the error is not applicable in this iteration.
Blank cells mean the model did not get far enough to make that error.
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Figure 5-35. Progression of theory prototypes and their resutling % success.

5.3.4.1.1.2 Iteration 1: Out-of-the-box CogTool-Explorer

The Out-of-the-Box model was constructed by making CogTool storyboard of the
information in Figure 1. The four states of the CDU are four frames in the storyboard. In
each frame, 69 button widgets represent the CDU’s buttons, labeled just as they are on
the CDU, e.g., ―INIT REF‖, ―1‖, ―A‖. Each line of text on the display screen is
represented as a non-interactive widget (e.g., the model can look at it, but not touch it or
transition to another frame from it). The goal was represented as a task, just as it was
stated in a training document, ―Select landing flap and reference air speed for an
approach.‖ The steps to accomplish this task are represented as transitions between
button widgets and frames (as in Figure 5-34), i.e., hitting the INIT REF button in the
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first frame transitions to the second frame. If the model hits any other button, it does
nothing and is counted as an error.
When CogTool-Explorer is run, it automatically sends the task statement and the
widget labels to an LSA server to calculate semantic similarities between them, with
reference to a default semantic space (1st_year_college). It uses those semantic
similarities to make decisions about which widget to press to accomplish the task. We
expected this out-of-the-box model to fail, as it knows virtually nothing about the
vocabulary of the domain nor operation of the device, and, as expected, it failed in all
100 runs. In fact, it never succeeded at the first step, hitting the INIT REF button.
5.3.4.1.1.3 Iteration 2: Using experienced pilot’s knowledge

The next iteration took only 1 minute to do with CogTool-Explorer because it
already had the ability to select between different LSA semantic spaces. We simply
selected (in a drop-down list) a new semantic space against which to calculate
similarities between the task and widget labels. The new semantic space was built from
2192 documents, containing 4670 unique terms, extracted from four instruction manuals
that pilots are likely to have read while learning to use the CDU. Calculating similarities
against a domain-appropriate semantic space is analogous to using 777 pilot trainees in
a user study instead of non-pilot college freshmen. This iteration did marginally better,
selecting INIT REF in the first step 10 times, but those runs then failed to select 2R in
the second step. This means that at the first step, INIT REF was more attractive than
chance, but with 69 buttons to examine, 86% of the time it chose from an incorrect
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region of the device. Looking at the runs that made it to the second step, 6 of the 10 hit
the INIT REF button again and 3 hit the characters on the screen instead of an LSK
button. Both of these errors reflect lack of device knowledge, i.e., that repeatedly
pressing a button doesn’t make progress in this task and that the screen is not a touch
screen but has soft keys that select the data displayed on the screen. The latter is
remedied in the next iteration; the former in iteration 5.
5.3.4.1.1.4 Iteration 3: Elaboration & knowledge of soft keys

In the third iteration, we brought to bear prior research in semantic relatedness.
First, measures of semantic relatedness in LSA and similar tools are more valid and
reliable with longer texts than with short labels. Previous research has delivered
accurate predictions of human behavior by automatically elaborating short labels,
simulating how people elaborate text with background knowledge during text
comprehension (Blackmon et al., 2005, 2007). Ultimately, this elaboration process could
be built ―under the hood‖ in CogTool-Explorer, but we could rapidly examine its potential
by hand-editing the label on each button to include fully spelled out terms as well as
abbreviations. For example, the label on the INIT REF button became ―INIT REF
Initialization Reference Position‖. Likewise, we elaborated the goal beyond what was
originally written by the instructor; CogTool-Explorer allows an arbitrarily long string to
be entered as the task name, so it was trivial to enter an elaborated goal into this field.
The first two authors spent a few hours looking up terms in aviation glossaries and
entering them into the button labels and task name.
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We used a similar method to simulate the device knowledge that LSKs are
labeled by the text on the display adjacent to them. The text on the line next to each
button (and its elaboration) was simply copied into the label for each LSK in the
storyboard. This simulated the pilot’s knowledge that the label of an LSK is the text on
the screen next to it.
These changes resulted in a model prototype that still does not complete the
entire multi-step task. However, it hits INIT REF 19 times in the first step, and one run
hit 2R in the second step (then hit 2R again in the third step, failing to complete the
task). Hitting a key in the wrong region of the CDU on the first step is still a frequent
error despite elaborations (70 runs); repeatedly hitting the same key on the second step
emerges as a frequent error (made in 15 of the 19 runs that reached Step 2). The next
iteration addresses the former, and iteration 5 addresses the latter.
5.3.4.1.1.5 Iteration 4: Prototyping hierarchical visual regions

Prior research, both empirical and theoretical, has indicated that a model of using
a complex device should choose a region of the device to focus attention on rather than
treating all the buttons as equally possible at all times (Blackmon et al., 2005, 2007). To
simulate this theory in the storyboard, we inserted frames that had large widgets
encompassing regions of buttons rather than individual button widgets (Figure 5-36,
Frame A). The model was forced to select a region to focus on first, which transitioned it
to a frame where it could see only the individual buttons in that region (Frame B).
Following Blackmon et. al. (2005, 2007), the labels on these regions were the
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concatenation of all the button labels in the region. This easily prototyped a two-level
visual search, focusing first on the region, (Mode keys, Function keys, etc.), and then on
the specific buttons in that region.

Figure 5-36. Portion of the prototype of hierarchical visual search

Because momentarily attending to an incorrect region would not prevent a pilot
from completing the task, we augmented the storyboard to allow recovery from focusing
on an incorrect region. Each incorrect selection transitioned to a frame that did not
contain that region, forcing the model to focus on a different region (Frame C). If it
chooses to focus on the correct region at this point, it transitions onto the correct path
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(Frame B) and continues with the task. Adding regions and the ability for the model
prototype to recover from error took the first author 1 hour. By comparison adding a
robust general mechanism for hierarchical visual search and recovery to the underlying
ACT-R model has recently taken weeks of a skilled ACT-R modeler’s time.
Prototyping hierarchical visual search caused big leaps in success rate on Steps
1 and 2, allowing 3 runs to successfully complete the entire task. Ninety-nine correctly
completed the first step, with 16 runs recovering from initially focusing on an incorrect
region, showing the value of the addition of these theories. Clearly additional knowledge
is necessary to complete the entire task, but the augmented storyboard created in this
iteration is a good foundation on which to explore which knowledge to add. Forty-one
runs hit a key repeatedly and 50 runs hit 1R (the incorrect alternative for this task). Both
errors reflect a lack of device knowledge, which we will explore separately in the next
two iterations.
5.3.4.1.1.6 Iteration 5: Prototyping memory of the last action

The model repeatedly hitting the same button is understandable given the
implementation of information foraging currently in CogTool-Explorer. If a button’s label
has a high semantic relatedness to the goal, the model hits it. A new screen appears,
but the button’s label is the same and the model sees it as still the most attractive button
to hit even though the task has progressed to a different stage in the procedure.
Therefore, the first bit of procedural knowledge we added was to not hit a key two times
in a row. This is a reasonable piece of knowledge for this device and task, although it
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would not be for all devices (e.g., when scrolling down a contact list in a cell phone, the
down button is hit repeatedly) or all CDU tasks (the CDU has Next Page and Previous
Page buttons that are often hit repeatedly).
It is trivial to prototype this small theory (that the model has a memory of the last
step) and device knowledge (that hitting a button twice doesn’t help this task) in
CogTool. Simply open the frame after a button is hit and delete that button. The button
is no longer available for consideration at the new point in the task, prototyping that the
model knows what it hit last and to not hit it again. This change to the storyboard took
about 1 minute and increased the overall success rate by 1 run, from 3 to 4. Looking at
the type of errors made, the last step had no repeated keys, but the model hit the
alternative option as the last step in 53 runs. Thus, the next iteration adds device
knowledge of alternatives.
5.3.4.1.1.7 Iteration 6: Prototyping knowledge of alternatives

When a pilot hits INIT REF, the flight automation uses the state of the airplane (Is
it on the ground or in the air? Is it near its destination?) to suggest likely steps for the
pilot to take. In this task, the Approach Ref CDU page displays two alternative flap
settings and approach speeds to the pilot; 25º/146 KT (knots) on the top right line select
key (1R) and 30º/138 KT on the second right line select key (2R). Pilots know that either
option can be selected and that if the wrong one is inadvertently selected and appears
in the scratch pad, they can select the other one by hitting the other button. This
knowledge can be easily simulated by changing the CogTool storyboard (Figure 3).
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Figure 5-37. Portion of the prototype of knowledge of alternatives.

In Frame E, the model can select either 1R (the incorrect alternative) or 2R (the
correct alternative). It is then forced to attend to the scratch pad by transitioning to
frames that have only the scratch pad available (simulating visually verifying its contents
(Frames F or H). If the correct alternative was selected, the model can continue with the
task (Frame G). If not, it must recover from its error by selecting the other alternative
(Frame I), which puts it back on the correct path (Frame F).
This change in the storyboard took about 5 minutes and produced an overall
success rate of 4 runs. The manipulation worked, in that 36 runs chose the incorrect
option first but recovered from that choice, so 86 runs made it successfully past Step 2.
In Step 3, however, 54 runs repeated 2R and 26 runs selected 1R, instead of
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proceeding with the task and entering the scratchpad into 4R. These errors are akin to
the repeat-key error that was addressed in iteration 5. 2R is exactly the repeat-key
error; 1R is not exactly the key that was hit in Step2, but it is involved in the step as an
alternative to 2R. Thus, expanding the notion of memory for last step to include
knowledge of alternatives will be the final iteration.
5.3.4.1.1.8 Iteration 7: All theories and knowledge combined

We added all theories and device knowledge together into one model prototype,
a 2-minute change once the previous ones were built, and this final iteration performs
the task with a 92% success rate. Fourteen percent initially examined the wrong region
in Step 1 and 40% initially chose the wrong alternative in Step 2, but these are
recoverable errors both in real life and in the model prototype. The 5 runs that did not
succeed in Step 2 and the 3 runs that did not succeed in Step 3 can be attributed to the
variability in visual search and decision-making inherent in CogTool-Explorer, but not to
any systematic lack of knowledge.
Our exploration has demonstrated that a model with semantics alone is unlikely
to accomplish multi-step tasks on a complex device. This in itself is not surprising, but
the very low success rates for each additional piece of knowledge and the jump to 92%
success rate when the low contributors are combined may be. This exploration itself
may have implications for training, e.g., that experienced pilots new to the CDU should
be instructed in how alternative suggestions are presented and can be manipulated.
Perhaps more importantly, though, any model that hopes to predict performance on
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such tasks will have to include many pieces of detailed semantic, theoretical,
procedural, and device knowledge to succeed, each of which would be substantial work
to include in a robust, general way in an underlying cognitive model. So, before putting
in that modeling effort, we have demonstrated a way to rapidly prototype the addition of
those theories, mechanisms, and knowledge using CogTool-Explorer’s storyboard.
These prototypes provide guidance about what will be valuable to build into CogToolExplorer ―under the hood‖.

5.3.4.1.2

Improvements in CogTool-Explorer motivated by Rapid Theory

Prototyping
The modeling discussed in the previous section has motivated changes in
CogTool-Explorer so that a designer with little or no knowledge of cognitive psychology
can get predictions of novice exploration behavior. Each improvement in the model’s
performance above is a ―to do‖ item CogTool-Explorer. To date, the ability to choose an
appropriate corpus from University of Colorado’s LSA server has been implemented
and is in use in this contract. We have also implemented a GUI for a designer to group
widgets and assign remote labels to widgets which implements to pilot’s knowledge of
soft keys next to a display in the cockpit. Under-the-hood, we have implemented the
communication of the appropriate textual cues to assign to widgets with remote labels
and to groups so that semantic relatedness can guide hierarchical visual search. Work
is in progress to complete the implementation of the hierarchical visual search itself.
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As in any drawing package, the designer need only select multiple objects and
then select the ―Group‖ command from the menu to create a group. There is an
―ungroup‖ command as well, and does what you expect, that is, ungroups the objects
that are grouped. The Group command can be used hierarchically, so that there can be
groups of groups, and they ungroup as expected, peeling away the hierarchy of groups.
We now describe the GUI for designers to describe groups in the following series of
annotated figures.

Figure 5-38. The Frames Properties pane when there are groups in the frame.
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Figure 5-39. The extent of the group displays when any member of the group is selected.

Figure 5-40. More elaborate bounding boxes when widgets belong to more than one group
or multiple widgets are selected.
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Figure 5-41. Remote labels are created in the Widget Properties pane.

Figure 5-42. CogTool helps the designer find remote labels and types of remote labels.
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Figure 5-43. Dotted lines link remote labels to their widgets.
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Figure 5-44. Remote labels can be grouped.

Figure 5-45. Arbitrary elements can be grouped.
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With the GUI described above, we believe we have the sufficient expressiveness
now to express everything needed to reproduce the information needs in the final model
prototyped in the previous section. Work continues on making the connection between
the mock-up and the ACT-R code so CogTool-Explorer knows automatically how to
visually search, information forage, chose between alternatives, etc.
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5.4

eHCIPA
The Human Computer Interaction Process Analysis (HCIPA) model has been

developed for use by software and design engineers in the course of their software
engineering duties, to conduct usability analyses.
HCIPA attempts to solve two very hard problems in the design of advanced
automated systems. The first is capturing the details of operator-system interactions
while performing a large number of mission tasks, task analysis. The sequence of
operator actions and inferred mental operators for each task is then used to solve the
second problem, making useful predictions of time to complete a task, repetitions
required to master a task, and the likelihood of failure for failure infrequently performed
tasks. The objective of HCIPA is to show that the operator interface to an automated
system supports execution of the procedure under evaluation by providing feedback for
correct actions and error recovery, and by guiding the execution of a novel or an
infrequently performed procedure.

This focus on providing adequate support for

exploration also improves other attributes of usability, including ease of learning and
ease of use.
HCIPA is an enhanced version of the original Cognitive Walkthrough (CW)
(Wharton, Lewis, Rieman, and Polson, 1994) and two later derivatives of CW. The
Cockpit Cognitive Walkthrough (Polson and Smith, 1999) extended the original CW to
the analyses of training and operational problems with autoflight systems in modern
commercial airliners. The Cognitive Walkthrough for the Web (CWW) extended CW to
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the World Wide Web. The development of CWW and the experimental results
summarizing it capabilities for detecting and correct design errors are summarized in
Blackmon, Kitajima, Mandalia, and Polson (2007).
The various versions of the Cognitive Walkthrough (e.g., Cognitive Jogthrough,
Rowley & Rhoades, 1992; Simplified Cognitive Walkthrough, Spencer, 2000; Cognitive
Walkthrough for the Web, Blackmon, et al., 2007) are members of a class of taskoriented, usability evaluation methods that examine, at varying levels of detail, the
sequence of mental operations and physical actions required to perform a task using a
system with a specified user interface (Ivory and Hearst, 2001). Other methods in this
class include user modeling (Byrne, 2003) and user testing (Gould and Lewis, 1985;
Landauer, 1995). The purposes of task-oriented evaluations are to identify action
sequences that are difficult to learn and/or perform because of undesirable
characteristics of the required interactions between users and system.
HCIPA is unique among task-oriented, usability inspection methods (e.g., heuristic
evaluation or cognitive walkthrough) in assuming a multistage model of task execution.
This multistage model implies that operator performance can be described by its
complex structure and that operators possess the knowledge and skills assumed by
each of the six stages. HCIPA’s multistage model has important similarities to models
of human problem solving that describe problem solving in terms of interactions
between compression processes and search processes (e.g., Hayes and Simon, 1975;
Kintsch, 1988, 1998; Kitajima and Polson, 1997).
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5.4.1 Task Specification Language and Tool GUI
eHCIPA (Human Computer Interaction Process Analysis) is a tool that captures the
operators actions and the associated visual cues in the user-interface via a form
(Medina, Sherry, & Feary, 2010; Sherry, Medina, Feary, & Otiker, 2008) . The form also
captures the designers’ assessment of the visual salience and the semantic similarity
between cue next actions. These assessments form the basis for the estimation of
Probability of Failure to Complete and Trials-to-Mastery.

Figure 5-46 eHCIPA GUI for Create Task Analysis

5.4.2 Cue-oriented Task Analysis Process
The sequence of user actions can be grouped into interaction steps:
(1) Identify Task: Decision-making step to recognize the need to perform a task. May
be the result of a visual or aural cue from the environment (e.g. co-workers
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instructions, checklist, and error message). It may also be the result of
decision-making or memory on when to perform a task.
(2) Select Function: Decision-making step to determine which feature (or function) of
the user interface should be used. This is known as mapping the task to the
function.
(3) Access Function: Physical actions to display the correct window, wizard, etc.
(4) Enter data for Function: Physical actions to enter the data or select the required
options.
(5) Confirm and Save Data (Verbalize and Verify): Physical actions to verify the
correct entry of the data/selections and then Save/Confirm the users
intentions.
(6) Monitor Function: Keep an eye on the user interface to make sure is performing
the desired task in the preferred manner (e.g. save contacts in desired order).
5.4.3 Features
5.4.3.1 Create Task Analysis
This feature allows the user to create a new task analysis by inserting the device
name, task name and function name. Once the device, name and function are saved,
the labels for all steps are generated and the user can insert the operator actions for
each step. The operator actions may involve physical actions (press button, link), visual
actions (read data from display field), audio actions (hear warning buzzer) or decisionmaking actions. Operator actions are automatically generated for the Identify Task and
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Select Function step based on the information entered on the task name and function
name.

The operator action for the Identify Task step is always generated as

―Recognize need to:‖ concatenated with the task name entered by the analyst. The
operator action generated for the Select function step is generated as ―Decide to use
function:‖ concatenated with the function name entered by the analyst.

These two

operator actions cannot be deleted by the user. The labels for the steps are created as
follow:
a. Identify Task Step: <task name>
b. Select Function: <function name>
c. Access Step: Access + <function name> + function
d. Enter Step: Enter data for + <function name> + Function
e. Confirm & Save Step: Confirm & Save data using + <function name> +
Function

Monitor Step:

Monitor results of + <function name> +

Function
The analyst can continue inserting operator actions for the Access, Enter,
Confirm and Save and Monitor steps. Figure 5-47 shows the screen where the operator
actions are inserted and the salience assessment takes place.
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Figure 5-47 Operator Actions and Salience Assessment
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5.4.3.2 Predict Operator Performance
The assessment of visual is conducted using the following heuristics: A visual cue is
assessed as ―None‖ when (i) there is no visual cue (ii) there is a visual cue that has no
semantic similarity to the goal to complete the task, or (iii) there are multiple visual cues
with equal semantic similarity. A visual cue is assessed as Partial when the only visual
cue is ambiguous, or when competing visual cues cannot be easily distinguished from
one another. A visual cue is assessed as ―Exact‖ when the correct label has semantic
similarity to the task and there are no competing cues. Figure 5-48 shows a task
analysis with the assessment of the visual cues.

Figure 5-48 Tasks Analysis and Visual Cues Assessment
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Figure 5-49 shows the decision tree used to perform the assessment.

NO

Is the cue
visible?

YES

NONE

NO

NO

Is the cue an
Exact Semantic
match?

Are there competing
cues visible?
NO

YES

NONE

YES

Are there
competing cues
visible?

EXACT

NO

Do these cues have
better semantic match?

PARTIAL

YES

PARTIAL

YES

NONE

Figure 5-49 Decision tree for visual cue assessment

The predictions for user performance are computed based on the assessment of the
salience of the visual cues and the number of user actions.
5.4.3.3 Edit Task Analysis
e-HCIPA allows to modify any task analysis previously created. The device, task
and function name can be changed at any time. If this is done, all the labels for the
different steps will change also. The operator actions, including image, operator action
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description, label and salience assessment can be edited at any time. In order to edit a
task analysis, the user must select the desired one from the list of task currently existing
in the database.
5.4.3.4 Delete Task Analysis
A task analysis can only be deleted by the person who created the task.
5.4.3.5 Duplicate Task Analysis
A task analysis can also be duplicated. In this case, the system creates a new task
with same content and images but it adds the (Duplicate) at the end of the Task
Description. The person who duplicates the task becomes the creater of the new tasks.
5.4.3.6 Generate a PDF report
e-HCIPA allows to generate two .pdf reports. The Task Analysis Report contains
all the operator actions grouped by step, including the trials to mastery and probability to
complete the task, a thumbnail image, the label, the salience evaluation, and the
salience comments. The User Guideline report contains all the operator actions inserted
for the task and ordered sequencially.

The User Guideline report can be used for

training purposes.
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5.4.4 Operator Performance Models
e-HCIPA provides inputs to tools with embedded operator performance models.
As a standby the tool also calculates two metrics: probability to fail a task, and trials to
mastery the task using a simple heuristic model
5.4.4.1 Simple Heuristic Model
These simple heuristics were derived from data in Mumaw et al, (2006). The
values for the ―operator actions‖ are the sum of individual operator actions required to
complete the task. Each operator action is weighted based in the salience of the visual
cue that prompts the next user action (see Kitajima et al, 2000; Fennell et al, 2004). The
estimates for the salience of each cue are captured by the tool. Salience is assessed
using the following values: 0 for Strong (Exact) salience, ¼ for Partial salience and 1 for
No salience (None).
5.4.5 Operator Performance Metrics
5.4.5.1 Probability Failure-to-Complete
Probability of Failure
y = 0.1753 * ∑ x
where x are operator actions assessment:
Exact = 0
Partial=0.25
None = 1
Equation 7 eHCIPA - Probability of Failure
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5.4.5.2 Trials-to-Master and Number of Days
Trials-to-Master
TtM = Round(Prediction*i )
-1.1

where i = 2...n... N until TtM=1 and i is the number of days
Prediction = 0.5916*x + 1.9632 where x are operator actions
assessment:
Exact = 0
Partial=0.25
None = 1
Equation 8 eHCIPA - Trials-to-Master

5.4.6 Examples
5.4.6.1 Enter approach reference speed using Boing 777 FMC-CDU
This task is performed during the landing approach. The aircraft is at cruise
altitude approaching the top-of-descent. The crew decides to use a landing flaps setting
of 30 degrees. This task occurs frequently in line operations.
The HCIPA analysis starts with the definition of the task as the first step and then
the function that allows performing the task. The task is composed of five steps:
Recognize need to Enter approach reference speeds into FMC
Decide to use function Approach Ref Page/LSK2R
Access step: Press INIT REF Key
Enter data: Press LSK 2R to line select flaps 30/Vref speed to scratch pad
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Confirm and Save: Press LSK 4R to line select flaps 30/Vref speed to LSK 4R
Figure 5-50 shows the analysis done using the eHCIPA tool. The first column
includes the HCIPA steps. The second column lists the label shown by the tool to
perform the task. Note, that the operator actions of the Id Task and Select Functions
steps are automatically generated by the tool. The Cue Significance allows to assess
the salience of the cue with respect to the task.
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Figure 5-50 HCIP analysis of Task: Enter Approach Reference Speed
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Based on the salience evaluation and distribution of operator actions per HCIPA
step, the probability of failure to complete the task is 0.53, the number of days of
consecutive training required by a novice user to achieve proficiency is 3 and the
number of trials per day during the training is 4,2, and 1 per day. The operator needs to
perform eight actions to complete this task. The most critical part is the first operator
action.

The current label is not obvious to perform the task through the selected

function (salience evaluation is None). However, once the operator knows how to enter
the new speed on LSK4R, the visual cues is sufficient to complete the task. A more
detailed description of how the assessment of cue was performed is presented on Table
5-8.
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Is the cue visible?
Y
Is the cue an EXACT semantic match to the TASK?

Steps

VISUAL CUE

N

Y

Are there competing cues visible?

Are there competing cues visible?

N

Y
N

None

None

Do these cues have better
semantic match to TASK?
N

Y

Partial

None

N

Y

Exact

Partial

COMPETING
CUES

TASK: Recognize need to Enter approach
reference speeds into FMC

NONE

x

Decide to use function FLAP/SPEED

FLAP/SPEED

x

Press INIT REF key

INIT REF

x

DEP/ARR

Vref

x

FLAP/SPEED

Press LSK 2R to line select Flaps 30/Vref Speed
to Scratch Pad
Press LSK 4R to line select Flaps 30/Vref Speed
to 4R

FLAP/SPEED

x

Total Visual Cues

NONE

4

PARTIAL

1

EXACT

0

Probability of Failure to Complete
Operator Performance Metrics

Total Number of Consecutive Training to Reach Proficiency
Trials to Mastery per Day (Day 1 to Day N)

Table 5-8 Detailed Visual Cue Assessment
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5.4.6.2 Track a radial inbound using Boing 777 FMC-CDU
This task was described on section 5.1.4.2. This task has been rated as one of
the most difficult task to accomplish using the FMC .

Table 5-9 Visualization of Track Radial Inbound Task

The HCIPA analysis follows the same steps listed on Table 5-6 but it includes
two additional required steps: Identify Task and Select function. Table 5-10 shows the
task using the HCIPA structure.
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ID Task

Identify Task: Track a radial inbound (Join Red Table 90
radial)

Select
Function

Select Function: Decide to use function INTC CRS

Access Step

•Screen 1 => Press LEGS Mode Key Access LEGS Page
•Screen 2 => Press LSK 1L Entering DBL Into Scratch
Pad
•Screen 3 => Press LSK 1L Entering DBL Into 1L

Enter Steps

•Screen 4a => Compute reciprocal of 90, 270, and reject
240 computed by FMC
•Screen 4b => Enter 270 Into Scratch Pad
•Screen 5 => Press LSK 6R

Confirm
and •Screen 6 => Press EXECute Key
Save/Verbalize
and Verify
Monitor

•Screen 7 => Verify That LEGS Page Title Prefix Changes
From MOD to ACT

Table 5-10 Descriptions of HCIPA steps for Track a Radial Inbound Task.

Figure 5-51 shows the analysis done using the eHCIPA tool. The cue
assessment confirms the difficulty of the task. Note that the assessment evaluation
generates a probability of failure of 100%. The number of days to master the task is four
consecutive days with trials of 6,3,2,1 respectively.
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Figure 5-51 HCIP analysis of Task: Track a Radial Inbound
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
The model-based approach provides an opportunity to significantly impact the
development, certification and fielding of the next generation automation in support of
NextGen and SESAR. Several pilot projects have demonstrated the utility of this class
of tool in the development process. Further, this type of tool is straight-forward and
compatible with rigorous development process (e.g. RTCA DO-178B).
6.1

Impact on Development
In its simplest form, the design of user-interfaces is an activity in matching the

semantics of the labels and prompts with the semantics of the task. The most intuitive
device matches the operator’s tasks with functions that automate the mission task, and
a user-interface that guides operator using the language of the domain. This class of
tool provides impetus for designers to consider the semantic interpretation of all labels
and prompts included in the design.
This class of tool provides developers the opportunity to evaluate designs for the
user-interface early in the development cycle, eliminating costly re-design later in the
development process. In some circumstances the tool can be used to generate a Task
Design Document (TDD) as a program deliverable (e.g. SDRL). See Sherry and Feary
(Sherry & Feary, 2004) for more information on the RTCA DO178X software
development process and the role of the TDD.
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One implication of this tool and a TDD is that program managers are required to
sign-off on this document to evaluate the proposed design under HCI criteria. Waivers
for designs with high PFtC or DtP must be obtained before development can proceed.
6.2

Impact on Certification
Regulatory authorities are responsible for providing certificates of airworthiness

for all aircraft operating in their airspace. Minimum acceptable standards are defined as
requirements for certification and are demonstrated in a systematic evaluation of the
aircraft over 5000 flight test and simulator test hours. In recent years, human factors
requirements have been added to the certification process: 14 CFR PARTS 23.1301
(b); 23.1335; and AC 23.1311-1A; MIL-STD-1472. To assist designers meet these
requirements, several industry standards groups have developed documents to provide
guidelines for certification. For example, ―Recommended Guidelines for Part 23
Cockpit/Flightdeck Design‖ (GAMA, Publiocatiion No. 10, 2004). This document is
derived from the ―Human Factors Design Guidelines for Multifunction Displays‖
(DOT/FAA, 2001).
These documents provide detailed instructions for ―equipment design‖ (e.g.
requirements for tactile feedback of controls, rules for direction of turning) that are
intended to share best-practices across the industry and to create some consistency
between equipment and even aircraft. The guidelines also provide requirements
―functional integration‖ such as system response time for data entry
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Despite the existence of rigorous performance requirements for the behavior of
devices, they are absent performance requirements for human-automation interaction.
For example, the GAMA publication No. 10 includes a section 7.2.2 on ―Labeling,‖ which
from the perspective of this paper, is the most significant criteria for ensuring cost
effective and safe operation. The guidelines emphasis is on consistency and clarity in
labeling. In a section labeled ―performance criteria‖ the requirement is that ―Labels
should be easily read and understood by the expected user population.― The associated
Evaluation Procedure fails to provide a mechanism to establish this criteria and simply
calls for a ―review of the labels throughout the cockpit on controls, mode annunciations
and functions to ensure that particular functions are labeled consistently on all the
system, that labels unambiguously describe each control, mode or function and that all
labeled functions are operational. While seated in the normal pilot’s position note that all
labels are readable.‖ The model-based tool described in this paper provides the basis
for a formal testing of this requirement.
6.3

Future Work

6.3.1 Refinement of Operator Performance Models
One of the steps necessary to complete the development of this class of tools is
the refinement of the OPM’s. Collecting data necessary to extend the predictive
capabilities of operator performance models to the cockpit is needed.
The elaborated descriptions of mission task goals used in eHCIPA, ACW, and
CogTool Explorer are and will continue to be constructed with the assistance of
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experienced instructor pilots and avionics designers. Even CWW’s task goals (M.
Blackmon et al., 2002; 2003; 2007; 2005) are generated by an analyst.
ACW+ will be three sets of enhancements of ACW. The first set is substituting a
sequence of HCIPA subgoals for a single goal. The second set is additional elaboration
of mission task subgoal descriptions and CDU display content descriptions. Each of the
six ACW+, HCIPA-like stages will have an associated subgoal that will be appended to
the mission task goal.

This series of subgoals will control CoLiDeS’s first stage

attention mechanism, e.g., focusing on the mode keys and relevant parts of the CDU
display during execution of the Access stage. The contents of the 12 label-data regions
of the CDU will be elaborated to reflect the meaning of various CDU display conventions
like  in a data field, e.g., a mandatory parameter entry. The third set of
enhancement will focus on additional analysis methods that take into account pilots’
knowledge of CDU interaction conventions. This will involve developing explicit rules
that define the conditions that should trigger sequences of actions that make entries into
attend to CDU data fields.
We need to define new operators that are not included in current versions of the
Key Stoke Level Model (KLM) (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). The original version of
KLM was developed for applications running on desktop systems with WIMP (widows,
icons, menus, pointing device) interfaces. The cockpit environment is not only much
more complex, but also it contains novel input devices like altitude and speed windows
and input dials. Calibration experiments enable us to collect timing data that define the
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new operators that have to be incorporated into operator performance models
applicable to the cockpit.
A very strong assumption made by KLM is that the properties of these operators
are independent of the sequence of operators necessary to perform a task or the details
of a particular design. However, the kinds of operators necessary to perform a task on
a system do depend on the general characteristics of a WIMP system. Obviously, if a
system does not have a mouse, then H(mouse) and P(menu item) operators would be
irrelevant.
The other assumption made by Card, et al. was that operators that varied with a
parameter like distance could be replaced with the average time for that operator in a
typical WIMP system of the early 1980s.

P(menu item) is a function both of the

distance from the starting position of the mouse pointer to the target and the size of the
target.

The screen sizes were small enough on these early systems that average

values gave good approximate answers, and the use of averages dramatically simplifies
the analysis.
The function for predicting mouse movement times is known (Card, English, &
Burr, 1978; Card et al., 1983). The ACT-R underpinnings of CogTool use an updated
version of the function and its parameters to predict mouse movement times and make
more accurate performance predictions at at much, much lower cost.
However, the logic of this parameterized operator is identical to Card, et al.
assumption that the properties of these operators are independent of the sequence of
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operators necessary to perform a task or details of a particular design. In the case of
mouse movements, the function is independent of the context in which they are
executed. Olson and Olson (1990) reviewed the literature on KLM operators and found
strong support for this context independence assumption.
KLM described in more detail in Section 4.1.1, represents the execution of a task
using a proposed system design as a sequence of operators move the hand from the
keyboard to the mouse, H(mouse), and moving the mouse to point at a specified object
the display P(menu item) . See the Section 4.1.1 for more examples. Extending KLM
to the cockpit require additional operators that enable performance predictions for input
devices that are unique to the cockpit on the MCP (Mode Control Panel) and the CDU
(Control and Display Unit) of the FMS (Flight Management System) and other pilot
actions involving cockpit displays. Examples of new operators include dialing a new
value into speed or altitude windows, moving the hand from the lap or yoke to the MCP,
and scanning the Navigation Display (ND) to confirm flight plan modifications.

In

addition, ACT-R’s typing model may have to be recalibrated to describe skilled onehanded text entry into the CDU keyboard.
6.3.2 Refinement of Prediction Equations
Prediction equations (Eqs. 1 and 2, Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.2.1) for the
Aviation Cognitive Walkthrough’s (ACW) predictions of probability of failure to complete
a task need to be refined.
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The assumptions underlying ACW’s predictions of probabilities of failing to
complete tasks assume that these probabilities are functions of the four independent
variables described in Section 4.2.2.2. These variables are features of an interface at a
step in a task that interfere with the attention allocation and action planning mechanisms
hypothesized by CoLiDeS (Section 4.2.2). Blackmon et al. (2005) run several large
experiments using their find article task on an encyclopedia website.

They then

performed meta-analyses using multiple linear regression techniques to assign weights
to each variable and validate the quality of performance predictions for their website.
There is no reason to expect that these weights will be constant across different task
environments, e.g. websites versus the cockpit.
6.3.2.1 Calibration Data
There are two kinds of calibration data necessary to complete development of
the tools described in Sections 4 and 5. The first involves collecting performance data
from a small number of skilled pilots performing tasks using the MCP and the CDU to
calibrate new KLM operators. The second involves collecting performance data from a
larger group of pilots performing tasks with the autoflight system (MCP, CDU) that are
not trained or that occur infrequently line operations to estimate values of the regression
weights in Eqs. 1 and 2 (Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.2.1).
The data from both of these experiments have to be collected in a high enough
fidelity simulator that the results can be legitimately generalized to actual cockpits. We
need both keystroke times as well as eye movement and fixation data. The simulator
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must be able to record keystroke times and other pilot actions, e.g., dialing up the
altitude window, to plus or minus one to five milliseconds.

This is a nontrivial

requirement because the data recording code must be incorporated into the simulator
software.

Furthermore, some of the new operators that must be calibrated do not

involve manipulation of the hardware. Eye movement and fixation times data are need
to define operators that describe scanning of the Navigation Display (ND) to confirm
flight plan modifications and fixation of the Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA) to confirm
mode engagement.
6.3.2.2 Extension of the Aviation Semantic-Space
One of the big issue relates to the semantic assessment. The most significant
action a designer can take to ensure an intuitive user-interface is to use labels that
reflect the semantic-space of the target operators. The current version of the eHCIPA
Tool takes as an input an assessment of the semantic similarity between the
task/operator action and the correct and competing cues. Pilot projects have
demonstrated variance among designers in selecting competing cues and making the
semantic assessment. This manual approach is a start, but not the final product.
A semantic-space is a network of terms used in a domain. The semantic-space is
generated from a corpus of domain knowledge and the degree of association between
terms is linked through a quantitative measurements of semantic similarity. In theory a
semantic-space for the domain would provide a list of candidate label names based on
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the designer could use to select a label. The semantic space would also provide a list of
synonyms for each candidate label with the degree of overlap and/or isolation.
Blackmon & Polson (2007) have started down this road and used Latent
Semantic Analysis (Kintsch, 1988) to create a semantic-space for users of the MCDU. A
preliminary semantic-space scored 70% (a passing grade) on the written ―ground
school‖ pilots test. Teo & John (2008) have also been researching the application of
information foraging using SNIF-ATC (ref) to simulate the behavior of human operators
as they scan a user-interface. In the long-run, both the semantic-space and information
foraging technique, could be used to automate the semantic assessment in the modelbased tool.
An alternate approach to semantic-assessment is to use a sample of subjectmatter-experts to do the assessment. One approach would be to use a Delphi-method
and allow the assessors multiple-rounds and opportunities to discuss and amend
differences in their assessments.
6.3.2.3 Granularity of Tasks
Two issues have been identified both related to variability between users. The
first issue is the granularity of tasks. Several users defined mission tasks with too low
granularity (e.g. dial a knob, or seek a specific piece of information). There is no
apparent way to enforce the granularity, but all tasks should be related to accomplishing
a task related to the mission. The best approach to address this issue to date is to
provide a large set of examples that can be used as guidelines.
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